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MEDICAL DOCTORS QUESTIONING CORONAVIRUS
Note: Director-General of WHO, Ethiopian Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus is the first WHO D-G
who is not a medical doctor. He holds an undergraduate degree in biology, a masters degree in
immunology of infectious diseases and a PhD in community health.
BRUTAL: 5 awful facts about WHO’s Tedros Adhanom:
https://www.rebelnews.com/who_director_general_tedros_adhanom_isnt_medical_doctor_ally_chi
na_troubling_human_rights_record?utm_campaign=kb_who_director_general&utm_medium=emai
l&utm_source=therebel
Open letter to the WHO: Purge Dr. Tedros Adhanom out or face the shame!:
https://www.ethiopianregistrar.com/open-letter-purge-dr-tedros-adhanom-or-face-shame-mulukengebeyew/
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Ayyadurai
Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai ~ "Inventor Of Email! World Crisis & Political Power Structure" [Age Of Truth
TV]: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAE8C0iEoRQ
(US) Dr.SHIVA LIVE: Time for Truth on Coronavirus:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFczfwW99kU
(US) Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai - Scientist with 4 Degrees from MIT Warns 'Deep State' Using
Coronavirus Fear-Mongering To Suppress dissent: http://www.tathasta.com/2020/03/scientist-with4-degrees-from-mit-warns_19.html
Bhattacharya
Questioning Conventional Wisdom in the COVID-19 Crisis, with Dr. Jay Bhattacharya of the
Hoover Institution: The official virus narrative is false: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UO3Wd5urg0&feature=emb_logo
Dr. Jay Bhattacharya is a professor of medicine at Stanford University. He is a research associate
at the National Bureau of Economic Research and a senior fellow at both the Stanford Institute for
Economic Policy Research and the Stanford Freeman Spogli Institute. His March 24, 2020, article
in the Wall Street Journal questions the premise that “coronavirus would kill millions without
shelter-in-place orders and quarantines.” In the article he suggests that “there’s little evidence to
confirm that premise—and projections of the death toll could plausibly be orders of magnitude too
high.” In this edition of Uncommon Knowledge with Peter Robinson we asked Dr. Bhattacharya to
defend that statement and describe to us how he arrived at this conclusion. We get into the details
of his research, which used data collected from hotspots around the world and his background as
a doctor, a medical researcher, and an economist. It’s not popular right now to question
conventional wisdom on sheltering in place, but Dr. Bhattacharya makes a strong case for
challenging it, based in economics and science.
Berg
(US) Dr. Eric Berg Important Lesson From the Spanish Flu Pandemic of
1918: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyrcYVH6qtU
Bhakdi
Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi — one of the most cited research scientists in German history — published a
video where he reiterates that “Implementation of the current draconian measures that so
extremely restrict fundamental rights can only be justified if there is reason to fear that a truly,
exceptionally dangerous virus is threatening us. Do any scientifically sound data exist to
support his contention for COVID-19? […] The answer is simply: NO!” [emphasis mine]
Bukacek
NEW - Montana physician Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses how COVID 19 death certificates
are being manipulated: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5wn1qs_bBk&feature=emb_logo
Buttar
Dr. Rashid Buttar: Virus Engineered – Fake Pandemic: https://phibetaiota.net/2020/03/dr-rashidbuttar-virus-engineered-fake-pandemic/
Renowned Microbiology Specialist On Why He Believes Coronavirus Measures Are “Draconian”
(Video): https://www.collective-evolution.com/2020/03/30/renowned-microbiology-specialist-onwhy-he-believes-coronavirus-measures-are-draconian-video/
Coldwell
Why You CANNOT And Will NEVER “Catch” Coronavirus:
https://drleonardcoldwell.com/2020/04/01/why-you-cannot-and-will-never-catch-coronavirus-video/
Coleman
(UK) Dr. Vernon Coleman:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZ8sQQvqvrE&fbclid=IwAR3_9HibLMLoqLA2HjTjUwRMapGYKKoK1q_3TDbdo4Q2QM2kW1gS9zjQ3s
Cowan
(US?) Dr. Thomas Cowan: CENSORED BY YOUTUBE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=11&v=jh1T4c3wP8I&feature=emb_logo
NOW AT BRIGHTEON: Covid-19/Coronavirus Caused By 5G? Dr Thomas Cowan, MD - Joshua
Coleman: https://www.brighteon.com/c32af45d-175c-4880-8398-938fb3483122
Doctor Thomas Cowan M.D. Claims 5G Radiation Poisoning Could Be Causing Coronavirus:
https://www.brighteon.com/ede0dbf9-a4d4-4a1c-bfd0-ce4de7dc9872
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Dr. Thomas Cowan Covid19 fails Koch's postulates:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=m3LgrcDAlJs&feature=emb_logo
Coronavirus Fear, Germ Theory, Exosomes, and Resiliency - Thomas Cowan, MD, and Sayer Ji:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvqNc4m5oOI&utm_campaign=Daily+Newsletter%3A+Coronav
irus+-+Cowdan++Fixed+%28Ji2mSU%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Daily+Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWF
pbCI6ICJhbGVjcmFtenVyYzMxMkBnbWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkif
Q%3D%3D
Ioannidis
(US) Prof. Ioannidis from Stanford is featured in a long interview where he reiterates that the data
we have is gravely insufficient, and that the interventions that are being taken might be doing more
harm than good — we simply don’t know. He is the author of the controversial article “A fiasco in
the making? As the coronavirus pandemic takes hold, we are making decisions without reliable
data”.
Jensen
Minnesota Senator, Dr. Jensen said that he received a 7-page document from the MN Department
of Health advising him to fill out death certificates with a diagnosis of #COVID-19 whether the
person actually died from COVID-19 or not. Can we trust the death numbers we've been seeing?"
https://www.valleynewslive.com/content/misc/Sen-Dr-Jensens-Shocking-Admission-AboutCoronavirus-569458361.html
CDC's guidance for certifying Covid-19 deaths not accurate -- no virus testing, only "suspected"
cause required: https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/cdcs-guidance-certifying-covid-19-deaths-notaccurate-no-virus-testing-only-suspest
Dr. Scott Jensen explains that the CDC's present guidelines for determining "COVID-19 deaths"
are not evidence-based, and may even have to do with the greater profitability of doing so. His
testimony runs directly counter Dr. Fauci, who labeled any criticism of their highly controversial
policy "conspiracy theory."
Kaufman
Dr Kaufman M.D. explains how this is all fake: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZzIxnCHVDM
Dr Andrew Kaufman: A Breakdown on Current Testing Procedures:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=Xr8Dy5mnYx8&feature=emb_logo
Jaymie Icke Plandemic Podcast: Interview with a US Doctor: How Can You Make a Vaccine for
Something Never Proven to Exist?: https://www.brighteon.com/f3a2113e-13cd-4dde-82fbf19291dfc3cb
JI: “Do you believe there is a virus in the first place?” Dr. K.: “No, I do not.” … Questions the idea
that infections can be passed from person to person because no evidence for this has been
provided.
NEW - 7.4.20 - Medical Doctor Blows CV19 Scamdemic Wide Open - Andrew Kaufman M.D.:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHuL7HOC5MI&feature=emb_logo
Klinghardt
(INT) Dr. Klinghardt: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgj-VT5iVh0&feature=youtu.be
Kyle-Siddell
COVID-19 is a condition of oxygen deprivation, not pneumonia… VENTILATORS may be causing
the lung damage, not the virus:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9GYTc53r2o&feature=emb_logo AND
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-education/bombshell-plea-nyc-icudoctor-covid-19-condition-oxygen-deprivation-not-pneumonia-ventilatorsmay?fbclid=IwAR2eN51oPdv5ns7232FKVg64n7_C2G179G8jtMiC014lJd8jsr6GaNNU2nk
COVID-19 is not a pneumonia-like disease at all. It’s an oxygen deprivation condition, and the
use of ventilators may be doing more harm than good with some patients. The ventilators
themselves, due to the high-pressure methods they are running, may be damaging the lungs and
leading to widespread harm of patients. “In these nine days I have seen things I have never seen
before,” he says.
[See appendix for fuller summary of Kyle-Siddell’s observations and see below Joe Imbriano on 60
GHz]
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Lee
(UK) Dr. John Lee, retired professor of pathology and a former consultant pathologist for UK’s
National Health Service, reiterates in an article that “Covid-19 deaths are a substantial overestimate”, and that “the measured increase in numbers of deaths is not necessarily a cause
for alarm, unless it demonstrates excess deaths [emphasis mine] – 340 deaths out of 46,000
shows we are not near this at present.”
Lohse
“The director of the University Medical Center Hamburg, Dr. Ansgar Lohse, demands a quick end
to curfews and contact bans. He argues that more people should be infected with corona. Kitas
and schools should be reopened as soon as possible so that children and their parents can
become immune through infection with the corona virus. The continuation of the strict
measures would lead to an economic crisis, which would also cost lives, [emphasis mine]
said the physician.’ (Via SPG)
Mercola
Surveillance: Dr Mercola - New App Requires Reporting of People Sneezing or Coughing:
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/04/01/live-coronavirusmap.aspx?cid_source=dnl&cid_medium=email&cid_content=art1HL&cid=20200401Z1&et_cid=DM
495106&et_rid=841780283
Montagnier
(France) Dr Montagnier on COVID19 and Oxidative Stress: (short) https://vimeo.com/397261221
(and long/full) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4fC9dBo6uQ&feature=youtu.be
Nobel-prize-winner Dr. Luc Montagnier On Coronavirus:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roYcVHcKGzY
Pall
Dr. Martin Pall, Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences at Washington
State University
(US) NEW 22.3.20 - Argument for a 5G – COVID-19 Epidemic Causation Mechanism by
Martin Pall, PhD: https://electromagnetichealth.org/electromagnetic-health-blog/5g-covid-19epidemic/
Prof. Em. Pall offers the theory that the suppression of the immune system by exposure to 5G
towers could weaken the body and increase the detrimental effect of CoViD-19.
“The question that is being raised here is not whether 5G is responsible for the virus, but rather
whether 5G radiation, acting via VGCC activation may be exacerbating the viral replication or the
spread or lethality of the disease. Let’s backtrack and look at the recent history of 5G in Wuhan in
order to get some perspective on those questions. An Asia Times article, dated Feb. 12, 2019
(https://www.asiatimes.com/2019/02/article/china-to-launch-first-5g-smart-highway) stated that
there were 31 different 5G base stations (that is antennae) in Wuhan at the end of 2018. There
were plans developed later such that approximately 10,000 5G antennae would be in place at the
end of 2019, with most of those being on 5G LED smart street lamps. The first such smart street
lamp
was
put
in
place
on
May
14,
2019
(www.china.org.cn/china/201905/14/content_74783676.htm), but large numbers only started being put in place in October, 2019,
such that there was a furious pace of such placement in the last 2 ½ months of 2019. These
findings show that the rapid pace of the coronavirus epidemic developed at least roughly as the
number of 5G antennae became extraordinarily high. So we have this finding that China’s 1st 5G
smart city and smart highway is the epicenter of this epidemic and this finding that the epidemic
only became rapidly more severe as the numbers of 5G antennae skyrocketed.
… “It is my opinion, therefore, that 5G radiation is greatly stimulating the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic and also the major cause of death, pneumonia and therefore, an
important public health measure would be to shut down the 5G antennae.”
Raoult
(France) Professeur Didier Raoult, Directeur de l'Institut Méditerranée Infection et spécialiste des
maladies infectieuses: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j37S3fuF3w8
NEW: Interview with Professor Didier Raoult in the Parisien newspaper 22 March 2020:
https://thesaker.is/interview-with-professor-didier-raoult-in-the-parisien-newspaper-22-march-2020/
…The problem in this country is that the people that talk are abysmally ignorant. I did a scientific
study of Chloroquine and viruses, which was published, thirteen years ago. Since then four other
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studies by other authors have shown that Coronavirus responds to Chloroquine. None of that is
new.
That the group of decision makers do not even know about the latest science takes my breath
away. We knew about the potential effect of Chloroquine on cultured viral samples. It was known
that it was an effective antiviral.
We decided in our experiments to add a course of treatment of azithromicyne (an antibiotic used
against bacterial pneumonia – ed).
When we added azithromycine to hydrochloroquine, in treating patients suffering from Covid-19,
the results were spectacular. …
Sircus
(US) Dr. Sircus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trmW7zE4SPg&feature=youtu.be
Solaimanzadeh
Dr. Isaac Solaimanzadeh, practitioner of Internal Medicine at the Interfaith Medical Center in
Brooklyn, is supporting what Dr. Kyle-Sidell is saying in the video about coronavirus being
something more like high altitude high altitude pulmonary edema than a viral driven pneumonia:
https://drsircus.com/coronavirus/medical-gas-coronavirus-therapy/
He stated:
“While anti-viral approaches and vaccines are being considered immediate countermeasures are
unavailable. Both COVID-19 and HAPE exhibit a decreased ratio of arterial oxygen partial
pressure to fractional inspired oxygen with concomitant hypoxia and tachypnea. There also
appears to be a tendency for low carbon dioxide levels in both as well.”
Carbon dioxide is an essential medical gas. Medical gases trigger naturally occurring physiological
responses, enhancing the human body’s preventive and self-healing capabilities. Medical gases
include carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen, nitrogen oxide and most recently hydrogen can be
employed at home or in ICU to treat the worst symptoms of a coronavirus infection.
Hydrogen to the Rescue if You Cannot Breathe
Ford and GE Healthcare goal is to produce 50K ventilators within 100 days. Everyone is
scrambling for ventilators. But what they should be scrambling to get are hydrogen inhalation
devices. Too many people on ventilators die yet with hydrogen gas people can quickly start
breathing with ease again. I have been saying for two years in my Hydrogen Medicine book that in
the future oxygen should never be given without hydrogen, especially for critical situations like end
stage coronavirus infections. …
Stilmann
Dr. Stilmann on the connection between 5G and "coronavirus":
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vbd0R1pXxs&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR16eP6NXYZ8ld8sn3SnfuanhVzlwqvbTlYFFu8GqIIwyNZKI3X
kv9aWvAo
Wittkowski
Epidemiologist: Coronavirus could be ‘exterminated’ if lockdowns were lifted:
https://www.thecollegefix.com/epidemiologist-coronavirus-could-be-exterminated-if-lockdownswere-lifted/?fbclid=IwAR1UpPUdi14xHkEZcel6bLJ-71kcL4fVPb9JeJFWQ8xk9298gorpI2DIa1c
“Going outdoors is what stops every respiratory disease”
Transcript: https://ratical.org/PerspectivesOnPandemic-II.html
Wodarg
(Germany) Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg: https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/internationalnews/disease/dr-wolfgang-wodarg-confirms-this-is-an-insane-panic/
Medical testimony by Dr. Wodarg on the "Corona Panic": https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/medical-testimonyby-dr-wodarg-on-the-coronapanic?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%3A%20Touching%20Base%202%20%28Jj32hS%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=D
aily%20Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJzdG9wNWdhcHBlYWxAcHJvdG9ubWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMn
ZYQXkifQ%3D%3D

Wolfe
Dr. Darrell Wolfe: #236 - CORONAVIRUS PT. 1 - LIAR LIAR PANTS ON FIRE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZWEZsWo1Gg&feature=youtu.be
Young
Coronavirus And Health Dr Robert O Young:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZswSYwnR724&fbclid=IwAR13Mi5cmJydFHRXYagtfhAydZHpj_ki6AktYlMDpuIkLk-kIPm6P7cKpg
5
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Nameless Australian: EXCELLENT EXPLANATION: You can’t catch covid 19 your government is
lying: https://vimeo.com/403629258 AND
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9E_yAp0xx0&feature=youtu.be
… “The only way you can catch a virus is by having it injected into your bloodstream.” [Don’t take
those vaccines, folks!]
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

ACTION
8.4.20 - Save Us Now - 5G - Direct Action: https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/save-us-now5g-direct-action
5G mast on fire, dr, news tells truth, uk disgrace:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlMTriMc9VI&feature=youtu.be
Nigerian movement to stop 5G installations in Nigeria – masts are being burned down. Doctor
reports receiving letter instructing him to diagnose patient deaths as Covid-19.
Coronavirus fact not fear - government killer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LydLELH49rc&feature=youtu.be
** If you understand and agree that this video is a matter of concern to us as citizens then please
forward to MEDIA, newspapers, reporters, and let's get the story out there. A pro-forma email,
which except for the addition of WHO source and a reference to the full original video, is taken
directly from such an email sent by a viewer, is available as a link at the end of this description **
We reveal a new slide which shows how the government had access to clear data demonstrating
that long before the declaration of UK lockdown and even at the time of the Prime Minister's March
3rd broadcast, the data showed that Italy, Germany, Sweden and the UK were all decelerating,
levelling off, and then falling away in terms of the rate of growth of the contagion. The crisis was
over though the contagion would continue until exhausted. It is as inevitable as a ball thrown into
the air, slowing down, and coming back to earth. Our work has shown for now 42 countries just
how simple and smooth the progression of the virus is. It isn't difficult to track its trajectory. It is
difficult to understand how supposedly decent human beings - our leaders - could choose to so
utterly disregard an opportunity to present simple and basic facts to reasurre us, and instead could
choose to pluck a figure out of thin air to scare us, deliberately so, and so immediately order us
into our homes. What matters now is that they chose to do it, and chose to do it contrary to any
possible logic other than their own desire or agenda, whatever that might be. Now it is our turn.
Here is the information to bring down the governments who so abused their power. How long this
video remains available, we have no idea. I suggest you download the PDF promptly and ensure
that a record remains, and then distribute both this video and the record as widely as possible. The
PDF of this video is here: https://peerlessreads.s3.us-east-2.am... Unusually, I'm also including a
link to the underlying source video file. I have a feeling people might need it. I'd suggest
downloading it as a precaution, and I may do the same for the other videos.
https://peerlessreads.s3.us-east-2.am... A pro forma email if you wish to contact newspapers,
news shows or similar, is available here, as sent to me by a viewer. I have merely added the
"WHO data source" line, reference to original video and *** starred *** the bits you may wish to
personalise. It is a far better email than I would have drafted and I have thanked him for taking the
perfect action, which I had been minded to include in the video, but didn't. My bad perhaps, but he
did it anyway. Thank you. https://peerlessreads.s3.us-east-2.am...
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

AI / MIND CONTROL
1.7.20 - Dr. Nick Begich: 5G cell network and mind control:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=wC2kYa1jq_g&feature=emb_logo
I think this video may be much older than the date it was posted.
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See also article on space aspect containing transcript of another interview with Nick Begich,
dealing with HAARP and mind control: For Sale to Lowest 5G Bidder: Planet Earth
(Populations & Wildlife Optional): https://www.globalresearch.ca/lowest-5g-bidder-planet-earthpopulations-wildlife-optional/5692815
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

ANALYSIS
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________
BIG PICTURE – OVERVIEW
Note from the compiler: there is so much going on with the plannedemic that it is easy to fail to
keep your eye on the ball. Below are some essential insights that could help put the big picture
together. Remember: this is a global coup. The globalists have said for decades what they want
and this was very clearly set out in 2011 by Ervin Laszlo, founder of Club of Rome in Hungary and
founder of Club of Budapest, the social engineering arm of Club of Rome. I would say that Club of
Budapest is more significant than Club of Rome in all of this.
Sent by the compiler To: info@lynnemctaggart.com
Subject: Gift of a global plague? You are an EVIL woman! [see full article below]
Ms. McTaggart
I see from your article "The gift of a global plague" that you are signing up to the depopulation
efforts of Ervin Laszlo and Club of Budapest / Club of Rome (https://lynnemctaggart.com/the-giftof-a-global-plague/).
I very much hope that you do not know what you are a part of, but very much fear that you do. It is
pure, unadulterated evil. My disgust knows no bounds. How can you - as the whole world suffers
under this monstrous lockdown on the basis of a totally fake pandemic hoax perpetrated by Bill
Gates' evil stooges at the WHO - tell people that this is a gift and endorse Ervin Laszlo's global
coup?
The husband of a friend of mine languishes in frustration and sorrow because his mother is dying
and he cannot be with her at this time. Ian R. Crane is dying in a nearly empty UK hospital under
lockdown, denied family visitors or even bottled water and ice cream, despite the likelihood that he
will die in a matter of hours from cancer and a strange, flesh-eating bacterial infection. Here he
speaks about his situation, to the end more concerned for others than about his own predicament:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WpZxm6xUHz4&feature=youtu.be.
In countries in Africa, and in India, people who live from day to day are dying of starvation because
they cannot work. Just a few examples of the massive suffering caused by this fake pandemic,
which has been denounced by dozens of expert doctors and epidemiologists across the world. In
numerous countries, doctors are being instructed to record all deaths as associated with Covid-10
in order to artificially ramp up the figures to convince people that large numbers of people are
dying because of Covid-19, whereas the truth is that the total number of deaths is no higher than in
any other year and may actually be lower than average.
The world's economy is being trashed and soon we may all starve.
You call this a gift? And you claim to be "spiritual" and compassionate?
The instigators and members of Club of Rome and Club of Budapest and their numerous offshoots
are eugenicists who have plotted to depopulate the world for 40 years. If you want to know what
Club of Budapest is all about, look no further than their subsidiary Worldshift and its Wordshift 20
7
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Declaration, authored by your evil friend Ervin Laszlo and supported by none other than Deepak
Chopra, who suckered in a whole host of self-proclaimed spiritual people as "Evolutionary
Leaders" to collaborate in these evil plans for a "Worldshift", i.e. a global coup to expropriate
everyone on the planet, cull 95% of the world's population and cyborgise the rest. Here they are
(https://www.evolutionaryleaders.net/leap/role-spirituality-worldshift):

Oh, but there you are yourself, right along there with them:
Don Beck, Michael Bernard Beckwith, Joan Borysenko, Gregg Braden, Patrick Brauckmann,
Rinaldo Brutoco, Jack Canfield, Scott Carlin, Deepak Chopra, Andrew Cohen, Dale Colton, Wendy
Craig-Purcell, Stephen Dinan, Gordon Dveirin, Duane Elgin, Barbara Fields, Arielle Ford, Debbie
Ford, Ashok Gangadean, Kathleen Gardarian, Tom Gegax, Mark Gerzon, Charles Gibbs, Craig
Hamilton, Kathy Hearn, Brian Hilliard, Jean Houston, Barbara Marx Hubbard, Van Jones, Ervin
Laszlo, Bruce Lipton, Howard Martin, Judy Martin, Fred Matser, Rod McGrew, Steve McIntosh,
Lynne McTaggart, Nipun Mehta, Nina Meyerhof, Deborah Moldow, James O’Dea, Carter Phipps,
Carolyn Rangel, Ocean Robbins, Peter Russell, Elisabet Sahtouris, Yuka Saionji, Gerard Senehi,
Christian Sorensen, Emily Squires, Katherine Woodward Thomas, Lynne Twist, Diane Williams,
Marianne Williamson, Tom Zender
This is a global coup. The globalists have said for decades what they want and this was very
clearly set out in 2011 by Ervin Laszlo, founder of Club of Rome in Hungary and founder of Club of
Budapest, the social engineering arm of Club of Rome. Club of Budapest is more significant than
Club of Rome in all of this. They re-launched their “Worldshift” movement last year and we are
now in the middle of the biggest heist in human history, benignly called a "Worldshift" by Ervin
Laszlo and his genocidal sidekicks.
This is what the Club of Budapest's Worldshift 20 Declaration sets out:
Worldshift 20 Declaration: https://goldenageofgaia.com/2011/01/23/worldshift20-declaration/. Note
that it is endorsed by Deepak Chopra.
In their own words:





The two biggest threats are global warming [which does not exist] and nuclear weapons [no
thoughts on eliminating the nuclear industry then?]
"It is the responsibility of the people to choose leadership that is knowledgeable and wise"
["visionaries and futurists" such as the not very bright Nicolya Christi (leader of the
Worldshift movement), Ervin Laszlo, Deepak Chopra, etc. - they wouldn't want people
thinking for themselves because they couldn't trust people to do that, right?]
We base ourselves on the Club of Rome Limits to Growth in 1972
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"We need to replace the obsolete notions of nation-states" - "Only global thinking can
accomplish these ends" [presumably with a one-world totalitarian government where Big
Brother knows best]
We need a "whole-system shift" - "The human community needs comprehensive structural
reform" - "We need to leave everything we know behind in order to get to where we need to
go." [Sounds like Mao's Cultural Revolution to me]
"A systemic thorough reinvention of every aspect of humanity" [More Maoist Cultural
Revolution]
"We are at a point in time when the spiritual dimension must become paramount in issues
of decision making." [And what does that mean, exactly? Eliminating most of the
population so that you can have 50% wilderness areas by 2030 according to Agenda
21/2030?]
"Spirituality needs to be rearticulated in the light of a global society. Spirituality cuts across
barriers of race and religion, sex and nationality, and is therefore best suited for a global
community." [Is this a new religion, then? Soma, anyone?]
"Certain universal concepts ... in the great religious traditions of humanity. ... need to be
rediscovered and reaffirmed." [Soma, anyone?] "All states should establish an office for the
specific fulfillment of the Millennium Development Goals" [later morphed into the
totalitarian, eugenicist Agenda 21/2030]
"Capital must be protected as other property rights" [Ah, so we're not reeeaaally as
revolutionary as all that, are we? But this won’t be for ordinary people – this is just to
reassure the rich to buy into this bullshit]
·
A new bottom line must be established which incorporates the well-being of the
environment and of people as part of the social bargain of society as a limited liability
entity." [Ah, society as a corporation! What a great idea! Phew, I thought for a moment
there we might have been entertaining a real new paradigm.]
We must implement a proper valuation of the natural world independent of human interests
[Yes. Let's make ecocide a crime and throw people in prison if they don't recycle or
regurgitate climate change groupthink.]
National sovereignty must be balanced with universal norms and values." [One-world
government, then.]
The human future and financial markets must be sustainable [Key word. It's only
sustainable if you kill the population.]
We need a "Global Environment Economy" [Do we? I think we need a local, community,
human-scale economy. The GEE is about expropriating all our hard-earned assets and
keeping us imprisoned and debilitated in “smart’ cities while most of the world becomes
wilderness areas and the playground of the elite as per Agenda 2030.]
We must ... partner one another through the greatest social transformation ever known.
[More Maoist Cultural Revolution. Destroy the family! Kill the degenerate intellectuals!]

In other words:













Disenfranchise the people and install a "wise" dictatorship
Smash the family
Smash humanity
Smash communities
Smash society
Smash nation states
Eliminate 95% of humanity
Ban reproduction (see representative quotes from Club of Rome members and eugenicist
"environmentalists" at http://www.green-agenda.com/index.html)
Introduce one-world, totalitarian government
Introduce digital currency
Introduce a one-world, fake religion
Cyborgise everyone (see tweet by Barbara Marx Hubbard, demonic side-kick of Ervin
Laszlo:
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To paraphrase you, our most dangerous enemies are not invisible, all-pervasive, unpredictable or
unvanquishable. They are simply the perpetrators of a hoax to make everyone believe in a nonexistent pandemic. They are pathetic, grasping, cringing, half-witted psychopaths hiding behind
the curtain like the Wizard of Oz while paying their mindless cronies and stooges in government
and the media to facilitate genocide on their behalf.
Humanity will soon rise up, rediscover its autonomy and hunt down all you genocidists: Ervin
Laszlo, Bill Gates, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres (member, depopulationist Club of
Madrid), the FCC's Tom Wheeler, WHO's Michael Ryan ("We'll be coming for you in your homes"),
and ICNIRP's lying Eric van Rongen and Maria Feychting, among others.
We will prosecute you for crimes against humanity in new Nuremberg trials. Don't expect any
compassion from us. I'm saving mine for the children and all the people who have been humiliated
by being forced to cower in their homes and wear face masks for no reason and made to suffer
emotional, psychological, financial or other traumas.
You are an evil woman, Lynne McTaggart. You will receive your just desserts for aiding and
abetting this crime against humanity.
Essential insights:



David Icke: https://www.brighteon.com/3738f84d-ad30-44be-8ca4-920d12eae020
Nich Begich - space/HAARP: Dark Journalist And Dr. Nick Begich COVID-19 5G DARPA
AI Surveillance State!: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niYUPV0LF0w
 Ernst Wolff: #Corona: The Collapse of the System:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&fbclid=IwAR3AKLyrBbW_t0s40Xun0bpzrU
KIjNMHRXoDEtDyEpgx3fheD6L1ARN_pXw&v=8LYjOEib9iI&app=desktop
 Anthony Patch: Please listen to what Anthony Patch said in 2014 about the Corona Virus
and
the
vaccine:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RpdxTRpHSYQ&fbclid=IwAR1jxfdmTPpkCLadSGCDTe
RwcdkC0ZxI9IIlnsFx1Jkp59RuCfNqRkyiF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nk33GlYxY14
Part 1: Apocalypse and the End Times - Anthony Patch - 1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OYf87iMxD8
Part 2: Apocalypse and the End Times 2016 - Anthony Patch - 2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OlqZlQySO9s
Part 3: Apocalypse and the End Times - Anthony Patch – 3:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IK147OJO2k8
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

CENSORSHIP
How to download something from Youtube. It's easy:
1. You open this website: https://www.y2mate.com/en11/convert-youtube.
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2. You paste the youtube link you wish to download.
3. You press download (bar starts to pre-download).
4. You press download again.
5. Ready to watch and store on your PC.
9.4.20 - UK - Culture Secretary Oliver Dowden blasts David Icke's 'lunatic conspiracy
theories' about coronavirus during TV interview - as Ofcom launches urgent probe into
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8204161/Culture-Secretary-Oliver-Dowdennetwork:
blasts-David-Ickes-lunatic-conspiracy-theories.html
The Culture Secretary has said that comments made by David Icke about Covid-19 on a local TV
station amount to 'lunatic conspiracy theories' as he urged Ofcom to take action.
Oliver Dowden told BBC Radio 4's Today programme that he would be contacting the media
watchdog to find out what it plans to do about his comments on London Live.
3.4.20 - Corona Madness - Social Justice Warriors Shutting Down Free Speech:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpF3CV4MAhk&feature=youtu.be
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
Many of our members and other groups are reporting that their Facebook account have been
hacked or closed. Look what comes up if you go into Stop 5G UK's FB
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1787551748212254/
Sorry, this content isn't available right now. The link you followed may have expired, or the page
may only be visible to an audience you're not in. Go back to the previous page · Go to News Feed
· Visit our Help Center
Dr. Leland Stillman posted this on Twitter today: "Today my most popular youtube video ever was
de-listed. Why? Because I suggested 5G might have untoward immunological effects. I'm honored
to be worth censoring. In celebration of this achievement, I'm watching The Matrix. Peace and love
to all of you."
[Note from compiler: The only video channel that still seems to be okay is Brighteon, but Mike
Adams (I think it's his) is anti those who say there is no virus and no pandemic, such as David Icke
so that is worrying. I think Bitchute is still okay.]
5.3.20 - Coronavirus: The conspiracy theories spreading fake news - BBC Newsnight:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkbztWS4-9I
The BBC is criticising fake news but the audience is not buying it. The comments here are
hilarious.
6.4.20 - THAT CENSORED INTERVIEW LONDON REAL – BRIAN ROSE WITH DAVID ICKE
THE CORONAVIRUS CONSPIRACY: HOW COVID-19 WILL SEIZE YOUR RIGHTS &
DESTROY OUR ECONOMY
David joined us to talk about the CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC, the worldwide COVID-19
LOCKDOWN, and the looming global economic recession.
Links current on 9.4.20:
https://www.brighteon.com/3738f84d-ad30-44be-8ca4-920d12eae020
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567418/david-icke-live-london-real-today-330pm-uk
https://londonreal.tv/the-coronavirus-conspiracy-how-covid-19-will-seize-your-rights-destroy-oureconomy-david-icke/
https://londonreal.tv/the-coronavirus-conspiracy-how-covid-19-will-seize-your-rights-destroy-oureconomy-david-icke/?utm_source=drip&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=2020-0409+David+Icke+HELP&utm_content=i+need+your+HELP+%F0%9F%99%8F+BANNED+David+Ic
ke+Must+Not+Be+Lost%21%C2%A0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dFv94fDssLEZSQWvX6BDN-u2ci0y6493/view
BRIAN ROSE AT LONDON REAL ASKS YOU TO DOWNLOADIT IN CASE IT DISAPPEARS. A
CORRESPONDENT OFFERS THIS LINK: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a03DC8G5_32o0IUdZdrcpS__W2Tj7YH/view
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________
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COMMENT
MUST-SEE - 9.4.20 – What If The Coronavirus did kill you? Are you prepared to die? if not,
start living your life today: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdG44UiqqOk&feature=youtu.be
MUST-SEE - 6.4.20 - The Vampirism of Covid19 and Facemasks by James True:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SMBTL3ZU0bM&t=239s
8.4.20 - Mark Devlin: an alternative perspective on what it's all about:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567558/mark-devlin-alternative-perspective
The Author of Musical Truth reaches out to those who would not usually look into this alternative
information and explains why we need to reach out to these new viewers. He also gives a guide to
some of the lead questions that might need answering, in order to understand what is going on all
over the world right now.
9.4.20 - The Hunger Games Society - Crashing The Economy By Design - David Icke:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567657/hunger-games-society-crashing-economy-design-davidicke
4.4.20 – Coronavirus: Sweden determined it has smarter strategy for dealing with COVID-19:
https://news.sky.com/story/coronavirus-sweden-determined-it-has-smarter-strategy-for-dealingwith-covid-19-11968101
Some scientists back the government in not bringing in a lockdown but others fear the nation is
blindly heading for a cliff edge.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
Jon Rappaport: https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/02/jon-rappoport-major-announcementto-my-readers/. This 3-part audio presentation by investigative journalist Jon Rappoport is the most
cogent and complete analysis, by far, of the current global scenario. . .essential listening for a full
comprehension of what we are being criminally subjected to at this critical crossroad in our
possible futures and for re-claiming the higher conscious destiny of this age- IF we awaken and act
quickly.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
8.4.20 - Do You Trust World Health Authorities? by Dr. Mark Sircus
https://drsircus.com/general/do-you-trust-world-health-authorities/
Death by suffocation, or asphyxia, that is, lack of oxygen, is the preferred method by the followers
of Kali, the Hindi goddess of death and destruction, to kill the victims of their human sacrifices,
because in this way no blood is spilt, so the blood is reserved to Kali. This is what we are facing, a
death cult running the world.

10.4.20 – GreenMedinfo newsletter:
The cost of inaction, or a lack of inquiry, may be far worse than the risks associated with
openly questioning and even challenging the dominant narrative (so dominant that we are all
consenting to house arrest, despite the fact that it violates many of our basic civil liberties).
I truly believe I am witnessing the beginning murmurs of a collective awakening -which may be the true silver lining of this plan-demic (I'm just going to call it what it is from
here on out). I'd like to direct you to a colleague's post on the 7 silver linings of the Pandemic
if you need more encouragement. Also, my beloved wife Kelly Brogan's new piece: Why the
Present Moment is an Opportunity.
For those who missed my last email, it's now in article form after some of you asked to
share it via social media: Let's Get Real About This So-Called "Plan-Demic"
Since then, we've seen a powerful tug-of-war between the "doom-and-gloom" spinners
and those who are willing to speak up and against what is increasingly feeling like a theater
of the absurd. This is one reason why I derive great pleasure from the meme below, which is
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-- tragicomically accurate -- on a metaphoric level:
This is the same CNN whose lead reported Anderson Cooper was a CIA intern and
which is based in Atlanta, GA, where the CDC lives.
If you recall, on March 14th they published a highly dubious Imperial College fatality
estimate as if it were fact, claiming that 1.7 million Americans would die if the entire
country wasn't locked down, and that the mandatory quarantine and social distancing
measures (not to mention the economic devastation this "health policy" wrought) could last
as long as 18-months "until a vaccine is available." The lead author Fergusen later
unapologetically retracted that estimate (even though it had already adversely affected the
lives of hundreds of millions of people). This was the report that turned the at-the-time
much more optimistic Trump, and the next day he bowed to the pressures of the deep
state, i.e. military-medical industrial establishment, locking the country down on March
15th, for the first 14-days. CNN continues, daily, to catastrophize. Here's a new piece of
highly inflammatory and dubious information from their daily Coronavirus email update:
"A new study modeled on Chinese data suggests that lockdowns can’t be fully relaxed
until a vaccine is available — and warns that loosening restrictions could result in a
second wave of infections in mid-summer. And worrying new research from the
Korean CDC indicates that the virus may “reactivate” in people previously cured of the
illness, Bloomberg reports."
The propaganda, however, can not account for the reality that the COVID-19 deaths
being recorded around the world are not being clinically or virologically confirmed as
anything more than "suspected." Both the US health statistics agency and the World
Health Organization have announced that the certification of "deaths by COVID-19" require
ZERO proof that a virus is the cause of death. Yet, these "fatalities" are reported
throughout the world's media as true, without question. And this is what media outlets
like CNN (and thousands like them, incidentally owned by the same 6 corporations) use to
fan the flames of fear, hysteria, and ultimately justify a highly destructive global lockdown
that will likely cause millions to lose their lives due to the adverse socioeconomic and
psychobiological adverse effects that will follow.
Listen to Dr. Scott Jensen describe how the CDC's COVID-19 death reporting
guidelines are essentially baseless, and how Dr. Fauci is calling anyone pointing out that
the emperor has no clothes "conspiracy theorists." They've got virtually nothing left in the
way of credibility, so they resort to name-calling and dehumanization.
Ironically, the most consistent response I had since my last email to you about the plandemic was that I should watch the world's most controversial "conspiracy theorist" David
Icke's interview for London Real which was almost immediately removed by both Vimeo and
Youtube. Doesn't the fact of its aggressive censorship make you want to watch it for
that reason alone? Here it is for those who want to take the "red pill": THE CORONAVIRUS
CONSPIRACY: HOW COVID-19 WILL SEIZE YOUR RIGHTS & DESTROY OUR
ECONOMY. I don't think it will shock too many of you, given that so much of what he is
speaking about is already happening, or is even being reported on in the mainstream media.
For instance, Bill Gates has been talking about the introduction of "immunity certificates"
that would require we get a COVID vaccine to be able to leave our houses, go back to work,
and travel. There's been plenty of lead up to this. Gates has already been funding research
into "invisible ink tattoos that could be used to ID vaccinated kids." You can listen to him
discuss his vision for you and I here on youtube here. A few months ago, this would have
been written off as conspiracy theory. Now it's being boldly stated by self-appointed social
engineers and world health planners such as Gates merely as "what's going to happen."
Take what resonates from the Icke interview, and leave what doesn't. I'm certainly
interested in hearing back from some of you to see how that landed.
A couple final things to consider. While this is going to make some of you angry and even
more concerned about what's going on, I share it because I believe its important that we all
know what the planners of this event want to happen next (I'm absolutely not going to stand
by it, and if you won't either, please join Stand for Health Freedom where we are developing
a campaign to fight for your freedoms). Here's a video of Dr. Mike Ryan, the WHO's
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Emergencies Program director, saying that they: "May have to enter homes and remove
family members." While this sounds outrageous and like a bad science fiction film, it is even
more outrageous that hundreds of millions of people, around the world, are standing down in
full compliance with whatever the authorities say should happen next.
The reality is that blind faith and compliance with the WHO's and CDC's plan-demic may very
well result in the nightmarish scenario described by Dr. Ryan above. The "frog" is already
boiling. Social distancing has already been unquestionably accepted the world over
despite a significant body of evidence showing it can do great harm: 13 Studies Reveal
How Social Distancing (i.e. Social Isolation) Can Increase Mortality. The reality is that
independent epidemiological research on social distancing effectively reducing contagionbased morbidity and mortality is equivocal at best.
But the heat is slowly being turned up. A practice now being mandated in cities around the
United States (and world), is the wearing of face masks. My latest report FACE IT: The
Evidence Proving the Effectiveness of Community Mask Wearing Doesn't Exist; The WHO
Agrees sheds light on the reality that the WHO itself warns against the practice because it
can make the problem worse. And so, if the practice does not prove "live saving" results as
widely claimed, then it is more accurate to view it as an almost cult-like fetish or muzzle,
demonstrating to the world one's unquestioning compliance in a form of full spectrum
dominance this world has never before seen.
If we continue to give up our rights (even shaming or threatening those around us who
don't comply), without question, it is unlikely there will be resistance when other agendas
are unleashed, such as a Chinese-style social credit system is rolled out, mandatory
vaccination, a digital ID tied to vaccination status, a 5G enabled real time surveillance
network, a global governance system that will preempt the rights of individual nations, and
many others. All, ostensibly, to "save us from a virus," which truth be told, relative to the
deaths from equally preventable causes such as heart disease, diabetes, and cancer, and
even seasonal flu, makes a cruel mockery of the actions taken thus far in the name of saving
us from COVID.

10.4.20 - We must all demand a sensible end to the coronavirus lockdowns, or we
will lose our liberties forever: https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-04-10-we-must-alldemand-a-sensible-end-to-the-coronavirus-lockdowns-or-we-will-lose-our-libertiesforever.html
… That’s why ending the lockdowns in a sensible way must now become the rallying cry for all
Americans. If we don’t end the lockdowns soon, the authoritarian tyrants will grow
accustomed to their new power over the people, and they will never relinquish it.
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

CONSPIRACY
7.4.20 - Italian minister says coronavirus ‘tsunami’ is slowly starting to back down but ‘hugs
and kisses’ won't return without a vaccine: https://www.rt.com/news/485207-coronavirusvaccine-hugs-kisses/
Deputy health minister Pierpaolo Sileri … added that the ban on movement had prevented the
disease from spreading south, and urged Italians to still observe proper social distancing and wear
face masks when out in public, as they continued their fight against Covid-19.
Despite the government’s efforts, Italy has the highest recorded death toll in the world with more
than 16,500 people losing their lives and over 132,000 reported infections.
9.4.20 – Guy Blows Whistle on 5G Radiation Contamination diagnosed as CV19:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567663/guy-blows-whistle-on-5g-radiation
8.4.20 – CDC tells hospitals to list covid as cause of death even if you're just assuming or it
only contributed: https://www.davidicke.com/article/567597/cdc-tells-hospitals-list-covid-cause14
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death-even-youre-just-assuming-contributed
7.4.20 - Capitalism Is Being Blamed For COVID-19 Deaths by Bradley Thomas:
https://www.technocracy.news/capitalism-is-being-blamed-for-covid-19-deaths/
Not hesitating to exploit a health pandemic to advance their ideological agenda, Jacobin magazine
on March 26 published an article attempting to proactively blame “millions” of coronavirus deaths
on “capitalism.”
Titled “How Capitalism Kills during a Pandemic,” the article advances tired slogans about free
markets placing “profits above people,” buttressed by faulty and at times self-contradictory
arguments that prove unpersuasive.
To set the most alarmist tone possible, author Nick French begins by warning the reader that the
coronavirus “will likely kill millions of people in the United States alone.”
This prediction cherry-picks the most ominous of such projections, irresponsibly relying on the
report from London’s Imperial College COVID-19 Response Team, who own authors admitted
includes projections that are “worst-case,” combined with the incredibly unrealistic caveat that
“there are no interventions or changes in people’s behavior.” The report further admitted that
“Epidemic timings are approximate given the limitations of surveillance data in both countries,” in
essence cautioning that such predictions will be moot once more sufficient data becomes
available. (The Jacobin article was published before a leading author of the report altered his
predictions based upon the dramatic responses imposed in countries around the world.)
With the reader sufficiently shocked by the worst-case projection of victims based on partial data
and unrealistic assumptions, French quickly assigns the villain: “Many of these fatalities could have
been avoided if we had a social order that placed the needs of people over profit,” he declares.
Helping to shape the readers’ cartoonish image of evil capitalism, the article informs us: “capitalists
prioritize profits over the welfare of their workers and of humanity as a whole,” and adds, “They will
pollute the environment with deadly toxins and planet-destroying greenhouse gases before
spending money on safe production processes.”
Mass death is but an unconsidered side effect in the heartless system of capitalism. Such is the
framing that French establishes.
11.4.20 - Bill Gates: mass gatherings may never come back unless you're vaccinated by
Makia Freeman: https://www.davidicke.com/article/567723/bill-gates-mass-gatherings-may-nevercome-back-unless-youre-vaccinated
Unless you're vaccinated ...
NWO (New World Order) frontman Bill Gates has suggested 1 of the 5 intrinsic, natural, human
rights enumerated in the 1st Amendment to the US Constitution – the right to peacefully assemble
– may disappear forever. That's right: he actually suggested overriding a fundamental and innate
human right due to the fake pandemic of the coronavirus. In a recent interview on CBS, Gates
again didn't miss the opportunity to push his mass vaccination 'solution' to the crisis the
orchestrated. With so much evidence available linking Gates to this entire Operation
Coronavirus, it is truly a wonder he is walking free and being given MSM platforms to spout his
tyrannical agenda, rather than being arrested and charged for crimes against humanity. In the
interview below around the 4:00 minute mark, Gates lays out the plan to entice you to get the
coming coronavirus vaccine – to keep you on lockdown (i.e. house arrest) "unless you're
vaccinated."
The
True
Psychopathy
of
Bill
Gates
on
Full
and
Open
Display
Here are the actual words of depopulation-via-vaccines enthusiast Bill Gates in the above
interview:
"Even the issue of once you get the case numbers down, what does opening up look like? Which
activities like schools have such benefits that can be done in such a way that the risk of
transmission is very low, and which activities like mass gatherings may be in a certain sense more
optional, so until you're widely vaccinated, those may not, uh, come back, uh, at all."
Did you catch that? May not come back at all? Who the hell does this guy think he is? Can you
believe the arrogance and psychopathy of Bill Gates? He wants to play God and decide to overrule
the natural human right to gather, to assemble and to get together for social, political, personal and
any other reason, a right that belongs to every human being regardless of race or nation, and a
right that has been enshrined for around 230 years in the US Constitution:
15
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"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances."
Conveniently for the tyrants, this is also a key right when it comes to ensuring that people retain
the power over their government, for revolution becomes impossible if people cannot gather
together for a common cause.
Unless
You're
Vaccinated:
The
Long-Term
Planning
of
Bill
Gates
Gates spreads vaccines around the world (especially poverty-stricken countries in Africa and
South East Asia) that cause countless effects such as sterility, seizures, auto-immune disorders,
paralysis and death. The 2014 article The real agenda of the Gates Foundation describes some of
this:
"the trials [for the 2010 Gates malarai vaccine given to 7 African countries] resulted in 151 deaths
and caused “serious adverse effects” (e.g., paralysis, seizures, febrile convulsions) in 1048 of 5949
children aged 5-17 months. Similar stories emerged in the wake of the Gates-funded MenAfriVac
campaign in Chad, where unconfirmed reports alleged that 50 of 500 children forcibly vaccinated
for meningitis later developed paralysis. Citing additional abuses, a South African newspaper
declared:
“We
are
guinea
pigs
for
the
drugmakers.”
It was in India, however, that the implications of BMGF’s collaboration with Big Pharma first rose to
widespread public attention. In 2010 seven adolescent tribal girls in Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh
died after receiving injections of HPV (Human Papilloma Virus) vaccines as part of a large-scale
“demonstrational study” funded by the Gates Foundation and administered by PATH. The
vaccines, developed by GSK and Merck, were given to approximately 23,000 girls between 10 and
14 years of age, ostensibly to guard against cervical cancers they might develop in old age.
Extrapolating from trial data, Indian physicians later estimated that at least 1,200 girls experienced
severe side effects or developed auto-immune disorders as a result of the injections."
It also states:
"In a recent interview Bill Gates briefly strayed off-message to warn of “huge population growth in
places where we don’t want it, like Yemen and Pakistan and parts of Africa.” His use of the
majestic plural here is revealing: in spite of much rhetoric about “empowering poor people,” the
Foundation is fundamentally concerned with reshaping societies in the context of ruling-class
imperatives."
Like the Rockefeller family for over a century, Gates is interested in philanthropy with efficiency,
i.e. it's not really about philanthropy at all but rather control, control and control. It's not about
helping or empowering people; it's about destroying people and transforming societies.
Gates openly warns about and predicts a coming pandemic that would kill 30 million people while
secretly planning for it. Meanwhile, his foundation (The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation)
becomes the 2nd biggest funder of the Rockefeller WHO (World Health Organization). Gates struts
around the WHO and, as one attendee shared, is treated like a Head of State at both the WHO
and G20. Then, he funds various organizations like Pirbright and Inovio who gain patents for exotic
vaccines (as explained in my earlier article The Coronavirus 5G Connection and Coverup) in
advance before Gates' planned pandemics strike. He has also invested in a Chinese
pharmaceutical research company called WuXi AppTec which just happens to be located in
Wuhan (yet another coincidence in a long line of coincidences surroudning this coronavirus crisis).
WuXi AppTec's mission and vision as stated on their website is to provide "a broad portfolio of
R&D and manufacturing services that enable companies in the pharmaceutical, biotech and
medical device industries worldwide to advance discoveries and deliver groundbreaking treatments
to patients. With industry-leading capabilities such as R&D and manufacturing for small molecule
drugs, cell and gene therapies, and testing for medical devices, WuXi AppTec's [aims] to realize
our vision that "every drug can be made and every disease can be treated". Think about that in
terms of what is to come with vaccine-delivered nanochips.
Unless You're Vaccinated: Mass DNA Collection and Vaccine-Delivered Nanochips
Then, Gates organizes the Event 201 Simulation which just happens to plan for a coronavirus
outbreak. Then, once his chaos has been unleashed, he positions himself as the savior by doing
the rounds on MSM (TV and print), getting a wide platform to spread his views, which are nothing
more than the NWO agenda for mass mandatory vaccination and human microchipping
(ID2020 and digital certificates). Gates' wealthy "philanthropic" foundation funds the home testing
kit whereby you send a swab of your DNA to the lab (which he also funds) to see if you have the
16
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coronavirus (the same one that hasn't been conclusively proven to exist as covered in my previous
article). So Gates is now inducing millions of people to be tested for a vague virus and by doing so
unwittingly surrender their DNA which will furthers the agenda of mass DNA collection. Finally, he
is now revealing his plan to coerce people into (what will be a very unpopular) mass vaccinations
by implying that you won't be able to gather or move around freely unless you submit to the toxic
vax
chemical
cocktails
courtesy
of
Big
Pharma.
Why has Bill Gates not been arrested and charged?

Final Thoughts: Now is the Time More Than Ever to Get Informed and Stand Up
The time has come for people to push back against the lockdown tyranny. How much longer are
we going to take this? Are we going to allow authorities to boss us around, restrict our freedom,
trash the economy, destroy small businesses and throw people into poverty via fearmongering
over
an
invisible
virus?
Where is the self-respect and the righteous anger that can be chanelled into positive acitvism to
rise up against this tyranny based on a giant scam? Where is the spirit of the warrior who protects
and defends what his sacred – her family, her friends, his loved ones and his ideals of truth,
freedom, peace and justice? Where is the peaceful yet resolute and determined uprising, that
we're not going to take this any more? Why are people allowing a tiny minority to tell us whether
we
may
or
may
not
touch,
gather
and
get
together?
The world needs all of us to embody that warrior spirit, and it needs it NOW.
9.4.20 - Standing on the precipice of martial law: https://off-guardian.org/2020/04/09/standingon-the-precipice-of-martial-law/
… As in 1933, today’s financial collapse threatens to rip the social and economic fabric of America
to shreds, and just as in 1963 a powerful military industrial complex and private banking system
manages a web of power which is devoted to overturning the 2016 election (and 1776 revolution)
by any means. The biggest difference today is that a global coronavirus pandemic threatens to be
the catalyzer used to justify military dictatorship in America and broader nuclear confrontation with
Russia and China.
Instead of names like “Dulles”, or “Lemnitzer”, today’s coup directors feature such names as
“Pompeo” and “O’Shaughnessy”… both Deep State assets highly positioned in 3rd and 4th place
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to take over the Presidency at the drop of a hat. …
9.4.20 - Microwave News - The Lies Must Stop - Disband ICNIRP: Facts Matter, Now More
Than Ever:
https://microwavenews.com/news-center/time-clean-house
… The Microwave News website is chock-full of articles describing how the public has been misled
time and time again. Here are two current examples from those who are supposed to serve as the
world’s experts and to protect us from EMF/RF hazards: the members of the International
Commission of Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection, ICNIRP for short.
“No Evidence for Cancer”
The first is from Eric van Rongen of The Netherlands, the current chairman of ICNIRP. Van
Rongen has posted a six-minute overview of the Commission’s updated RF exposure standards,
issued about a month ago. Two minutes into his PowerPoint narration you can hear him say,
“There is no evidence from all [this] scientific information for the induction of cancer by
radiofrequency fields” (see slide below).

Source: ICNIRP
Anyone who has been paying any attention at all knows that this is —let’s not mince
words— a lie. Van Rongen and the other members of ICNIRP should go to the nearest
blackboard and write 100 times: The U.S. National Toxicology Program has found “clear evidence”
that exposure to RF radiation can lead to cancer.
I hasten to add that the NTP study is only one of many that show an RF–cancer link. It’s the most
important and the most persuasive, but hardly the only one.
ICNIRP may not agree with the NTP finding, but that is what the $30 million animal study showed.
Its members want you to think that they know better and that the NTP results are untrustworthy.
Not long after details of the NTP experiment were released, Sweden’s Maria Feychting, ICNIRP’s
vice chair, spread the word that it had methodological flaws. When she was corrected,
Feychting clammed up. She never offered an explanation or an apology. Is this any different
from those spreading 5G/COVID-19 rumors? Each acts on what they want to believe rather than
what the facts show. Feychting’s machinations may be more damaging because she is backed by
the full weight of the Karolinska Institute.
Missing: The Headline News of 2018
The second example comes from a report prepared for the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority by
a nine-member panel of experts. Each year, the Authority commissions an annual update with the
past year’s most important scientific developments on the health effects of EMFs and RF radiation.
Van Rongen and Switzerland’s Martin Röösli, who is also on ICNIRP, are members of this panel.
(Having ICNIRP’s seal of approval leads to invitations to sit on other advisory groups.)
The 2019 panel report, which recently became available, covers papers “published from April 2018
up to and including December 2018.” Here again, the two ICNIRP members and their seven
colleagues† made believe that the NTP report does not exist. It’s not mentioned, there is no
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citation. Nothing at all.
For the record, the NTP final report was released on November 1, 2018.
I would argue that the NTP warning was the most important RF–health development not only of
2018, but of the decade and most likely of the new millennium. Yet the expert panel chose to
ignore it.‡
I asked both van Rongen and Röösli why the NTP findings had been left out of the report, even
though they were published in the panel’s time window for inclusion. Each replied that the NTP
report had been addressed in their previous summary (covering April 2017 through March 2018). I
had checked the wrong annual update, Röösli suggested.
There is a discussion of the NTP findings in last year’s Swedish update. But that was based on an
earlier NTP draft where the staff had opted for a weaker designation, “some evidence” of cancer.
Later, after an in-depth public peer review, the NTP strengthened the conclusion to “clear
evidence” of cancer.
That was the headline news of 2018. “Clear evidence” was a game changer; leaving it out of the
annual update is a sure sign of bias. The NTP conclusion was now qualitatively different from the
earlier draft —it could well have been the title of the panel’s 2018 update. But van Rongen, Röösli
and the others ignored it.
Time To Clean House
This cannot go on. The first step is for ICNIRP, Mike Repacholi’s bastard child, to be disbanded.
The Swedish panel should also be dissolved and reconstituted with a more balanced membership.
Indeed, all expert committees should be broadened to include those who allow that more than RF
tissue heating may be at work.
But most important: The lies and distortions must stop. Otherwise, confusion and conspiracy
theories will continue to run rampant. The net result is that the entire RF research enterprise will
lack credibility, which, unfortunately, is the objective of many of the leading players.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
What COVID19 really stands for: Certificate of Vaccination I.D. and the 19 for the year this was to
start.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT

When they say that they are fighting Covid-19, that means they are fighting Humanity, but
specially the old, current human, those born up to 1999, those born in a year nineteen
something.
30.3.20 - Harvard Researchers Propose “Intermittent” Lockdowns And “Widespread
Surveillance” Of Americans: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/harvard-researchers-propose-intermittent-lockdownsand-widespread-surveillance-ofamericans.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=415526a32fRSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-415526a32f-388367887

Researchers from Harvard’s T.H. Chan School of Public Health published a study titled “Social
distancing strategies for curbing the COVID-19 epidemic,” Tuesday (March 24) on the medRxive
pre-print server for health sciences, detailing how a single prolonged widespread lockdown of the
country is not the best strategy to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead, the study calls for
“intermittent” lockdowns and “widespread surveillance” to mitigate the spread and prevent hospital
systems from being overwhelmed.
The study’s authors Stephen Iissler, Christine Tedijanto, Marc Lipsitch, and Yonatan Grad of the
Chan School said that “a single period of social distancing will not be sufficient.” They said without
repeated intervals of distancing, “there was a resurgence of infection when the simulated social
distancing measures were lifted” in the computer model scenarios. …
[Nasty thought from compiler: You really don’t want to kill all 95% at once because it would be an
awful mess, wouldn’t it? You need to do it in waves. What better, then, than to have rolling
lockdowns and switch your kill grid on bit by bit until the job is done? (See
http://www.deagel.com/country/forecast.aspx?pag=1&sort=Alphabetical&ord=DESC):
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]
Reprise - 2010: Bill Ryan, Project Camelot: The Anglo-Saxon
mission: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rw4z-rSwNjY&t=920s
Reprise - 2010 Report - Scenarios for the future of technology & international development:
https://www.slideshare.net/workingwikily/gbnrockefeller-scenarios-on-technology-development
Review of Document - March 2020
http://www.wrongkindofgreen.org/2020/03/25/the-clairvoyant-elites-scenarios-for-the-future-oftechnology-international-development-2010-report/
8.4.2020 - The Elite Scripted THIS 10 Years Ago!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vFLz7gMrkY
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

CONTROL
9.4.20 - COVID-19: Perfect Cover for Mandatory Biometric ID by Kurt Nimmo:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567672/covid-19-perfect-cover-mandatory-biometric-id
Now that the state and its media have falsely characterized the coronavirus as a pandemic closing
in on the 1918 flu pandemic (falsely attributed to Spain), it is time for the global elite and their
technocrats to force not only highly-profitable (for Big Pharma) vaccines on the world but biometric
IDs as well.
“As countries begin to lift coronavirus lockdowns, biometric identification can help verify those who
have already had the infection, and ensure that the vulnerable get the vaccine when it is launched,
health and technology experts said,” reports Reuters.
A biometric ID system can keep a record of [the infected] and those getting the vaccine, said Larry
Dohrs, Southeast Asia head at iRespond, a Seattle-based nonprofit that launched its technology
last month.
The pretense for this—as it was for the US decimation of Libya, Syria, and Iraq—is
“humanitarianism,” according to iRespond and Simprints, a British NGO partnered with Johns
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Hopkins University’s Global mHealth Initiative, the latter connected to the US military and its “Dark
Winter” and “Event 201” pandemic scenarios (see Whitney Webb: All Roads Lead to Dark Winter).
Total surveillance requires 24/7 monitoring of individuals—especially those included in the Main
Core database of activists and political enemies of the state—and biometric technology introduced
during the hysteria of an exaggerated health threat fits the bill.
ID2020—a project initiated by the Rockefeller Foundation, Bill Gates and Microsoft, transnational
pharmaceutical corporations, and technology firms—is pushing the concept that every human on
the planet needs biometric verification because “to prove who you are is a fundamental and
universal human right,” according to the ID2020 website.
“What they really want is a fully standardized data collection and retrieval format, and cross-border
sharing of identities of the entire population of the planet, in order for the stand-alone AI-powered
command center to work without a hitch, and for purposes of calculating everyone’s potential
contribution, and threat to the system,” explains OffGrid Healthcare.
If you believe this is dangerously close to China’s “social credit” system, you’re not far off the
mark.
Introducing this totalitarian technology under the cover of a supposed pandemic rife with
speculation and a dearth of hard numbers is a near-perfect cover for “patient ID technology”
producing data on individuals shared with the state and its corporate partners.
A vaccine ostensibly designed to combat COVID-19 will become mandatory and those who resist
will be blacklisted as public health criminals. They will be locked out of society, similar to Chinese
citizens suffering under China’s totalitarian social credit system.
Martin Armstrong believes the healthcare-industrial complex and the state will surreptitiously
introduce a nanotech ID and tracking chip along with a cocktail of vaccine toxins, or they will sell it
to the public as a way to identify those presumably infected.
The proposal is a digital certificate that verifies if you have been vaccinated and was developed by
MIT and Microsoft. They are looking at merging this with Bill Gates’ ID2020. It is entirely possible
that this scare has been a deliberate plot to get people to accept these digital implants. Refuse,
and you will be prohibited from social gatherings. Like 9/11 conditioned us to be x-rayed before
entering a plane, now the next stage is to embed digital markers that they have been using in dogs
and cats.
COVID-19 is the perfect Trojan horse for a control freak state itching to not only micromanage the
lives of ordinary citizens but also ferret out critics and potential adversaries and punish them as
enemies of the state. The latter is the primary objective. History is replete with examples—from
Stalin and Mao to Hitler and Mussolini, with lesser autocrats and dictators along the way.

9.4.20 - Police ‘days away’ from checking shopping trolleys as lockdown rules
flouted: https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/coronavirus/police-days-away-from-checkingshopping-trolleys-as-lockdown-rules-flouted/ar-BB12ntvH?ocid=se

A police chief has said his force is only “a few days away” from introducing measures such as road
blocks and searching shopping trolleys as people continue to flout the coronavirus regulations.
Northamptonshire Police Chief Constable Nick Adderley said a “three-week grace period” is over in
the county – and the force will now be issuing fines and arresting people breaking the rules.
He said further measures will also be implemented should people continue to flout the regulations
– including “marshalling” supermarkets and checking the items in baskets and trolleys. …

6.4.20
Jay
Dyer
Corona
Virus
is
Really
About
Technocracy:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567395/jay-dyer-corona-virus-really-technocracy
Scientism is the new religion of mankind, combined with the return of shamanism and the esoteric
as mankind acquiesces to the virtual.
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

CONTROLLED OPPOSITION?
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________
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5G ROLLOUT
Information: http://toxi.com/5g
9.4.20 – UK - 5G transmissions in Bristol captured on meter - see video:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567631/5g-transmissions-bristol-captured-meter-see-video
8.4.20 - SpaceX plans another Starlink launch next week:
https://spaceflightnow.com/2020/04/08/spacex-plans-another-starlink-launch-next-week/
SpaceX is preparing to launch another batch of satellites for the Starlink Internet network from
Florida’s Space Coast as soon as April 16, a sign that launch operations at Cape Canaveral could
continue at a reduced pace amid the global coronavirus pandemic.
The launch next week is also set to occur weeks after a major competitor to SpaceX’s Starlink
network filed for bankruptcy.
FOCUS – MAST ATTACKS
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

DIGITAL CURRENCY
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

DISINFORMATION
6.4.20 - Can 5G cause coronavirus? Was it made in a lab? Coronavirus myths debunked by
FullFact | LBC: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbZ1dyulInI
9.4.20 - MSM “war games”: tons of studies suggest 5g causes adverse effects in humans,
animals and insects: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/msm-war-games-tons-of-studiessuggest-5g-causes-adverse-effects-in-humans-animals-and-insects.html
… All over the internet are now false claims defending 5G thanks to many netizens pushing
unverified evidence-less based claims that COVID-19 is only just the effects/affects of the 5G
networks, while others are burning down mast towers throughout Europe. The Guardian, (which
claims to be independent and not mainstream press) recently published a smear piece against
celebrities including MIA and Woody Harrelson who are worried about 5G technology. They even
failed to cite the study that Harrelson mentioned and only expressed was “interesting” in an
Instagram post that has since been censored and removed. …
[Note from compiler: I am still putting this under “Disinformation” because we are not told who this
guy is or where this recording came from. If it is genuine, we should be told. The most dangerous
thing about this video is that he says that this is going to happen come what may. It smacks of
predictive programming to me.]
Reposted by Forbidden Knowledge 10.4.20 - Former Vodafone Boss Blows Whistle:
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/former-vodafone-boss-blows-whistle-on-5g-coronavirusconnection/
This video went viral on Facebook and YouTube but it was taken down by both platforms for
violating their "Terms of Service". All across the Internet, there's an effort to remove all references
to any connection between COVID-19 and 5G millimeter wave radiation.
But this message is a lot more than that. I'd managed to save a version from Facebook before it
was censored but I found this version on D.tube that is 10 minutes longer, which gets into the
imminent presentation of the Antichrist.
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The speaker in this clip, whose identity has eluded me claims to have been the head of the largest
business unit at Vodafone in England from 2013 through 2015, where he was privy to new
technologies, like the Internet of Things and the 5G technologies that enable it.
Vodafone is an international telecommunications company whose 2019 revenue was 44 billion
euros. He says they are in partnership with Chinese tech giant, Huawei, which controls most of the
world's 5G networks and hardware, on which Vodafone 5G comms would be running (if Trump
doesn't succeed in stopping it).
The former Vodafone exec echoes the beliefs presented by Thomas Cowan, MD (now removed
throughout the Internet), that viruses are pieces of DNA or RNA and other debris that are excreted
from toxic cells. He adds that the true cause of the coronavirus pandemic being 5G radiation is "the
largest global cover-up in history in the impact on humans in technological advancements."
What is driving this unstoppable 5G juggernaut, even though it is known that it will kill millions of
people?
He says, "Quite simply, because 5G is the only network with the speed to handle the future. And
where we're going rapidly is a world run by AI (Artificial Intelligence), the Internet of Things (where
everything is interconnected on the Internet), a new global currency that's coming out (hence, why
I've been pushing what I've been pushing for the last 5 years in Africa, with out own digital
currency, to combat what was coming).
"In addition to that, there will be driverless cars, there'll be a number of different things that
basically need to run on 5G - so, they cannot reverse the implementation of this technology. And
they're happy for the sacrifice to be millions of lives around the world...
Why, one may ask?
"We know the technological reasons for this, they need a robust, scalable, fast, capable Internet
that can handle the petadata of information about all of your movements, all of your journeys, all of
your banking transactions, your identification, all the CCTV cameras around the world, etc., etc.,
because they need visibility on what everyone's doing.
"But the primary reason beyond that, what they're doing, which is Luciferian and Satanic, sorry to
be honest, to use that term, but what is happening is they are implementing three new strategies:
"1. Vaccines...That vaccine will consist of a substance that will enable the frequency of 5G to be
more effective in creating more fatalities...catastrophic impact on our physical being when exposed
to the [5G] radiation.
"Secondly, the vaccines will come with a tracking device called an RFID chip. It is a microchip that
is inserted at the same time as the vaccine. They're not even being subtle about it, they're being
quite overt about it.
"This will give them the ability to track. It'll be presented in the name of, 'We need to know who has
had vaccines, who hasn't had vaccines, so we can know who's safe, who's not safe and who can
be given license to travel and do different things on the basis that they're no longer a threat to
humanity,' based upon this spurious ostensible notion of the coronavirus, which is a complete
fallacy. It doesn't exist, in the context of what's killing us. They're just using it as a means to justify
where they're going.
"The third area, unfortunately is the introduction of...the implementation of digital currency. A global
digital currency. It will start with the US, it will roll out around the world...
"This has hailed a new era of the Mark of the Beast. It is here, it is real, it is now. They are
expediting rapidly, because they realize there's a level of esoteric enlightenment going through the
Earth, there's a level of technology that can fast track other people's agenda, which will be contrary
to theirs and they want to shut it down.
"So, what are they doing systematically? Systemically? And simultaneously? They are shutting
global economies down, because they want to introduce two things: 1. A new level of monopoly or
oligopoly. These are four or five key multinational companies.
"Amazon will be the first. Google is obviously one. There'll be others that will manage the supply
chain of everything that we purchase. Everything is going to be streamlined, from food, to
electronics to the flow of money - everything.
"The second thing they're doing with this system is - other than creating these oligopolies - so,
they've shut the global markets down for that. They want to make as many people as possible
unemployed, so please do not believe these measures they're talking about stipends and...grants
or payments to help the self-employed or people who've been made redundant.
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"It's not going to happen to any degree that's going to affect the livelihood of people. We're
heading for the largest global recession the world has ever seen, because they are changing the
game.
"So, what they're bringing in now is...the new system, the new blockchain, global digital currency,
which we will not have access to unless we can prove that we we're no longer a harm to humanity
by having the vaccines, which will be mandatory, they will have forced them on us and secondly,
they will insist that we have to take the chip that is part of that same, simultaneous process.
"Why are they shutting global economies down? Because they want to take control back from
entrepreneurs, control back from family offices, family businesses, they want to completely disrupt
the fabric of society as we know it; education, employment, everything will be completely different
in a matter of months, not even years...
"Bill Gates, God bless him, has resigned from his position as Chairman of Microsoft and of the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation, he's now pushing the vaccine agenda.
"He has developed technology. He is responsible for a lot of this. So, please, those who've held
him as a innovator, he's innovating for the demise of humanity. Vaccines have always been a
danger to humanity and they contain pathogens...that are harmful to our human body. So, that's
the holistic, high-level summary...
"So, what does the Body of Christ do now? What do we do? Well, firstly, the Body of Christ is
changing. It's a changing of the guard. This is now the time of the kingdom remnant to come to the
fore, who've been prepared for such a time as this.
"This is the time the people who were not fitting into church-y, normal restrictions, who've got
thoughts and assignments and mandates beyond the Church. This is the time that God is going to
reposition them.
"Basically, we're up next. It's our time now. It's a defining moment for the kingdom to rectify some
of the things that are going wrong. So, that is one of the things you'll see around the world, people
will come together, combine resources, collaborate to effect change and create an alternative
system. I've been working on this for 5 years and there are a number of people around the world
who are doing the same.
"Secondly, you will see a change of church. One of the reasons why - it's the last point I'll make that there's been a ubiquitous shutdown of worship and prayer and congregating of religious
organizations - is because they are making the way, spiritually for the presentation of the
Antichrist...
"When we pray, when we worship corporately, we create a frequency. We create vibrations. We
create a move of God. We call it the Fire God. We call it the Power of God. We call it the Spirit of
God.
"But effectively, what it is, is that we, as spirit-filled, clean-living beings are generators of spiritual
energy, spiritual power. Might...Power, anointing. These are electrical, magnetic frequencies that
emanate from us. When we listen to worship and pray; it literally heals our body. So, when we're in
the presence of God, this is why we have healing as a byproduct, because what we're exposed to
physically heals our cells.
"That's why He says, 'I am the Lord thy God that healeth.' His presence, alone heals. People get
healed in worship services, prophecies and the communication frequencies and information flows
greater when we are corporately worshiping, when we are praying corporately.
"And so, they have deliberately shut all of that down and our network, spiritually, for want of a
better term, so they can pave the way for the Antichrist to come to the fore, otherwise, he would
have been restricted, withheld by the universal concert of prayers and worship of God's people.
So, this is what's happening.
"It's deliberate. It's not the coronavirus that is contagious or a contagion that we cannot
congregate. It's because they systematically have dismantled, for the first time in human history,
the corporate gathering of religious people to pray and worship. Because it changes the spiritual
atmosphere, so they can have more power.
"I wouldn't doubt if they're sacrifices and different things that are going on behind the scenes, as
well to empower what this move is and trust me, they're moving at lightning speed. Within a matter
of weeks, we're going to be shocked by the revelation and the implementation of the things that
they will be doing.
"The vaccines will be a matter of months away, if not days. The new currency will be days away,
months away. The whole new economic system, which I've created one, which I'm going to
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implement, regardless, as a strategy to counter what is happening. I've been prophesying this for
15 years, the Kingdom of God needs its own economic, system...
"The best thing we can do right now is to raise our frequency. Live clean, live righteously and
remove and detox our bodies from anything that wold affect the flow of God's annointing on our
lives.
"The only counter we have is prayer and worship. It creates its own force field of energy and force
field of frequency. Heaven's frequency will protect you to some degree, whilst God is working on
the strategy that he's going to implement.
'I pray this has helped somebody. Share this with somebody. Share this so the world can
understand that this is happening; that we can come together, strategize, as a kingdom remnant,
because as God said, that He doesn't get involved in the affairs of man, because he gave
dominion to man in Genesis Chapter 1.
"And that's why so many heinous and terrible things happen in our world, because God is not
running the world, he works and influences the good men. Evil prevails when good men say
nothing...
"So, what God is trying to do is influence people who will live right, live clean, pure hands, clean
heart, not lifting their soul up to vanity, not swearing deceitfully with lies, not manipulating people to
gain - true people of God, that he can speak through, work through, so He can have an impact on
the Earth..."
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

DISSENT
11.4.20 - They are rolling out the architecture of oppression now because they fear the
people by Caitlin Johnstone: https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/they-are-rolling-out-thearchitecture-of-oppression-now-because-they-fear-the-people-d0d374509d
“As authoritarianism spreads, as emergency laws proliferate, as we sacrifice our rights, we also
sacrifice our capability to arrest the slide into a less liberal and less free world,” NSA whistleblower
Edward Snowden said in a recent interview. “Do you truly believe that when the first wave, this
second wave, the 16th wave of the coronavirus is a long-forgotten memory, that these capabilities
will not be kept? That these datasets will not be kept? No matter how it is being used, what is
being built is the architecture of oppression.”
“Apple Inc. and Google unveiled a rare partnership to add technology to their smartphone
platforms that will alert users if they have come into contact with a person with Covid-19,” reads a
new report from Bloomberg. “People must opt in to the system, but it has the potential to monitor
about a third of the world’s population.”
“World Health Organization executive director Dr. Michael Ryan said surveillance is part of what’s
required for life to return to normal in a world without a vaccine. However, civil liberties experts
warn that the public has little recourse to challenge these digital exercises of power once the
immediate threat has passed,” reads a recent VentureBeat article titled “After coronavirus, AI could
be central to our new normal”. …
7.4.20 – Dr. Wittkowski, epidemiologist - The End Game:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=15&v=2-XLeFx2KmM&feature=emb_logo
He thinks containment would prolong the disease – her immunity is needed. He estimates 2% of
all symptomatic cases would die, 500 per day over four weeks (as high as 10K, which compares to
the normal numbers in flu season. The “pandemic” would be over now without a lockdown …
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

ESSENTIAL READING (ongoing)
Summary of Invisible Rainbow: A History of Electricity and Life (8 languages):
https://www.5gexposed.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/English-Summary-of-TheInvisible-Rainbow-A-History-of-Electricity-and-Life-3.pdf (links to all 8 languages) or at https://phibetaiota.net/2020/02/arthur-firstenbergthe-invisible-rainbow-a-history-of-electricity-and-life-radiation-sickness-explains-all-past-and-present-flu-outbreaks-including-wuhan-
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virus-and-radiation-sickness-on-cruise-shi/

Andrew Michrowski (email message): We know very well Arthur Firstenberg, and even helped him
flee New York City to Canada weeks after his affectation from the first cellphone start-up there in
2001 (when he witnessed numerous deaths and severe intense care cases peak up in the
immediate days of the first generation of wireless communications). We had to post bail (and
sponsorship) at the border to let him live in respite in Ottawa, until he recovered and eventually
was able to move on to California in a safe place.
His work is important and influential. It is part of the international networking mosaic for a
remediation of the affectation of EMF on planetary life.
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

5G HEALTH ASPECTS
26.2.20 - 5G, 60 GHz, Oxygen Absorption, You, and Coronavirus:
https://ourgreaterdestiny.org/2020/02/5g-60-ghz-oxygen-absorption-you-and-coronavirus/
Individuals need to take full responsibility for their health and safeguard loved ones
6.4.20 - Radio Frequency expert speaking in 2018: 5G is a gigantic health hazard. A year
later 5G was rolled out. What happened next?: https://www.davidicke.com/article/567605/radiofrequency-expert-speaking-2018-5g-gigantic-health-hazard-year-later-5g-rolled-happened-next
Barrie Trower in conversation with Sir Julian Rose in 2018
9.1.20 - Lena Pu: 5G programmed to kill all life:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=lMG8IcNNCu4&feature=emb_logo
This 5G Expert warns that by blanketing the earth with 5G, all life will be affected in a way never
seen before. Television commercials ramping up in 2020 have consumers buying this technology
for their homes and businesses. School children are being microwaved on a daily basis.
6.4.20 - Can 5G exposure alter the structure and function of hemoglobin, causing
coronavirus patients to die from oxygen deprivation?: https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-0406-5g-alter-hemoglobin-coronavirus-patients-oxygen-deprivation.html
Is 5G to partially blame for coronavirus deaths? Can 5G cause the blood that’s circulating in your
body to be unable to carry oxygen?
What’s especially horrifying about the critical care of coronavirus patients is that they aren’t
suffering from “viral pneumonia,” but rather from an inability to absorb or carry oxygen in the blood.
This has been confirmed by NYC ICU emergency physician Cameron Kyle-Sidell, who has
released several videos detailing how coronavirus is not a kind of viral pneumonia. “We’re treating
the wrong disease,” he says. And the ventilators are damaging the lungs of patients. He explains:
COVID-19 lung disease, as far as I can see, is not a pneumonia and should not be treated as one.
Rather, it appears as if some kind of viral-induced disease most resembling high altitude sickness.
Is it as if tens of thousands of my fellow New Yorkers are on a plane at 30,000 feet at the cabin
pressure is slowly being let out. These patients are slowly being starved of oxygen.
Watch him explain how coronavirus patients are dying from oxygen starvation, not from a viral
pneumonia lung infection: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9GYTc53r2o&feature=emb_logo
What this emergency room physician makes clear is that coronavirus patients are dying from
oxygen deprivation, not a classic scenario of viral pneumonia. The patients’ lungs work fine, in
other words, and the ventilators are actually damaging their lungs by forcing excessive pressure
into them.
How does blood transport oxygen in the first place?
How, exactly, can all these patients be starved of oxygen when their lungs are technically working
just fine? To understand one possible answer, you have to first understand how the blood carries
oxygen. It’s way more fascinating than you might have supposed.
When functioning normally, 1 molecule of hemoglobin binds with 4 molecules of oxygen, using iron
(Fe2+), forming oxyhemoglobin. But this binding is only achieved because of something called
“partial pressure” which means the concentration of oxygen in the lung tissues is higher than the
concentration of oxygen on the hemoglobin molecule (roughly stated, this is simplified somewhat),
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so the oxygen “leaps” to the hemoglobin in order to equalize the partial pressures across the
chasm.

But 5G radiation alters the porosity of cell membranes, allowing some molecules or ionic
elements to move more easily across those members, displacing other molecules (or soluble
gasses such as carbon dioxide) that might normally make that leap. For example, it is well
documented that 5G radiation causes “Voltage Gated Ion Channels” (VGIC), specifically with
calcium ions (VGCC), causing cellular toxicity due to too much calcium entering the cell walls and
poisoning the cells.
The research on this was published in Environmental Research — here’s the link — and reveals
that 5G exposure not only alters cell permeability (porosity), but also releases peroxinitrites in the
body. These are inflammation-producing molecules that ravage other healthy molecules circulating
in the blood.

As described by Natural News:
A thorough review of the available published science on wireless (WiFi) and electromagnetic
frequency (EMF) exposure has identified at least seven different ways that WiFi and EMF
microwave pollution actively harms the human body.
Published in the journal Environmental Research, the peer-reviewed paper explains that exposure
to WiFi signals, which are everywhere these days, can lead to: oxidative stress, sperm and
testicular damage, neuropsychiatric effects including EEG (electroencephalogram) changes,
apoptosis (programmed cell death), cellular DNA damage, endocrine changes, and calcium
overload.
Note that coronavirus patients are already being observed with neuropsychiatric effects, testicular
damage and oxidative stress, three of the symptoms of 5G exposure.
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We just created this simple chart to point out the similarities between 5G exposure and coronavirus
symptoms. Feel free to share everywhere, and link back to this article if possible:
Mass insanity due to psychiatric effects of cellular
poisoning
We also know that 5G radiation and its effects on the cells
of the body can lead to symptoms of insanity,
hallucinations and even powerful personality changes.
Interestingly, CNN’s Chris Cuomo already described bouts
of hallucinations as he was battling the coronavirus, living
in a high-5G city (NYC). As I wrote on Natural News last
December:
5G radiation causes “neuropsychiatric” effects through a
mechanism described as ion potentiation poisoning of
brain cells, according to research published in
Environmental Research.
This results in behavioral changes and even personality
changes among those who are routinely exposed,
researchers found. In other words, 5G is a weapon system
that doubles as a telecommunications infrastructure, but
the real impact is to damage human brain function and destroy rationality, reason and civility,
especially among those who live in high population cities where 5G towers are becoming
ubiquitous. That’s why you may have noticed increased insanity and widespread mental
derangement in those areas.
Part of this effect may also be due to the
production of peroxynitrites, which are
generated in the body’s cells upon
exposure to the voltage emitted by 5G
radiation, which is beamed at your body in
a narrow cone of high-intensity energy.
(5G antennae focus energy in a tight
beam that follows you around.)
We are already observing the coronavirus
causing psychiatric effects, including
zombie-like violent, aggressive behavior
such as deliberately spitting and coughing
on people.
How 5G radiation exposure alters the ability of red blood cells to carry oxygen
Getting back to the oxygen question, the answer to why 5G radiation exposure may alter the
function of hemoglobin is found in understanding the protein structure of hemoglobin itself.
Hemoglobin relies on something called the “heme group” which is a complex molecule with iron
(FE 2+) in its center. This is surrounded by something called a “porphyrin ring” which is a cluster of
unique structures (made of oxygen, carbon and hydrogen) that has a special affinity for other
oxygen atoms. The ability for oxygen to “leap” onto this molecule in the lungs depends entirely on
the structure (which also implies the ionic charges) of these complex molecules.
One thing to note in all this is that without the presence of histidine, a special protein, this heme
group would have higher affinity toward carbon monoxide than oxygen, meaning the entire heme
group would be occupied by carbon monoxide, blocking the absorption of oxygen. Thus, the
histidine presence is critical for allowing the heme group to bind with oxygen. If you mess with
histidine, you end up forcing hemoglobin to carry CO instead of O2, effectively creating oxygen
deprivation in the blood.
This heme group, by the way, has special affinity for carbon dioxide, which allows the same
molecule to carry CO2 out of the body’s cells and transport CO2 back to the lungs. Remember:
The same hemoglobin molecule must carry both CO2 and O2 but at different times, and it must
attract and then release those molecules at opposite times in order to rid the body of CO2 and
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nourish the body with O2. This is all accomplished with a delicate balance of proteins and protein
folding.
The hemoglobin molecule itself is a miracle of nanotechnology. It transmorphs into two different
structural states based on whether it’s carrying oxygen or not. In what’s called the “R-state,” this
molecule is like a magnet for oxygen. When four oxygen atoms are bound, it becomes a highly
stable structure (and appears red). Technically, the binding of a single molecule of oxygen (O2)
increases the affinity toward oxygen on the three other oxygen sites, making the hemoglobin “mop
up” four oxygen molecules very quickly. When it lacks oxygen, it changes to a “T-state” and
appears blue, which is why low-oxygen blood has a blue color.

The important thing to understand in all this is that any alteration of the delicate structure of
hemoglobin will impair its ability to bind with oxygen.
Take a look at the hemoglobin molecule representation above, from APSUbiology.org, and note
the heme groups which are positioned in four places across the molecule. The polypeptide chains
are part of the transmorphing structure of the molecule that allows it to carry and release both CO2
and O2, depending on the partial pressures of the gasses at different locations in the body (lungs
vs. other cells). Note carefully that any change in the structure of hemoglobin will cause it to
stop functioning:
Increasing the permeability of the hemoglobin molecule — i.e. its affinity toward other soluble
gasses such as carbon dioxide — will “occupy” the hemoglobin molecule with the wrong
substances, making it unable to absorb oxygen because it is not presenting in its “R-state” by the
time the heart pumps the blood back to the lungs.
Stated another way, anything that significantly alters the affinity of hemoglobin toward other soluble
gasses (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, or even ionic minerals in the blood) could “shut off” the
ability of blood to carry oxygen by altering its atomic structure.
If you change the structure of the heme group, it no longer functions to transport oxygen.
Because in the case of the heme group, the structure is the function. Perhaps this can only be
appreciated by organic chemists, but this heme group is truly a miracle of nanotechnology.
Here’s a diagram of how iron, histidine, the heme group and O2 oxygen molecules interact with
hemoglobin, which alters its structure depending on the “oxygenated” vs. “deoxygenated” forms:
(via Biology.Kenyon.edu)
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Can 5G exposure alter the structure of hemoglobin by increasing its affinity toward other
molecules which are not O2?
The real question in all this is best phrased as I have asked it above. I doubt that we are dealing
with a phenomenon where 5G radiation exposures blocks the ability of hemoglobin to carry
oxygen, but rather occupies the hemoglobin molecule with other elements that alter its structure
and therefore its function, inhibiting its ability to bind with oxygen.
This is very likely happening all across the world wherever 5G is currently functioning, it’s just that
the coronavirus is now exacerbating the symptoms and conditions to the point where mass death
is occurring.
In other words, the coronavirus pandemic would likely not be nearly as bad if 5G exposure /
radiation pollution wasn’t already compromising the structure
and function of hemoglobin cells in the bodies of people who live
in 5G cities.
This doesn’t mean the coronavirus isn’t real, of course; just that
these two attacks on the human body have a synergistic
effect of toxicity and mortality.
Conclusion: Humanity is committing suicide with 5G
While I strongly disagree with those who are claiming there’s no
such thing as a virus or that the coronavirus is a hoax, I do
agree that the widespread deployment of 5G antennas is a kind
of suicide pact for the world.
Just as the Romans built their aqueducts out of lead linings and thereby poisoned their own
citizens, driving them insane with load poisoning, the modern world of Big Tech and
telecommunications is mass poisoning humanity with electropollution.
Right now, a lot of people are talking about the book, “The Invisible Rainbow” by John Kaminski,
who believes coronavirus is an “electrical disease” and that 5G alone is causing all the mass
deaths, not the virus. He writes things like, “The flu is not contagious” and “the quarantine is all a
terrible hoax.”
Surely he is wrong on those claims, but he may not be wrong at all about the toxicity of
electropollution and how 5G is actually a kind of “suicide system” that’s destroying humanity.
This all deserves a tremendous amount of additional study, but because we live in a world where
Big Tech controls all the narratives and censors all those who question the safety of 5G, it
now seems impossible for humanity to extricate itself from this mass suicide mission that has
already been unleashed.
And that doesn’t even cover the topic of vaccines. What if Bill Gates’ vaccines are being
deliberately engineered to contain toxic substances that 5G exposure will push into the cells,
causing widespread death from “binary” exposure and subsequent cell toxicity?
It sure would be a simple way for Bill Gates to achieve his global depopulation dreams, all while
administering a global IQ test that finds out which people are stupid enough to line up and be
injected with a euthanasia weapon system.
Watch my video here on how we can end this pandemic and end the lockdowns, too, by turning
to nutrition and masks: Brighteon.com/bded5422-309d-48c7-859c-6de827faa8d7
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FOCUS: 60 GHz (ongoing)
7.4.20 - COVID and a 5G connection? By Jon Rappaport:
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/07/covid-and-a-5g-connection/
—No blanket assertions here. No claims that 5G technology “activates the virus.” No across-theboard answers. Instead, several key questions, and a few possible clues.
I have to set the context. As I’ve been emphasizing, what is being called COVID-19 is not one
disease with one cause. It’s not one thing.
Instead, people with VARIOUS traditional diseases are being corralled, clustered, and counted by
public health officials under ONE fake umbrella term, “COVID-19.”
I’ve also emphasized that in these fake-cluster situations, some people may be suffering from new
conditions. For example, the effects of a vaccination campaign—which, by the way, was
apparently carried out in a region of northern Italy prior to “the emergence of COVID.”
In this article, I have comments on 5G wireless technology—not as an all-inclusive explanation for
“COVID”—but as a possible explanation for what several doctors are observing in some patients in
New York and Italy.
What are they observing? Extreme shortness of breath, life threatening, but without the usual
indicators of respiratory failure or failure of the lungs to operate. The lungs can operate. The
patients are apparently suffering from straight oxygen deprivation. Lack of oxygen. As if they were
suddenly thrust into high altitude.
Several doctors are saying these patients must be given oxygen through breathing ventilators—but
not at high pressure, because that could damage the lungs and even cause death. Instead, the
increase in oxygen must be gently accomplished.
For example, an ER doctor in Brooklyn has made a video in which he describes what he calls a
new dire situation. His name is Cameron Kyle-Sidell. Watch the video and listen to what he says.
He warns that incorrect use of breathing ventilators could be harming and killing patients.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EWQPgF6-UQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWaq8HoEROU
In Italy, several doctors are asserting a very similar, or identical, situation: “Covid-19 Does Not
Lead to a ‘Typical’ Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome,” by Luciano Gattinoni1, Silvia Coppola,
Massimo Cressoni3, Mattia Busana, Davide Chiumello:
“However, the patients with Covid-19 pneumonia…present an atypical form of the syndrome.
Indeed, the primary characteristics we are observing (confirmed by colleagues in other hospitals),
is the dissociation between their relatively well preserved lung mechanics and the severity of
hypoxemia [abnormally low level of oxygen]…intubation [with breathing ventilators] should be
prioritized to avoid excessive intrathoracic negative pressures and self-inflicted lung injury. After
considering that, all we can do ventilating these patients is ‘buying time’ with minimum additional
damage: the lowest possible PEEP [a method of ventilation in which airway pressure is maintained
above atmospheric pressure] and gentle ventilation. We need to be patient.”
https://www.atsjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1164/rccm.202003-0817LE
—Patients who aren’t suffering from respiratory failure, whose lungs are functioning, who are
experiencing straight oxygen deprivation. What could explain that?
Here, from a 2001 rfglobalnet.com article, we may have a clue: “At the millimeter wave frequency
of 60GHz, the absorption is very high, with 98 percent of the transmitted energy [from 5G waves]
absorbed by atmospheric oxygen. While oxygen absorption at 60GHz severely limits range, it also
eliminates interference between same frequency terminals.”
https://www.rfglobalnet.com/doc/fixed-wireless-communications-at-60ghz-unique-0001
In other words, a) 60GHz is a very good frequency band for 5G transmissions, and b) nearly all of
the 5G energy is absorbed by oxygen. Suppose that is also true for oxygen in the human body?
What would be the effects of 5G transmissions on the body? Could these waves distort oxygen
and/or its uptake by hemoglobin, which carries this vital element to cells of the body? Could the
impairment create a straight oxygen deprivation in the body—without structurally affecting the
lungs themselves—creating the new condition described by the doctors I’ve cited above?
—Add to all this—the fact that 60GHz is an unlicensed frequency band, which means that
telecomm companies can use it without paying very large fees they would pay for licensed bands.
Is 5G at 60GHz being deployed in New York, Italy, and Wuhan?
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I should also add: these doctors ought to consider the use of hyperbaric oxygen chambers for their
patients. The technicians, MDs, and researchers involved would need to be experts, and from what
I’ve seen, not many are. Slap-dash formulaic use of hyperbaric oxygen won’t do. Harm could
result. The apparatus itself is, of course, non-invasive.
Interested doctors could consult with Dr. Paul Harch at hbot.com.
4.4.20 – Dana Ashlie - ΝYC-ΙCU DR unknowingly describes the effects of 60GHz on patients:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EWQPgF6-UQ
6.4.20 – Dana Ashlie - Video Removed & BBC inferred I lied. My 2 cents.They are using
unlicensed frequencies, around 60 GHz and 800 MHz.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvqBwPgrX_s&list=UUBizESL5Wcvcxs2eB6h0txQ
FROM A CORRESPONDENT: Phone12 is going to be the first phone using 60GHz. We must
insist on 60GHz research re oxygen uptake
Reprise: Joe Imbriano in 2018 on 60 GHz: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oY5SReQ2Kqc
"They're not going to fire a [gun]shot folks, They're going to cook you, and They're going to do it
with invisible radio frequency emissions that you're addicted to and in love with." -- 2:15 in "They
are going to roll out [this 5G] microwave weaponry system that is going to induce symptoms that
[most] people are going to think are [coronavirus] or some sort of paralytic disease that They're
going to blame on some 'newly discovered' strain of [some disease], and They're going to have a
[vaccine] shot ready for you, and They're going to make it 'mandatory' -- mark my words that's
Their plan." -- 12:58 in Joe Imbriano warned us in 2018-60GHz blocks Oxygen uptake=fake
virus=kill grid= forced vaccinations.
Reprise: PREDICTIVE PROGRAMMING - Hidden plague: Disease X predicted to kill millions
of HEALTHY people: https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/disease-x-kill-healthy-people16902716
Reprise: PREDICTIVE PROGRAMMING - DISEASE X is predicted to kill millions of healthy
people and it doesn’t even exist yet: https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/8501751/disease-x-plaguekill-millions-healthy-people-spanish-flu/
DEADLY EPIDEMIC Devastating plague dubbed Disease X could wipe out millions of HEALTHY
people… just like Spanish Flu that killed five per cent of world’s population
Scientists working on protecting against the as-yet non-existent disease fear it could spawn from a
mutant influenza strain that will affect victims with healthy immune systems the most.
4.4.20 – Shai Danon - 60 Ghz in schools - its a killer:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_hesu0XUHAc&feature=youtu.be3
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
No-one knows about the 60GHz frequency newly introduced
alongside 5G
(see https://www.howtogeek.com/371328/what-is-wigig-andhow-is-it-different-from-wi-fi-6/ ) which is ‘untrialled’ and that
60GHz will be rolled out in new CCTV installations: See
https://videcomsecurity.co.uk/services-wireless2.php.
Joe imbriano: WiFi 6, The 6 GHz frequency - the war on
Iodine and WiGig - the 60 GHz frequency and the war on
oxygen:
https://thefullertoninformer.com/wifi-6-the-6-ghzfrequency-the-war-on-iodine-and-wigig-the-60-ghz-frequencyand-the-war-on-oxygen/
This virus is a hoax. This is is a psychological warfare
operation at all levels designed to close all access to
everything all at once so they can conduct the massive 5G
millimeter wave weaponry calibration.
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All gathering places like theme parks, hotels, schools, universities, stadiums, churches, theatres,
cruise ships, planes, trains, restaurants, and businesses. everything will be closed and off limits,
even the streets at night.
This is being done so you cannot see all of the finishing touches going into the electromagnetic
weaponry. The weaponry is going to undergo remote testing. They cannot have people in the
places when it is tested because of the deadly effects it will have. The weaponry is being remotely
tested and they are doing last minute installations where it has not gone in yet. It is being tuned,
honed and prepared for the final throw on the switch and to put the finishing touches on the holes
in coverage.
This is a massive weaponized frequency upgrade and infrastructure changeover. The technology
being pushed now will attack both iodine and oxygen. I predicted this over 2 years ago and they
are now getting ready to go live soon. The corona virus hoax is a red herring so they can work with
no one paying attention to the weaponry as they make you bring even more of it into your home.
When they turn on the oxygen molecule and iodine molecule frequencies in these wifi routers,
access points and antenna arrays, you will see the deaths and they will blame on some bogus
virus and will force the vaccines, quarantines and relocations.
They will not get away with this because we do not consent and we are already exposing them.
They have overplayed their hand on this one.
The iodine molecule comprises two iodine atoms joined by a covalent bond. The molecules in solid
iodine form a regular array with weak van der Waal’s forces between molecules. Each carbon
atom is covalently bonded to four other carbon atoms in an extended tetrahedral arrangement.
Gaseous iodine is composed of I2 molecules with an I–I bond length of 266.6 pm. The I–I bond is
one of the longest single bonds known.
Iodine molecules absorb at 6 GHz
WiFi broadcasts at 6 GHz
Wi-Fi Alliance® brings Wi-Fi 6 into 6 GHz Wi-Fi 6E will rapidly deliver
benefits in 6 GHz once available
OXYGEN is a colorless and odorless molecule that is a gas at room
temperature which is the basis for all life.
Molecular oxygen (O2) is a diatomic molecule that is composed of
two oxygen atoms held together by a covalent bond.
Oxygen absorbs at 60 GHz

WI-GIG, the coming home internet BROADCASTS AT 60 GHz
Wi-Fi CERTIFIED WiGig™ expands the Wi-Fi® experience for virtual reality, multimedia streaming,
gaming, wireless docking, and enterprise applications requiring high speed, data-intensive
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connections. WiGig® allows Wi-Fi devices to access the uncongested 60 GHz frequency band with
wide channels to transmit data efficiently at multi-gigabit per second speeds.

Ladies and gentlemen, this will bring Disease X and result in the deaths and illness that will be
blamed on the fake virus-this technology has not been deployed yet, Corona virus is a hoax, a dry
run, a beta test, a practice, a war game if you will,
When they go live with 5G and these systems in a few years, when they are all up and running
simultaneously, the results will be a repeat of 1918 death toll of 100 million people which was also
electromagnetically induced.
When they pull this off, when they flip the switch, people will drop like flies. They will blame a fake
virus and they will force vaccines and quarantines, and body burnings on everyone. We must
expose these facts that the electromagnetic weaponry being deployed on us by us is going to be
used against us.
These technologies are weapons and these frequencies chosen by the sons of Cain are the most
effective frequencies to induce symptoms of respiratory distress and neuroinvasive paralysis that
will be blamed on a pathogen. I exposed this 2 years ago. This is their plan. We must stand and
fight. They are behind schedule because of us. They are on the run and rushing to roll this all out!
In the name of Jesus Christ, may these abominations, these works of Satan and his workers be
defeated.
An Introduction to 6-GHz Wi-Fi: https://community.tp-link.com/en/home/stories/detail/1018
… Regulators like the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) manage the limited spectrum
bands with much care and consideration. As a result, most of the Wi-Fi traffic today is crowded into
two frequency bands (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz).
This issue, however, won’t last long. The FCC has recently proposed rules to open up the 6 GHz
band for unlicensed use. So what does this mean for the Wi-Fi Alliance, manufacturers, and
customers? Hopefully, Wi-Fi devices able to operate on this brand new band are coming to your
home sooner rather than later. …
[Note from the compiler: In my understanding, what become the standard is whatever is
unlicensed, i.e. free to use. That is why 2.45 GHz became the standard for microwaves, and that
is why 2.4 GHz became the standard for WiFi. Thus, it is to be expected that 6 GHz and 60 GHz,
being unlicensed and therefore free to use, will both become standards. Such that the very
frequencies that are most likely to kill you, one directly attacking iodine (6 GHz) and one attacking
oxygen (60 GHz), are the ones that are left unlicensed. Well, whadda coincidence!]
Industry video on Wifi 6: https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/bQTc72t64z0
Delivers 10 Gps.
It’s beamforming: https://www.tp-link.com/at/home-networking/wifi-router/archer-ax10/
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† Maximum wireless signal rates are the physical rates derived from IEEE Standard 802.11
specifications. Actual wireless data throughput, wireless coverage, and the number of connected
devices are not guaranteed and will vary as a result of network conditions, client limitations, and
environmental factors, including building materials, obstacles, volume and density of traffic, and
client location.
‡ Use of 802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6), and features including OFDMA, 1024-QAM, and BSS Color requires
clients to also support those features.
§ 1000 Mbps internet speeds require compatible service plans and equipment.
20 June 2019 - What you should know about Wi-Fi 6 and the 6-GHz band:
https://www.testandmeasurementtips.com/what-you-should-know-about-wi-fi-6-and-the-6-ghzband/
While there are still interference issues to be resolved, new specifications for Wi-Fi in the 6-GHz
band will bring instantly better wireless performance.
Wi-Fi technology turns 20 this year, and it has proven to be successful beyond the wildest
expectations. The recent announcement by the FCC to consider allowing 1,200 MHz of spectrum
in the 6 GHz band for unlicensed use, as well as similar work in the E.U., promises to free up
enough spectrum to move Wi-Fi forward into a new era of high performance.
In late 2018, the FCC released a notice of proposed rulemaking to promote new opportunities for
unlicensed use in portions of the 1,200 MHz of spectrum in the 5.925-7.125 (6 GHz) band. Wi-Fi
users should rejoice, as Wi-Fi in the 6-GHz band could become a reality in 2020. To understand
why this event is cause for celebration, we examine the reasons that make the 6 GHz band
compelling for unlicensed use and why additional spectrum is so badly needed to sustain Wi-Fi
growth.
Cisco’s annual Mobile Visual Networking Index (VNI) forecasts that by 2022, Wi-Fi will carry 51%
of global IP traffic, more than any other wired or wireless access technology, while the total
number of Wi-Fi hotspots (including home spots) is expected to reach 549 million by 2022.
Devices on the same channel and on adjacent or overlapping channels can be part of the same
contention domain.
Wi-Fi carries more internet traffic than any other wireless technology. And this took place despite
an available frequency range of less than 600 MHz (70 MHz in the 2.4-GHz band, 500 MHz in the
5-GHz band). But a study commissioned by the Wi-Fi Alliance predicts an 800-MHz spectrum
shortfall to handle traffic by 2020, with that shortfall growing to 1.12 GHz by 2025. The study
stresses the importance of making available continuous spectrum to enable 160-MHz-wide
channels (or future 320 MHz). The 6-GHz band and its 1,200 MHz of contiguous spectrum can
fulfill the growth requirements, and this is why the FCC is currently considering it.
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FROM A CORRESPONDENT: 60 GHz has been subjected to what you call "clinical trials" but in
classified realms that are not publishable.
6.4.20 – Dana Ashlie - Video Removed & BBC inferred I lied. My 2 cents.They are using
unlicensed frequencies, around 60 GHz and 800 MHz.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvqBwPgrX_s&list=UUBizESL5Wcvcxs2eB6h0txQ
22.2.20 – Dana Ashlie – On 60 GHz: The best news re cοrοnα vιrus you've heard all month!
Kinda. https://www.brighteon.com/42d3cd7d-ac25-443e-b071-742f04c7b72c
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

HOAX
8.4.20 - Even Germans fall for multi-million-dollar scam over masks... as WHO says they
DON’T save healthy users from Covid-19: https://www.rt.com/news/485238-masks-scamgermany-shipment/
'Local authorities in Germany have been left red-faced after unknown fraudsters ‘sold’ them a
nonexistent batch of face masks. The World Health Organization (WHO), meanwhile, says the item
is mostly useless against Covid-19.
Face masks have become a precious commodity amid the
global health crisis, with countries snatching shipments from
under each other’s noses, prices skyrocketing and many
opting for homemade variants. Loath to miss an opportunity for
profit, however, criminal minds have found ways to dip into the
burgeoning market of face protection gear as well.
North Rhine-Westphalia, the most densely-populated and one
of the worst coronavirus-hit German states, has been duped
out €2.4 million ($2.61 million) in a large-scale face mask
scam, German prosecutors said on Tuesday. The state’s
authorities shelled out a whopping €14.7 million ($15.9 million) for a shipment of masks last month
– but it turns out they never existed.'
The funds were transferred to a German distribution company that believed it was sourcing its
masks from Asian-based firms, which claimed to have a large batch of protective gear in stock.
The company paid €2.4 million upfront, while 52 vehicles sat on standby to pick up the shipment in
the Netherlands. However, the order never came as the “suppliers” soon disappeared, cutting off
all contacts and going incommunicado.
While authorities in North Rhine-Westphalia were able to recover €12.3 million from the deal, the
fate of the down payment is uncertain, frozen in foreign bank accounts, and it’s unclear whether
Germany will be able to get the funds back.
Meanwhile, though masks are necessary for doctors and nurses fighting the virus on the frontline,
as well as for those who are already infected and their caregivers, they make little difference for
healthy people, especially when they are outdoors, WHO said in its latest guidance.
For healthy individuals, using masks is not only “insufficient to provide an adequate level of
protection,” but it “may create a false sense of security” leading to ignoring other, more effective
disease prevention measures, such as frequent hand-washing or self-isolation, the organization
said.
“The wide use of masks by healthy people in the community setting is not supported by current
evidence and carries uncertainties and critical risks,” the WHO document reads.
The guidelines, however, clash with the guidance from the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), urging Americans to cover their faces. Still, the CDC said that high-quality face
masks should be reserved for healthcare workers, while the general population is advised to cover
their mouth and nose with something – like a piece of cloth – while they are in public.
The coronavirus pandemic plaguing the globe has already affected more than 1.4 million people
worldwide, while over 82,000 have succumbed to the lethal disease. The US is the undisputed
‘leader’ in the pandemic, with nearly 400,000 people infected and over 12,000 dead.
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10.4.20 - COVID Italy update: dispelling the pandemic illusion by Jon Rappaport:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567731/covid-italy-update-dispelling-pandemic-illusion
The following information on Italy is as of March 30. It comes from an article posted at Swiss
Propaganda Research. It describes reports from the Italian National Health Institute. It confirms
what I’ve been writing about Italy—which is:
Take a population of many elderly people who already have serious, multiple, long-term health
conditions, including lung conditions. Note that these people have already been treated with a
number of toxic medical drugs. Add in very toxic air pollution in certain sectors of the country—
which, in fact, accounts for a great amount of these lung problems. Consider that pneumonia—said
to be a cardinal feature of COVID-19—has been rampant in Italy for a long time, long before the
emergence of the supposed coronavirus. Numbers of flu-like illness cases and pneumonia cases,
going back before “the pandemic,” are huge. These cases show the same general symptoms
attributed to COVID. Finally, use a diagnostic test, which, as I’ve described, can rack up falsepositives for reasons that have nothing to do with COVID…and you have the illusion of a new
epidemic.
“But…but what about the overflowing ICU wards in hospitals?”
Think it through. Every elderly ill person with lung problems now fears he/she might “have the
virus,” and so comes the flood of people to hospital. It’s no mystery.
All right. Here are excerpts from the Swiss Propaganda Research article, “Facts about Covid-19”:
“According to the latest data of the Italian National Health Institute ISS, the average age of the
positively-tested deceased in Italy is currently about 81 years. 10% of the deceased are over 90
years old. 90% of the deceased are over 70 years old.”
“80% of the deceased had suffered from two or more chronic diseases. 50% of the deceased had
suffered from three or more chronic diseases. The chronic diseases include in particular
cardiovascular problems, diabetes, respiratory problems and cancer.”
“Less than 1% of the deceased were healthy persons, i.e. persons without pre-existing chronic
diseases. Only about 30% of the deceased are women.”
“The Italian Institute of Health moreover distinguishes between those who died from the
coronavirus and those who died with the coronavirus. In many cases it is not yet clear whether the
persons died from the virus or from their pre-existing chronic diseases or from a combination of
both.”
“The two Italians deceased [!!] under 40 years of age (both 39 years old) were a cancer patient and
a diabetes patient with additional complications. In these cases, too, the exact cause of death was
not yet clear (i.e. if from the virus or from their pre-existing diseases).”
“The partial overloading of the hospitals is due to the general rush of patients and the increased
number of patients requiring special or intensive care. In particular, the aim is to stabilize
respiratory function and, in severe cases, to provide [toxic] anti-viral therapies.”
“Northern Italy has one of the oldest populations and the worst air quality in Europe, which had
already led to an increased number of respiratory diseases and deaths in the past and is likely an
additional risk factor in the current epidemic.”
“South Korea, for instance, has experienced a much milder course than Italy and has already
passed the peak of the epidemic. In South Korea, only about 70 deaths with a positive test result
have been reported so far. As in Italy, those affected were mostly high-risk patients.”
“The few dozen test-positive Swiss deaths so far were also high-risk patients with chronic
diseases, an average age of more than 80 years and a maximum age of 97 years, whose exact
cause of death, i.e. from the virus or from their pre-existing diseases, is not yet known.”
I’ll clarify a further point. Even if the diagnostic tests on patients claim to show the presence of the
COVID-19 virus—and even if we accept that finding as true—the test has never been proved to be
able to say HOW MUCH virus is in a patient’s body. And that is vital, because, to even begin
talking about a person actually getting sick, he would have to have millions and millions of virus
actively replicating in his body. Therefore, the finding of the test is irrelevant in the real world, as
opposed to the lab.
In the real world, of which Italy is a part, people who are aged, who have multiple and very serious
long-term health problems, who have been treated for years with toxic drugs—these people die of
those factors. There is no need for a purportedly new virus to explain why they are dying.
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The absolute fraud and crime involved here are enormous. The perpetrators, in their bubble of
reputation, wall-to-wall false science, media robots, and government back-up will escape with their
careers intact.
But the truth has a way of toppling pedestals and the people who stand on them.
10.4.20 - ICU nurse whistle blower: covid19 is manufactured crisis:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGZ-DW5LVCs
11.4.20 - Face it: the evidence proving the effectiveness of community mask wearing
doesn't exist; the WHO agrees: https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/face-it-evidence-proving-effectiveness-communitymask-wearing-doesnt-exist-whoag?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%3A%20Touching%20Base%203%20%28NYJT6d%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Dail
y%20Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJhbGVjcmFtenVyYzMxMkBnbWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQXkifQ
%3D%3D

While multiple cities in the US roll-out mandatory use of masks in public, the WHO’s 2020
guidance recommends against wearing masks in community settings because of a lack of
supporting scientific evidence and the potential for increased disease transmission through
improper use.
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
“The letter from the Minnesota department of health gives advice to physicians, physician
assistants and others who certify deaths.
The doctor says the letter takes you to a CDC website that has recommendations on how to
include COVID-19 as a diagnosis for someone who was never tested for COVID-19."
https://www.valleynewslive.com/content/news/MN-Sen-Dr-569489461.html?fbclid=IwAR3ZJOfzNPQm1kc3O4Vr1cdz_fYNX1cNQQH0wJ0gz0FWZg8nCjAPp
q7ZR7U
30.3.20 - [This hoax is like a combination of The Truman Show and Wag the Dog] James Corbett
- The Totally Spontaneous Health Worker Balcony Applause Phenomenon – Propaganda
Watch: https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/the-totally-spontaneous-health-worker-balcony-applause-phenomenon-propagandawatch.html?utm_source=Activist+Post+Subscribers&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=415526a32fRSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_term=0_b0c7fb76bd-415526a32f-388367887

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

HUMOUR
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30.5.20 - Microchipping: Bill Burr - Motherhood Isn't The Hardest Job:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Xp4z5qlyqs&feature=youtu.be&t=403
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________
INSANITY
Note from compiler: Sorry, folks. I decided I needed a new section on “Insanity” because when I
read about the new “smart” bra (below) I didn’t know whether to throw myself out of the window or
laugh maniacally at the incredible insanity of believing that you can prevent cancer by putting
constant ultrasounds through women’s breasts. And then you have these students who designed
this thing smiling benignly for the camera as they preside over murder. Sometimes I despair of
getting this message through.
4.4.20 - Swiss smart bra can help prevent breast cancer: https://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/scitech/medical-innovation_swiss-smart-bra-can-help-prevent-breastcancer/45667782?utm_campaign=swinl&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&utm_content=o
Swiss students have teamed up with a local start-up to develop a “smart bra” for cancer
prevention.
“Our smart-clothing technology is designed to detect cancer at the earliest stages. It uses a noninvasive, painless method based on frequent ultrasound monitoring,” says Hugo Vuillet, one of the
students on the development team at the Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL).
The students came up with their design last autumn, working with IcosaMed, a Neuchâtel-based
start-up founded in March 2019, according to EPFLexternal link. Their system proved so effective
that the company decided to continue the partnership.
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Unlike existing cancer-detection technology that
uses radiation, IcosaMed’s technology emits
ultrasound waves to perform echography scans
for potentially cancerous cells. The ultrasound
waves are generated using piezoelectric
sensors, which are devices that run on energy
generated when pressure is applied to a
piezoelectric material. “This technology is what
allows us to miniaturize the SmartBra’s detection
system so that it’s still comfortable to wear and
nearly imperceptible,” says Vuillet. If the system
detects a suspicious mass of cells, it will alert
the wearer so that she can schedule an appointment with a specialist.
“Our system could do more than detect cancer – we hope that one day it could also act
preventively and emit nearly continuous, low-dose ultrasound waves in a controlled manner so as
to stimulate apoptosis in the cancerous mass,” says IcosaMed founder and CEO Max Boysset.
Apoptosis refers to the process of cell self-destruction.
Market launch planned for 2021
EPFL says the “SmartBra” will initially be sold to women who have already been diagnosed with
cancer, so that they can monitor their condition on a daily basis. This will then be expanded to
include women with a genetic predisposition to developing cancer, and eventually to all women.
“Right now we are in the process of raising funds. We need a total of CHF 4 million ($4.1 million):
CHF 1.5 million to finalize the functional prototype we are building with high-tech
manufacturer Turck Duotechexternal link, and CHF 2.5 million for the initial market launch,
currently planned for 2021,” says Boysset.EPFL says that if everything goes according to plan, “the
SmartBra could pave the way for other high-potential products using smart textiles – like
underwear and bodysuits – to detect and prevent other types of cancers”.
Note from compiler. Would I be wearing this while sucking on my Fukushima candy perhaps? Or
perhaps I could get one to match my Chernobyl earring and bracelet set? I wonder if they'll bring
out a bikini version. That would be particularly appropriate, wouldn't it, given that bikinis were
named after the first atom bomb tests carried out on the Bikini atoll in the Pacific?
Yes, I'm very taken with this idea. A "smart" bra emitting constant ultrasound to ensure that every
woman gets breast cancer. This could really be a great investment opportunity, as long as one
invested in both the "smart" bra and the cancer clinics. Or there again, perhaps one should invest
in mastectomies. I'm not sure that there are that many investment opportunities in this area, so
this could be an emerging market. We could get Angelina Jolie to advertise these bras. Of
course, given that she cut her breasts off pre-emptively to avoid cancer, the "smart" bra couldn't be
expected to achieve much by way of breast cancer in her case, but I really think that her notoriety
in the breast area (or should I say absence-of-breast area?) could really help sales.
I see that the same Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL) is developing an app that
can help detect the coronavirus by listening to your cough. That sounds great, too. You can
cough onto your "smart" phone and find out if you've got coronavirus. And then a SWAT team
could come and smash in your door and drag you off to prison - sorry, I mean hospital.
Gosh, Shakespeare had it nearly right, didn't he, except that he was talking about people, while
here we have to marvel at all this fabulous technology that's coming along to oppress us ... sorry, I
mean to help us lead better lives. "Oh, brave new world that has such features in it!"
A new app can help detect the coronavirus by listening to your cough:
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/a-new-app-can-help-detect-the-coronavirus/
EPFL researchers have developed an artificial intelligence-based system that can listen to your
cough and indicate whether you have COVID-19.
With the new Coughvid app, developed by five researchers at EPFL’s Embedded Systems
Laboratory (ESL), you can record your cough on a smartphone and find out whether you might
have COVID-19. So how can a smartphone app detect the new coronavirus? “According to the
World Health Organization, 67.7% of people who have the virus present with a dry cough –
producing no mucus – as opposed to the wet cough typical of a cold or allergy,” says David
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Atienza, a professor at EPFL’s School of Engineering who is also the head of ESL and a member
of the Coughvid development team. The app is still being developed and will be released in the
next few weeks.
Free and anonymous
Once the app is available, users will simply need to install it and record their cough – the results
will appear immediately. “We wanted to develop a reliable, easy-to-use system that could be
deployed for large-scale testing,” says Atienza. “It’s an alternative to conventional tests.” In
addition to being easy to use, the app has the advantage of being non-invasive, free and
anonymous. “The app has a 70% accuracy rate,” he adds. “That said, people who think they may
have the disease should still go see their doctor. Coughvid is not a substitute for a medical exam.”
Using artificial intelligence to help patients
Coughvid uses artificial intelligence to distinguish between different types of coughs based on their
sound. “The idea is not new. Doctors already listen to their patients’ coughs to diagnose whooping
cough, asthma and pneumonia,” says Atienza.
Right now his team is collecting as much data as possible to train the app to distinguish between
the coughs of people with COVID-19, healthy people, and people with other kinds of respiratory
ailments. “We’ll release the app once we’ve accumulated enough data. It could take a few more
weeks,” says Atienza. In the meantime, COVID-19 patients who would like to contribute to the
development work can record their cough at https://coughvid.epfl.ch/ or on the Coughvid mobile
app.
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

NEWS
11.4.20 - Coronavirus patients report feeling a 'fizzing' and 'buzzing' sensation underneath
and on their skin: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8210947/Coronavirus-patients-reportfeeling-fizzing-buzzing-sensation-underneath-skin.html AND
https://nypost.com/2020/04/10/coronavirus-patients-report-strange-new-symptom-fizzing/
Summary of symptoms mentioned:
 aches
 breathlessness
 burning on the skin
 buzzing and fizzing
 diarrhea
 dry cough
 electric feeling on my skin
 exhaustion and physical wariness
 fatigue
 "This infection seems to have this tail to it — a lingering fatigue. There's kind of a foggy,
zombie-like state, where their eyes get glassy and they're not quite as sharp"
 fever
 like bubbles fizzing inside my ribcage
 loss of the sense of smell (see also There's a new symptom of coronavirus, doctors say:
Sudden loss of smell or taste:
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/03/24/coronavirus-symptoms-loss-smelltaste/2897385001/)
 seizures
 strokes
 testicles, damage to (Coronavirus 'may cause damage to men's testicles', doctors warn:
https://www.mirror.co.uk/science/coronavirus-may-cause-damage-mens-21681342)
START OF ARTICLE
 Tarana Burke, founder of the #MeToo movement, had taken to Twitter to share that her
partner had 'sensitive skin' that felt like it was 'burning'
 'We literally used aloe gel for sunburn to soothe it,' she added. 'The NP (nurse practitioner)
later told us she had heard others say that too'
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The variation of the symptom has been deemed 'fizzing' or 'buzzing' by various other folks
on Twitter
Symptom is not that common, according to doctors, but may be part of the body's response in
trying to recover from coronavirus
Coronavirus victims have taken to social media to share a variety of different symptoms they've
experienced while fighting the virus.
And some are describing a more peculiar 'buzzing' or 'fizzing' sensation that doctors say could be
a patient's body fighting off the infectious disease.
Tarana Burke, founder of the #MeToo movement, had taken to Twitter on Thursday to share that
her partner - who had tested positive for COVID-19 - had had 'sensitive skin' that felt like it was
'burning.'
'We literally used aloe gel for sunburn to soothe it,' she added in a detail thread on Twitter. 'The NP
(nurse practitioner) later told us she had heard others say that too.'

The variation of the symptom has been deemed 'fizzing' or 'buzzing' by various other folks on
Twitter

Most describe feeling the sensation in various parts of their body in addition to other commonly
associated symptoms of the virus

One woman even described the sensation as 'like an electric feeling on my skin'
The symptom is not that common, according to doctors, but may be part of the body's response in
trying to recover from the virus.
'Clearly it's been identified, but we're just not sure yet how widespread it is,' Dr. Daniel Griffin, chief
of infectious disease at ProHealth Care Associates, explained to the New York Post.
Griffin said that he has heard of the symptom but it is not the norm for the 50 or so coronavirus
patients he sees a day.
The symptom is not that common, according to doctors, but may be part of the body's response in
trying to recover from the virus
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The feeling may be the result of the 'antibodies interfering with the way nerves work' but it is not
quite known whether this is the body's response to the virus or the virus causing the sensation.
Dr Vipul Shah, Clinical Director at telehealth service Pack Health, shared that the sensation could
still be tied to the fever.
'If people aren't used to having fevers, maybe their skin really does feel like an electric sensation,'
he said.
The doctor advises that aloe vera gel or mild lotion could alleviate the feeling.
Griffin also said that the reaction could be one of post-traumatic stress after patients recover from
being in the ICU or on ventilators.
'People are used to being sick and then in a few days being all good,' he said. 'This infection
seems to have this tail to it — a lingering fatigue.
There's kind of a foggy, zombie-like state, where their eyes get glassy and they're not quite as
sharp.'
Griffin recommended that people just wait the symptom out and let the body recover on its own.
27.3.20 – Arthur Firstenberg, 5G Space Appeal newsletter: Is the sky really falling?
Compare the symptoms listed in the newsletter below with the symptoms listed in the two articles
above. More confirmation that electricity (wireless technology 2G-5G – and not just 5G!) is
causing people’s symptoms. There is a respiratory virus associated with influenza, which is a
neurological disease caused by electricity (wireless technology) that can affect almost every organ,
with or without respiratory symptoms.

IS THE SKY REALLY FALLING?
As I write this, the world -- or a very large part of it -- is effectively under martial law. To protect against a
proposed enemy named coronavirus (COVID-19), schools have been closed, airline flights scrapped,
theaters and restaurants shut down, churches shuttered, curfews put in place, public gatherings prohibited,
national borders closed, people told not to touch or go near each other, every surface, door knob and
human hand smothered with toxic disinfectant, and the population ordered to “shelter in place” in their
homes.
And the people, from the USA to Norway to Bolivia to Australia to Egypt to Indonesia, have obeyed, not
only without much protest, but with enthusiasm.
My inbox and voicemail are flooded with contradictory “information,” little of which is verifiable, less of
which makes any sense, that is tailored to favorite points of scientific and political view. No one is looking
at the big picture. No one is noticing that the mortality rates from all causes are going down, not up in most
countries.

WHAT CAUSED THE 1918 "SPANISH INFLUENZA"?
This is not the first time a scare about a viral pandemic has swept the world. We have previously heard
predictions -- none of which came true -- that swine flu, bird flu, SARS, MERS, West Nile virus, Zika virus and
Ebola were going to kill millions of people. Notably, all of these scares have occurred after the Internet
replaced human contact as the predominant means of communication, and words and pictures on a screen
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replaced reality. Today, this has gone so far that people are finally willing to shut down the world rather
than notice what is going on around them.
I do not pretend that there is no basis at all for these predictions. Behind all the hysteria is a fear that the
catastrophe that was the “Spanish Influenza” of 1918-1921 will repeat itself. The 1918 flu, after all,
sickened one-third of the world’s population and killed an estimated fifty million people.
But there are a number of important facts about the 1918 flu that are not widely known. The 1918 flu:




Was not caused by a virus.
Was not contagious and did not spread by direct human-to-human contact.
Began on U.S. military bases where soldiers were being trained in wireless telegraphy. It spread
throughout the world on ten thousand U.S. Navy ships equipped with state-of-the-art wireless
stations. It became much more deadly in September 1918 when the first round-the-clock voice
radio station powerful enough to be received in most parts of the world went on the air in New
Brunswick, New Jersey in service of the U.S. war effort, thereby launching the modern era of radio
communication.

Efforts by doctors working for the U.S. Public Health Service to prove the contagious nature of the 1918 flu
were heroic and resulted in resounding and repeated failure. In November and December 1918 and in
February and March 1919, they attempted to infect one hundred healthy volunteers with influenza in the
following ways:





They put secretions from the mouth, nose, throat and bronchi from hospitalized influenza patients
into the nose, throat and eyes of volunteers;
They injected blood from sick patients into volunteers;
They filtered mucous material from sick patients and injected it under the skin of volunteers;
They had volunteers shake hands with sick patients, talk to them, faces close together, for five
minutes, then had the patient breathe out as hard as he could while the volunteer, two inches
away, was breathing in, then had the patient cough directly into the face of the volunteer, five
times.

None of the volunteers in any of these experiments got sick in any way.
Similar attempts to infect healthy horses with secretions from horses sick with influenza resulted in the
same resounding failure.
These experiments, and other facts about the 1918 flu, as well as about influenza in general, are thoroughly
discussed and documented in chapters 7, 8 and 9 of my book, The Invisible Rainbow: A History of Electricity
and Life (AGB Press 2017, Chelsea Green 2020).
Historically, influenza was an unpredictable disease that struck without warning and without a schedule
and disappeared as suddenly and mysteriously as it had arrived, not to be seen again for years or decades.
It did not exist on this earth as an annual disease prior to the worldwide deployment of AC electricity for
lights and power that occurred in 1889. Many of the doctors who were flooded with influenza in 1889 had
never seen a case before. But influenza has not been absent anywhere on earth since.
What is most difficult for people to let go of is the notion, so deeply engrained in our society, that a disease
is the same as a bacteria or a virus. This way of looking at the world, as a battlefield instead of a
community, is wrong. Yes, there is a respiratory virus associated with influenza. No, the virus does not
cause the disease. Influenza is a neurological disease that can affect almost every organ, with or without
respiratory symptoms. It is caused by electricity.
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Especially now, the world needs to know these things. Once it is understood that the 1918 flu was not
caused by a virus and was not spread by contagion, but was instead caused by the sudden spread of radio
communication throughout the world, the hysteria should die down and the world can get back to normal,
and go about the necessary business of getting rid of wireless technology.
Radio waves have sickened and killed more of humanity in the past century than all of the bacteria and
viruses combined. Also heart disease, diabetes and cancer (chapters 11, 12 and 13 of The Invisible Rainbow)
are caused primarily by the sea of radiation with which our cell phones, cell towers, radio towers, radar
stations, security systems, baby monitors, wireless computers, and other wireless devices and
infrastructure have flooded our precious and fragile world.

THE CORONAVIRUS AND 5G
I have been asked if I think the coronavirus disease is caused by 5G, and my answer is: not directly. But the
parallels to 1918 are striking. Remember, the 1918 flu was not caused by a virus but by the proliferation of
radio technology, to such an extent as to modify the electromagnetic environment of the Earth itself. The
first, mild wave of the flu in the winter, spring and summer of 1918 was caused by the proliferation of
thousands of wireless telegraphy stations, each having a limited geographic range and operating for a
limited number of hours per day. The second wave, which lasted three full years, sickening one-third of
humanity and killing ten percent of those it sickened, was caused by an escalation of radio from telegraphy
to voice, part time to full time, and short-range to planet-wide.
That is parallel to what is happening today. 5G is escalating the radio assault on our planet to a new level,
using much higher frequencies, much greater bandwidth, and much greater power levels. The first wave of
the coronavirus has accompanied an enormous proliferation of 5G stations on the ground, each having a
limited geographic range. This is shortly to be escalated from short-range to planet-wide, and from an
indirect to a direct assault on the ionosphere, when thousands of 5G satellites go into operation this year
and next.
A clue to the electromagnetic nature of the present pandemic comes from an interesting observation: as
many as two-thirds of the people who test positive for the coronavirus have lost their sense of smell, and
often that is their only symptom and they are otherwise not sick. (“Loss of sense of smell as marker of
COVID-19 infection,” ENT UK). Loss of sense of smell is a classic sign of the disease that was called radio
wave sickness in the former Soviet Union, and that is called electrical sensitivity today; often it is the only
symptom of exposure to radio waves in otherwise healthy individuals. (“Investigation of the Olfactory
Sensitivity in Persons Subjected to the Influence of UHF,” Ye. A. Lobanova and Z. V. Gordon, in The
Biological Action of Ultrahigh Frequencies, A. A. Letavet and Z. V. Gordon, eds., Moscow 1960, JPRS 12471,
pp. 50-56).
Another clue is the frequently reported effects of the coronavirus disease on the cardiovascular system,
including “arrhythmias, hypotension, tachycardia, and a high proportion of concomitant cardiovascular
disease in infected individuals.” This was reported on March 6, 2020 in Cardiology Magazine. These are also
classic effects of exposure to radio waves.
A third clue is the astonishing variation in the severity of the current pandemic, regardless of the measures
taken by governments to prevent person-to-person contact. Why, for example, does Italy have 74,000
cases of coronavirus disease, and Japan only 1,200? Eighty percent of the cases identified in Japan have not
passed on the infection to anyone else. Tokyo, among the world’s most densely packed metropolitan areas
with a population of 38 million, has almost no disease. This despite a nationwide quarantine and a
shutdown of society in Italy, and few measures taken against the disease in Japan. There is no quarantine in
Japan and bars, restaurants and clubs are busy and bustling. Temples are packed, and parks are filled with
people viewing cherry blossoms. The subways are packed, and people are going to work, yet the disease
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does not spread. Japan has close contact with China, and did not even stop incoming flights from Hubei
until February 1. Japan has an older population than Italy, and a higher rate of tobacco smoking.
The electrical nature of the disease would explain this too. Almost all of Japan is volcanic, and the electrical
conductivity of the earth underneath Japan is higher than underneath most of Italy. Residents of Japan are
therefore better grounded than residents of most of Italy, and are less affected by the radio waves around
them. The volcanic regions of Italy -- Sicily and Campania -- have much lower rates of coronavirus than the
rest of Italy. Patricia Ormsby, who lives in Japan, told me years ago that when she is in the United States
she can feel a cell phone from a distance of 6 meters, but when she is in Japan she does not feel a cell
phone until it comes within 3 meters of her. I live in Santa Fe for the same reason: I do not feel all the cell
towers here because the conductivity of the earth underneath Santa Fe is so high.
Regardless of the origin or severity of the respiratory virus that is called COVID-19, the rollout of 5G is
playing a large role in the current pandemic. Fear, social isolation and the shutdown of society are doing far
more damage to the fabric of life than the virus ever could. It is time for society to get over its obsession
with this microorganism and to turn to the emergency posed by wireless technology, on Earth and in space.

MORE REPORTS OF DYING AND DISAPPEARING
INSECTS AND WILDLIFE
Here are some of the reports that I received in response to my last newsletter, “The Flames of Progress”, in
which I documented the worldwide starvation of insects caused by microwave radiation, and the
consequent starvation of birds, bats and frogs for lack of insects to eat.
Allan Hardman writes from Mexico:
“I am, like you, astounded by the silence. I also remember driving down the Central Valley of California from
college to my parents’ house in the ‘60’s and stopping often to scrape and clean my windshield. That
problem has now been solved -- kill the bugs! And the birds who ate them.”
Andrea Mercer writes from Colorado:
“I moved to Minnesota in 2006 in the summer. I would see bats flying through the streets and swarms of
insects of many species in densities I had never experienced living in Oregon. Year after year they would
disappear. Minnesota was saying it was white nose syndrome blaming that on the disappearance of bats.
But it was more to me. The bats didn't have food... I found deformed dragonflies that couldn't fly in
Minnesota.”
Rangaswami Ramakrishnan writes from India:
“In India we had sparrows which we used to call Indian Sparrows, with brown wings, and we used to see lots
of them making nice noises and the whole variety is now missing in cities. There are still a few left in the
villages... All due to 4G.”
Eva Goedhart writes from Los Angeles:
“It kills me watching the bees die everywhere I go. There are so many of them on tennis courts and in one
spot in our backyard. I can’t figure out why I always see dead bees in the same spot. It makes total sense
that they’re starving! We pick the bees up, bring them inside, put few drops of water and honey next to
them and they eat! Sometimes they’re able to fly away!
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“I’m 50 years old and I grew up in Poland and remember a totally different world. Frogs, toads, hedgehogs,
tons of insects. Now I live in Los Angeles and it’s a true horror watching the towers popping up everywhere.
Everything is slowly dying.”
Karen Eichstadt writes from South Africa:
“I remember those days where the wind screens would be smeared with insects. That almost never happens
anymore. We are like the frogs in the pot of water and don’t even notice the temperature rising.”
Sam Samson writes from Scotland:
“I’m 71 and remember the myriad of insect and bird life. Yesterday I found a bat unable to get to roost, I
tried to place it in a dry safe place, very unusual in winter.”
Warren Friedman writes from South Africa:
“I’ve been blaming EMF’s for the decline in insects for over twenty years. I miss the birds and bats.”
Jeanne Aymé-Martin writes from France:
“I do understand why you are so bewildered because I am too. We are very much concerned about the
survival of a so low number of bees, insects, and bats in our garden and in nature in general.”
Francisco Gabiola Guerra writes from Belgium:
“When I go on holidays to the town in Spain where I was born, in the past in summer you heard all the time
crickets in the fields, there were butterflies in the fields, you heard birds all the time, when you went to the
fields there were honey bees everywhere. Today none of that is present.”
Antonia Holthuizen writes from the Netherlands:
“I live next to the woods. In May 2016, when I came to live here, there were always so many frogs on my
driveway. I could hardly avoid them with my bike, there were that many. But in the last two years, I may be
glad to see one, maybe two. One dragged itself to my doorstep. I talked to him, but didn't know how to help
him. Next time I will pick him up and bring him to the woods where I, myself, can't feel the radiation
anymore, and see if this might help him.
“Last year I also saw bumblebees stumbling across my lawn. I let one crawl over my hand, what a beautiful
creature, wonderful. But I couldn't help them. They died. It became a bumblebee cemetery. Later I realised
that they would die exactly there where I myself also suffered from the two masts, hidden in the church
tower in the village.”
Connie Drummond writes from the UK:
“Insects have gone, small birds are not in the trees and we are left with a few kestrels and kites who, too,
are starving and just circling the skies desperate for grub-like vultures.”
Patricia Ormsby writes from Japan:
“5G got switched on in late February. Five days ago I noticed that the black kites (Milvus migrans) that used
to roost around our vegetable field, that left our field when smart meters were installed but moved on to
fields further away with no smart meters, have now fled those fields entirely. Totally empty sky, but lots and
lots of ground birds in those fields. What kites still remain have moved to the forests. Each time I have gone
out I have seen one or two kites attempt to fly out over the fields and then give up.”
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Angela Foulds writes from Australia:
“In Melbourne millimetre wave trials across 25% of the city just began. This morning, on my walk with a
neighbour we were mortified to see dead bees and insects on the ground throughout our hour long walk, all
the way to a nature park and all along the streets back home.”

MORE SATELLITES LAUNCHED
On Wednesday, March 18, SpaceX launched 60 more satellites into space from Cape Canaveral, Florida,
bringing the total of SpaceX’s Starlink satellites orbiting the earth to 350.
Also on March 18, OneWeb launched 34 more satellites into space from the Baikonur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan, bringing the total of OneWeb’s satellites orbiting the earth to 74.
None of these satellites has yet gone into operation, but on March 13, 2020, the Federal Communications
Commission granted SpaceX permission to sell one million user devices to American customers. This has
turned a long-standing concern into an emergency. For last fall, SpaceX announced its intention to begin
providing 5G service to the northern United States and southern Canada after it had at least 400 satellites
orbiting the earth. The threat to terrestrial life -- at least in portions of North America -- may now be only
weeks away.
I have summarized the threat to life posed by SpaceX in previous newsletters but it bears repeating. The
energy for life is provided not only by the food we eat and the air we breathe, but by the electricity that we
imbibe from earth and sky, which circulates through our acupuncture meridians, feeding our organs from
the day we are born until the day we die.
The source of the electricity that sustains us and circulates through our bodies is the earth’s own source of
high voltage: the ionosphere. If we pollute that source with millions of pulsed, modulated frequencies, we
will destroy all life on the surface of the Earth, including the birds in the sky and the fish in the oceans. And
since they will all be orbiting in the ionosphere, that is exactly what all these satellites will do.
Astronomers study the circulation of energy between the sun and the ionosphere. Atmospheric physicists
study the global electrical circuit between the ionosphere and the earth. Doctors of Oriental Medicine
study the circulation of energy within our bodies. Geophysicists are studying the effects of power line
radiation on the ionosphere.
But nobody is looking at the whole picture. Nobody is asking what the massive pollution of this source of
energy will do to the community of life that it nourishes. Experience with Iridium (now operating 66
satellites) and Globalstar (now operating 48 satellites) tells us that the extinction of life will not be gradual.
If thousands of satellites are turned on at once, it will be sudden and devastating. If service begins with only
hundreds of satellites to a limited part of the world, and
increases to global coverage from thousands of satellites next
year, it may be a little less sudden but the end result -- the
extinction of most life -- will be the same.
7.4.20 - Boris Johnson in intensive care as Japan
declares state of emergency (shortly after switching
on 5G): https://www.davidicke.com/article/567510/borisjohnson-intensive-care-japan-declares-state-emergencyshortly-switching-5g
Boris Johnson does not have pneumonia, Downing
Street has said, Andrew Sparrow reports.
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Until now ministers and No 10 have refused to give a clear answer to this question. But asked if
the PM has been diagnosed with pneumonia, the spokesman at a daily briefing to political
journalists said: “That is not the case, no.”
The spokesman said that Johnson was “stable” overnight and “remains in good spirits”. In a
statement about his condition in intensive care, the prime minister’s spokesman said:
The prime minister has been stable overnight and remains in good spirits. He is receiving standard
oxygen treatment and breathing without any other assistance. He has not required mechanical
ventilation or non-invasive respiratory support.
9.4.20 - Raw figures demolish Covid-1984 hysteria and confirm the story David Icke
revealed in his video banned by YouTube and Vimeo: http://inproportion2.talkigy.com/
COVID-19 in Proportion?
By the end of this week in England and Wales, around 13,775 people have died "with" COVID-19.
If 2020 follows the pattern of 2018, a bad year for flu, then in the same time period...
 around 33,630 people will have died from Flu/Pneumonia
 COVID-19 will be linked to around 7% of total deaths which number 187,720

10.4.20 – Coronavirus – Expert’s Drastic Change of Course:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CP5zuC0jyFA
Estimates of deaths reduced from 200,000 to 20,000. Imperial College scientist Niall Ferguson
retracting ridiculous estimates used for instituting lockdowns in US and UK.
7.4.20 - Trump wants to HOLD MONEY for W.H.O.: "They called it wrong" - SLAMS W.H.O.:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PEqC6WtvE8
8.4.20 - Google’s dystopian crisis tracking could be straight out of George Orwell’s 1984:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/google-coronavirus-tracking-privacy/266453/
Google’s move is merely the latest in a long line linking big tech companies ever more closely with
the government and the security state.
In the fight against COVID–19 (coronavirus), Google has announced it is partnering with dozens of
governments around the world, sharing its users’ location history, and, in the process, giving us an
insight into how much the Silicon Valley company knows about us.
“As global communities respond to COVID-19, we’ve heard from public health officials that the
same type of aggregated, anonymized insights we use in products such as Google Maps could be
helpful as they make critical decisions to combat COVID-19,” it wrote, presenting its mountain of
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intrusive data collection as a positive. “We hope these reports will help support decisions about
how to manage the COVID-19 pandemic,” it added, suggesting that location data from its users’
devices could “help officials understand changes in essential trips,” inform businesses and help
local governments plan and provide more efficient transport services, thus limiting the deadly virus’
spread.
The data it has released, even to the public, is certainly interesting (and quite worrying). For
example, location data gleaned from smartphones shows that there are now 85 percent fewer trips
to grocery or pharmacy stores in Italy, compared to early February, before the coronavirus struck
the country. Italy went on extensive lockdown, and Google’s data shows it. Retail and recreation
visits are down 94 percent, trips to parks are down 90 percent, transit stations 87 percent. The
country’s infection curve appears to finally be flattening. In contrast, American retail and recreation
visits are only down 47 percent, grocery and pharmacy visits 22 percent, parks 19 percent and
transit stations 51 percent, suggesting American people are not staying at home nearly enough to
dampen the flames of the virus.
8.4.20 - Covid19 death figures “a substantial over-estimate” by design – thousands of
deceased patients never even tested or seen included in stats:
https://prepareforchange.net/2020/04/08/covid19-death-figures-a-substantial-over-estimate-by-design-thousands-of-deceased-patientsnever-even-tested-or-seen-included-in-stats/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=covid19-death-figures-a-substantialover-estimate-by-design-thousands-of-deceased-patients-never-even-tested-or-seen-included-in-stats

10.4.20 - Pope Francis says that Corona is the wrath of the Earth on people: https://allesschallundrauch.blogspot.com/2020/04/papst-corona-ist-der-zorn-der-erde-auf.html
The bishop of Rome, also known as Pope Francis, said he believed that the Coronavirus pandemic
was "certainly nature's response" to humanity's failure to deal with the "partial catastrophes"
caused by man-made climate change. See "Vatican News". In other words, the current virus
pandemic is the punishment of the Earth for the sins of humanity, says the head of the Catholic
Church
3.4.20 – 13 studies reveal how social distancing (i.e. social isolation) can increase mortality:
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/13-studies-reveal-how-social-distancing-ie-social-isolation-can-increasemortalit?utm_campaign=Daily%20Newsletter%3A%20Touching%20Base%203%20%28NYJT6d%29&utm_medium=email&utm_source
=Daily%20Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpbCI6ICJhbGVjcmFtenVyYzMxMkBnbWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLMnZYQ
XkifQ%3D%3D

There is a growing body of scientific research demonstrating that social isolation has significant
adverse health impacts on both the psychological and physiological health and well-being of
individuals.
10.4.20 - Mike Robinson and Patrick Henningsen with today's UK Column News, bringing you the
latest Coronavirus updates: https://www.ukcolumn.org/ukcolumn-news/ukc-news-10-mar-20covid19-indefinite-lockdown
START – CoronaVirus statistics update
Lockdown – when do we get out of this…has the lockdown helped…?
A look at other countries who did and did not lockdown
Non-lockdown Sweden’s Prime Minister: we can’t legislate and ban everything
Sweden using ‘herd immunity’ - allowing the population to self-innoculate
MainStream Media is strongly pushing pro-lockdown propaganda
Dr David Katz: lockdown consequences…possibly graver than the virus itself
Other medical experts also speak out against lockdown policies
UK police confusion over how to address public lockdown
Northamptonshire police Chief Constable is operating beyond his authority
Home Secretary Priti Patel: that is not appropriate…that is not the guidance
Plymouth police move people from park benches, fly drones for observation
US Professor Wittkowski: spending more time outdoors is a form of containment
MainStream Media: Orwellian overtones continue…
Mandatory testing and vaccination coming…?
Imperial College London: receives $209 million from Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation wants mandatory vaccination…
36:13 – BBC: ‘CoronaVirus – how to understand the death toll’ article changed
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CoronaVirus death rate is not abnormal compared to usual figures
MPs handed additional £10K each to help them work from home during lockdown
Reuters: fake news…
Robert Jenrick MP: another lockdown breaker – what do they know…?
7.4.20 – Swiss Propaganda Watch - Facts about Covid-19: https://swprs.org/a-swiss-doctor-oncovid-19/
NEW AND IMPORTANT WEBSITE: Lena’s Fabulous Frequencies:
https://lenasfabulousfrequencies.com/
NOTICE OF LIABILITY TO STOP 5G
6.4.20 - UK Column News:
They report the absolutely outrageous vaxx testing plans, it's at 38:45.
And then right after it, at 40:12 they start to talk about the 5G connection, the Ofcom sanctioning
and quoting an 2018 article published in The Lancet.
FOCUS – ITALY 5G / CORONAVIRUS CONNECTION (ongoing)
9.4.20 – COVID Italy update: dispelling the pandemic illusion by Jon Rappoport:
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2020/04/09/covid-italy-update-dispelling-the-pandemic-illusion/
The following information on Italy is as of March 30. It comes from an article posted at Swiss
Propaganda Research. It describes reports from the Italian National Health Institute. It confirms
what I’ve been writing about Italy—which is:
Take a population of many elderly people who already have serious, multiple, long-term health
conditions, including lung conditions. Note that these people have already been treated with a
number of toxic medical drugs. Add in very toxic air pollution in certain sectors of the country—
which, in fact, accounts for a great amount of these lung problems. Consider that pneumonia—said
to be a cardinal feature of COVID-19—has been rampant in Italy for a long time, long before the
emergence of the supposed coronavirus. Numbers of flu-like illness cases and pneumonia cases,
going back before “the pandemic,” are huge. These cases show the same general symptoms
attributed to COVID. Finally, use a diagnostic test, which, as I’ve described, can rack up falsepositives for reasons that have nothing to do with COVID…and you have the illusion of a new
epidemic.
“But…but what about the overflowing ICU wards in hospitals?”
Think it through. Every elderly ill person with lung problems now fears he/she might “have the
virus,” and so comes the flood of people to hospital. It’s no mystery.
All right. Here are excerpts from the Swiss Propaganda Research article, “Facts about Covid-19”:
“According to the latest data of the Italian National Health Institute ISS, the average age of the
positively-tested deceased in Italy is currently about 81 years. 10% of the deceased are over 90
years old. 90% of the deceased are over 70 years old.”
“80% of the deceased had suffered from two or more chronic diseases. 50% of the deceased had
suffered from three or more chronic diseases. The chronic diseases include in particular
cardiovascular problems, diabetes, respiratory problems and cancer.”
“Less than 1% of the deceased were healthy persons, i.e. persons without pre-existing chronic
diseases. Only about 30% of the deceased are women.”
“The Italian Institute of Health moreover distinguishes between those who died from the
coronavirus and those who died with the coronavirus. In many cases it is not yet clear whether the
persons died from the virus or from their pre-existing chronic diseases or from a combination of
both.”
“The two Italians deceased [!!] under 40 years of age (both 39 years old) were a cancer patient and
a diabetes patient with additional complications. In these cases, too, the exact cause of death was
not yet clear (i.e. if from the virus or from their pre-existing diseases).”
“The partial overloading of the hospitals is due to the general rush of patients and the increased
number of patients requiring special or intensive care. In particular, the aim is to stabilize
respiratory function and, in severe cases, to provide [toxic] anti-viral therapies.”
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“Northern Italy has one of the oldest populations and the worst air quality in Europe, which had
already led to an increased number of respiratory diseases and deaths in the past and is likely an
additional risk factor in the current epidemic.”
“South Korea, for instance, has experienced a much milder course than Italy and has already
passed the peak of the epidemic. In South Korea, only about 70 deaths with a positive test result
have been reported so far. As in Italy, those affected were mostly high-risk patients.”
“The few dozen test-positive Swiss deaths so far were also high-risk patients with chronic
diseases, an average age of more than 80 years and a maximum age of 97 years, whose exact
cause of death, i.e. from the virus or from their pre-existing diseases, is not yet known.”
I’ll clarify a further point. Even if the diagnostic tests on patients claim to show the presence of the
COVID-19 virus—and even if we accept that finding as true—the test has never been proved to be
able to say HOW MUCH virus is in a patient’s body. And that is vital, because, to even begin
talking about a person actually getting sick, he would have to have millions and millions of virus
actively replicating in his body. Therefore, the finding of the test is irrelevant in the real world, as
opposed to the lab.
In the real world, of which Italy is a part, people who are aged, who have multiple and very serious
long-term health problems, who have been treated for years with toxic drugs—these people die of
those factors. There is no need for a purportedly new virus to explain why they are dying.
The absolute fraud and crime involved here are enormous. The perpetrators, in their bubble of
reputation, wall-to-wall false science, media robots, and government back-up will escape with their
careers intact.
But the truth has a way of toppling pedestals and the people who stand on them.
7.4.20 - Probable link between air pollution and Coronavirus mortality in Italy:
https://www.naturalblaze.com/2020/04/probable-link-between-air-pollution-and-coronavirusmortality-in-italy.html
[COMMENT ON ARTICLE FROM A CORRESPONDENT: Judyth Vary Baker explained years ago
in one of her many interviews how she was able to give rats cancer within 7 days. She irradiated
them (as if by chest X-ray) and then put them in a chamber that was continually filled with cigarette
smoke.]
… “Our considerations must not let us neglect other factors responsible of the high lethality
recorded: important co-factors such as the elevated medium age of the Italian population, the wide
differences among Italian regional health systems, ICUs capacity and how the infects and deaths
has been reported have had a paramount role in the lethality of SARS-CoV-2, presumably also
more than pollution itself,” he explains.
Different datasets show a link
The two northern Italian regions are among the most air-polluted regions in Europe. The recently
published article took its outset in data from the NASA Aura satellite, which has demonstrated very
high levels of air pollution across precisely these two regions. …
Reprise
Composite map - data from https://www.thelocal.it/20200309/map-which-parts-of-italy-are-affectedby-coronavirus-outbreak (coronavirus cases, 9 March) and https://www.nperf.com/en/map/IT//103902.Wind-Tre-Mobile/signal/?ll=33.651208299204995&lg=1.8457031250000002&zoom=5
(most antennas are 4G rather than 5G, but see 5G antenna maps of Italian cities below) Note: this
map is indicative only as the nperf website allows only one telco's antennas to be displayed at any
one time.
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It is to be noted that Italy claims to be one year ahead of other countries in terms of the 5G
rollout. It is further to be noted that the black spot for Coronavirus cases is Milan, and the greatest
concentration of 5G antennas in Italy is in Milan. One may further note the spinal column pattern
on both maps between Lombardy and the Veneto (between Milan and Venice), as well as the
southern areas where few antennas are present, and in which there has been little to no incidence
of Coronavirus.
ITALY - FROM A CORRESPONDENT: This is how Italy reports number of deaths https://youtu.be/VwSA6-384rs - all deaths in Italy reported as Covid-19 deaths - proof
at https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/italy/. Very lively discussion under the video.
ITALY - FROM A CORRESPONDENT: A few weeks ago Gunter Pauli, writer of The Blue
Economy and presently an economic consultant of the Conte Government of Italy, tweeted (in
Italian) the following:
"Science must demonstrate and explain cause and effect. However, science first of all observes
correlations: apparently associated phenomena. Let us apply scientific logic. What was the first city
in the world covered by 5G? Wuhan! What is the first European region of 5G? Northern Italy"
Then, here's a video of a private person walking around Milan these days with an EMF testing
device, showing extremely high levels of emission (up to 9 V/m). This happens when theoretical
maximum emission levels should be 4 V/m in the EU. In the video (unfortunately only in Italian),
the man says that he's been measuring levels in Milan for a long time, and has never before had
values higher than 1 V/m. Just watch the short video and see the levels.
Just, I cannot really testify on the veracity of the video, I don't know the man and I don't know if his
measuring device is good quality: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zk_BfpPn_EU
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Italy 5G rollout as of 1 April 2020: https://www.lifewire.com/5g-availability-world-4156244
Vodafone launched 5G in Italy in these five cities in June 2019: Naples, Bologna, Milan, Turin, and
Rome. The company plans to roll out 5G to 100 cities by 2021. There are several 5G phones you
can buy through Vodafone's website.
TIM (Telecom Italia), the largest telecom provider in Italy, made 5G available in Naples, Rome, and
Turin as of July 5, 2019. Their 5G network went live in another six cities before the start of 2020:
Milan, Bologna, Verona, Florence, Matera, and Bari. By 2021, 120 towns and cities will be covered
with TIM's 5G network.
Iliad, in partnership with Nokia, will deploy 5G across Italy.
These maps of the US I received so I do not know the sources for the data on which they are
based.

___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
Compiler: Evil fucking bitch! Lynne McTaqggart taking up the baton from the evil Ervin Laszlo and
Club of Budapest / Club of Rome:
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9.4.20 - Lynne McTaggart - The gift of a global plague: https://lynnemctaggart.com/the-gift-of-aglobal-plague/ [See response above from compiler]
At the moment, all of us are left with the terrifying sense that we are experiencing the most
dangerous enemy we’ll ever know: invisible, all-pervasive, unpredictable and unvanquishable.
But there are real physical solutions to the pandemic: numerous, well-studied natural substances
that are extraordinarily lethal virus killers. I’ve written about a number of them on these pages.
And this crisis will end – as every other pandemic before this has.
But what if we turned all of this on its head? What if we said that in some horribly weird way, this
global pandemic was an opportunity that we cannot afford to miss?
What if this cataclysmic disruption to our lives was one that humanity drastically needed?
What if we required just this kind of extreme situation to force us to finally change direction?
Recently, I received a document written by my friend and colleague Ervin Laszlo, a futurist and
founder and president of the Club of Budapest and author of Reconnecting to the Source (St
Martin’s Press, 2020)
It was a paper entitled ‘Pandemic as Opportunity.’
Laszlo writes: ‘We are in the midst of a “bifurcation”—the process scientists call a sudden forking in
the evolutionary trajectory of a complex dynamic system. . . . It is
one-way, it cannot be reversed. But it is not predetermined—it
allows choice.
‘In a bifurcation, we can choose the way we go. For the first time in
history, we can consciously and purposefully choose our destiny.
This could be a bright destiny; the dawn of a new era of sanity and
flourishing. But whether it will be that is not determined. It is up to
us.’
Laszlo reminds us that although bifurcation creates crisis, that crisis
is ‘both danger and opportunity.’
He reminds us that our current way of life has created crises far
more devastating and far-reaching than the coronavirus: millions
dying of starvation, war or poverty; millions of displaced refugees;
droughts and fire destroying fertile land; untold hurricanes, storms
and floods from rising sea levels killing thousands and destroying
millions of homes; conflict between nations escalating into near
nuclear threats; our seas, mountains and arctic polluted and warmed to the point of danger.
‘Returning to business as usual, to the norms and practices and the values and assumptions of the
past, would be suicidal,’ writes Laszlo.
‘Another way is now open for us. The social, economic, political, and cultural systems that have
been framing our life have been shaken to their roots.
‘Disruptive change happened, and it is a prelude to fundamental change, whether constructive or
destructive.’
The point, which I wrote in my book The Bond nearly a decade ago, is simply this:
‘For hundreds of years we have acted against nature by ignoring our essential connectedness and
defining ourselves as separate from our world. We’ve reached the point where we can no longer
live according to this false view of who we really are.
‘What’s ending the story we’ve been told up until now about who we are and how we’re supposed
to live — and in this ending lies the only path to a better future.’
Although in the past decade, many teachers have argued that humanity is ‘evolving automatically,’
I have seen almost no evidence of that.
Even after the financial meltdown 12 years ago, when Wall Street traders announced, ‘The world
as we know it is going down,’ the world in fact got back up on its feet, dusted itself off and
essentially carried on with business as usual.
And all of us went back to sleep.
We have been slapped awake by a microbe and realized that humanity as a whole is facing this
crisis – that we are part of an interdependent living system and must recognize that in order to
survive.
Laszlo gives the nod to Franklin Roosevelt who in his first inaugural address in March 1933, in the
midst of the Great Depression, said the famous lines: ‘The only thing we have to fear is fear itself
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— nameless, unreasoning, unjustified terror which paralyzes needed efforts to convert retreat into
advance.’
But Roosevelt went on to remind us that we can do things in a better way: ‘The measure of the
restoration lies in the extent to which we apply social values more noble than mere monetary
profit.’
In the midst of our pandemic, the ‘I win, you lose’ mentality by which we have run our lives
suddenly no longer applies. We can only save ourselves by adopting better goals and higher
values.
Here is our opportunity to start over, to do it all far better, to build over the scorched ground of
social and economic meltdown. This is our chance to dare to hope and dream big, to live the way
you and I were supposed to live.
As I discovered when researching the Bond, all our societal creations, invested as they are in
competition and individuality, run counter to our most fundamental being — that a drive for
cooperation and partnership, not dominance, is fundamental to the physics of life and the biological
makeup of all living things.
The coronavirus crisis is exposing in every way that most of us in the developed world are not
living in harmony with our true nature.
This crisis and the resulting pause in our lives is giving us an unprecedented opportunity. We have
the time and space to begin to create some new rules to live by, another way to “be.”
Don’t squander this gift. Use this hiatus to dream, dream big and start to act.
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

RECOMMENDATIONS
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

SNIPPETS
Lighthouse theme: Notre Dame was formerly a lighthouse, theme on new £20 banknote
issued 20.2.20 is light and features Pharos, the lighthouse of Alexandria
(https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/banknotes/polymer-20-pound-note AND The new £20
note: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ClUFVu4ZRcI). WATCH: ‘Strange Creatures’
Descend Upon Luxor Hotel’s Famous Sky Beam During COVID-19 Strip Shutdown [first
time beam has been shut down]: https://cloverchronicle.com/2020/03/22/strangecreatures-descend-upon-luxor-hotels-famous-sky-beam-during-covid-19-strip-shutdown/.
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

SPACE
23.10.19 - For Sale to Lowest 5G Bidder: Planet Earth (Populations & Wildlife Optional) by
Claire Edwards: https://www.globalresearch.ca/lowest-5g-bidder-planet-earth-populations-wildlifeoptional/5692815
On the space aspect of 5G. Contains transcript of interview with Nick Begich, dealing with HAARP
and mind control.
14.5.18 - Planetary Emergency by Arthur Firstenberg:
https://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/planetary-emergency/
The Earth needs your help. Now.
Many are the assaults on our planet. The oceans—Jacques Cousteau said it already in 1970—are
dying. The majestic wilderness is no more. The very oxygen we breathe is being converted to
carbon dioxide.
Others are wrestling with those problems, and they are not going to be solved overnight. But there
is one that must be: we must leave space alone.
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On March 29, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission gave its approval to SpaceX’s plan
to launch an unprecedented 4,425 satellites into low orbit around the Earth. And that’s only the
beginning. SpaceX has applied to the FCC to increase the number of satellites to 12,000 in order
to provide “ultrafast, lag-free Internet” to every square inch of the earth. 5G from space.
SpaceX’s CEO, Elon Musk, has announced his intention to begin launches in 2019, to begin
operating as soon as he has about 100 satellites in orbit, and to have at least 800 satellites up and
running by 2020. The name of SpaceX’s project is “Starlink.”
The global electrical circuit, which sustains all life, is about to be seriously disturbed unless we act.
Recent History
In 1997, in my first book, Microwaving Our Planet, in the last chapter, titled “The Danger from
Satellites,” I wrote: “The proliferation of satellites we are about to witness—unless this world wakes
up soon—is mind boggling, and nobody seems to have considered that popping thousands of
them up there like so much confetti might have consequences for our atmosphere and our
climate.” I wrote about the expected ozone loss; the destruction of the Van Allen belts; global
warming from the addition of water vapor to the stratosphere; toxic wastes; groundwater pollution;
space junk; microwave radiation; and the vandalism of the night sky. My 1997 book is posted here,
courtesy of the Spanish website AVAATE, one of the best websites on this issue:
www.avaate.org/IMG/doc/Microwaving_Our_Planet_firstenberg.doc
A year later the radiation problem asserted itself. On September 23, 1998, the world’s first satellite
phones became operational. Service was provided by 66 satellites in low orbit around the Earth,
launched by the Iridium Corporation. They unleashed a new kind of rain that turned the sky red
and emptied it of birds for a couple of weeks.
A six-nation telephone survey was done of electrically sensitive people, support groups, and
nurses and physicians serving this population. The results: 86% of electrically sensitive people and
a majority of patients and support group members became ill on Wednesday, September 23
exactly, with typical symptoms of electrical illness including headaches, dizziness, nausea,
insomnia, nosebleeds, heart palpitations, asthma attacks, ringing in the ears, etc. Follow-ups
revealed that some of these people were acutely ill for up to three weeks. Some were so sick they
weren’t sure they would live. In the United States the national death rate rose by 4% to 5% for two
weeks. During those two weeks, very few birds were seen in the sky and thousands of homing
pigeons failed to return home in pigeon races throughout much of the country. This was all
documented in No Place to Hide, Vol. 2, No. 1, Feb. 1999, pp. 3-4.
The second satellite service, Globalstar, began commercial service on Monday, February 28,
2000. Widespread reports of nausea, headaches, leg pain, respiratory problems, depression, and
lack of energy began on Friday, February 25, the previous business day, and came from people
both with and without electrical sensitivity. See No Place To Hide, Vol. 2, No. 3, March 2000, p. 18.
Iridium, which had gone bankrupt in the summer of 1999, was resurrected by a contract with the
United States Armed Forces. On March 30, 2001, commercial service resumed. Again the sky
turned red. Again came reports of nausea, flu-like illness and feelings of oppression. But the
events that made the news were catastrophic losses of race horse foals that were reported
throughout the United States and as far away as Peru. On June 5, 2001, Iridium added data and
Internet to its satellite phone service. Again came widespread reports of nausea, flu-like illness and
oppression, and this time also hoarseness. See No Place To Hide, Vol 3, No. 2, Nov. 2001, p. 15.
Additional details are provided in chapter 17 of my new book, The Invisible Rainbow: A History of
Electricity and Life (AGB Press, 2017).
Between 2001 and now, our skies have not essentially changed. Iridium and Globalstar, operating
66 and 40 satellites respectively, are still the only providers of satellite phones. The amount of data
raining on us all from space is still dominated by those two fleets. The predicted fleets of
thousands of satellites have not materialized. But they are about to now, unless we stop them.
Everything we know and love is at stake—not just hawks and geese, pigeons and race horses, not
just the human race, but life itself. This is a mortal threat not just to our children and grandchildren,
but to all of us, immediately, within two years.
The Details
The biggest threats are from Boeing, OneWeb, and SpaceX, all of which have similar applications
before the FCC. SpaceX’s 12,000 satellites will operate in two constellations, at 700 miles and 210
miles in altitude. They will operate at millimeter wave frequencies and they will be phased arrays.
Each satellite will have thousands of antenna elements that will aim focused, steerable beams at
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any desired point on the surface of the earth. Each beam from the 4,425 satellites already
approved at the 700-mile height would have a maximum effective radiated power of up to
8,800 watts. The revised application for 12,000 satellites is requesting an increase to 5,000,000
watts per beam (for the upper constellation of 4,425 satellites) and 500,000 watts per beam (for the
lower constellation of 7,518 satellites). The satellites will communicate both with individual users
and with gateway earth stations, of which there will be several hundred just in the United States.
OneWeb’s founder and Executive Chairman is Greg Wyler. So far, OneWeb has applied to the
FCC for only 4,540 satellites, but it is partnering with Airbus, which will build the satellites; Blue
Origin, a subsidiary of Amazon, which will provide the rockets; and Virgin Galactic, which will
launch them. Its investors include Qualcomm, Hughes Network Systems, Intelsat of Luxembourg,
Marker LLC of Israel, Grupo Salinas of Mexico, SoftBank of Japan, Bharti Enterprises of India, and
Coca-Cola. It received a license from the FCC for 720 low-orbit satellites in June 2017, but has
already sold most of their capacity to Honeywell and other companies. Honeywell plans to use
satellite transmissions to supply fast Internet to business, commercial, and military aircraft
worldwide. On January 4, 2018 OneWeb filed an application for an additional fleet of 2,560
medium-orbit satellites, and on March 19, 2018 it filed an application for 1,260 additional low-orbit
satellites. It is now touting its enterprise as an essential element of the worldwide rollout of 5G
technology. Like SpaceX, OneWeb’s satellites will have antennas in phased arrays and use the
millimeter wave spectrum. Their maximum effective power will be 6,000 watts. OneWeb intends to
launch 36 satellites every 21 days beginning in the last quarter of 2018, and to begin service with
the first few hundred satellites in 2019.
Boeing, which has its own plans for a fleet of 2,956 low-orbit satellites, and already has FCC
approval for them, may now be backing OneWeb. In December, Boeing asked permission from the
FCC to transfer its license for the 2,956 satellites to a company named SOM1101 LLC. Greg
Wyler, the founder of OneWeb, is the sole owner of SOM1101.
A fourth company, Telesat Canada, was granted an FCC license on November 3, 2017. It plans to
have a minimum of 117 satellites up and running by 2021. It intends to add satellites “as needed”
to increase capacity. These satellites will also be phased arrays and they will also be for global
internet to “unserved and underserved” communities, businesses, governments and individuals.
They will have a maximum effective power of 8,000 watts.
Iridium, in an effort to compete with all these new companies, is presently in process of replacing
its original fleet with a new fleet of 66 satellites called Iridium Next that will offer additional services.
These five companies together have approved and pending applications before the FCC for almost
20,000 low and medium orbit satellites to provide Internet to the world from space.
If 66 satellites providing only voice communication caused widespread illness and mortality among
birds, horses, and people, what will a 20,000-satellite Internet-in-the-Sky do to us all?
The Way to Understanding
The original Iridium satellites were (and are still) at 1,000 watts of effective power and 483 miles in
altitude. They are spread out around the Earth so that only one satellite is above any given point
on the earth at any time. If a 1,000-watt tower were to be placed on a mountaintop that was 483
miles from the nearest person, no one would be alarmed. Why, then, worry about satellites in
space? Five million watts is a lot scarier, but even a 5-million-watt beam from 700 miles away will
produce a power level of only 13 picowatts (trillionths of a watt) per square centimeter on the
ground, a level that is far below the levels most of us are exposed to already from WiFi, cell
phones, and cell towers.
The answer has to do with what atmospheric physicists call the global electrical circuit, and with
what Chinese medicine calls qi. Electricity is not only something “out there” that powers our lights
and machinery, it is the force that orchestrates growth and healing and keeps us alive. The global
electrical circuit flows through the earth, up to the sky in thunderstorms, through the ionosphere,
and back down to earth through the atmosphere and through our bodies. The current enters our
bodies through the top of our head, circulates through our acupuncture meridians, and reenters the
earth through our feet. In addition to direct current, it contains 8 Hz, 14 Hz, 20 Hz, 26 Hz, and 33
Hz components. These ELF frequencies are the Schumann resonances, and are identical to the
brain wave frequencies of every animal. It also contains VLF frequencies. These are generated by
lightning, vary seasonally, and regulate our annual biorhythms. We pollute this circuit at our peril.
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From The Invisible Rainbow: A History of Electricity and Life - Chapter 9, “Earth’s Electric
Envelope”
The strength of the atmospheric electrical current is between 1 and 10 picoamperes (trillionths of
an ampere) per square meter. Dr. Robert Becker found that 1 picoampere is all the current that is
necessary to stimulate healing in frogs. (R.O. Becker and G. Selden, The Body Electric, New York:
Morrow 1985, p. 142; R.O. Becker and A.A. Marino, Electromagnetism and Life, Albany: State
University of New York Press 1982, pp. 49-51). It is these tiny currents that keep us alive and
healthy.
The experiences of astronauts are a clue to the importance of the global electrical circuit to
terrestrial life. The International Space Station is not completely outside of it; the Schumann
resonances are clearly detectable even at that altitude, but they are greatly diminished. In the
Space Station, astronauts’ circadian rhythms are disrupted. See John R. Ball and Charles H.
Evans, Jr., editors, Safe Passage: Astronaut Care for Exploration Missions, National Academies
Press 2001. And Russian authors have noted that “a decrease in all physiological processes”
occurs during space missions and that these changes are “identical to those that occur during the
process of aging on Earth.” (Irina M. Lirina et al., “Protein expression changes caused by
spaceflight as measured for 18 Russian cosmonauts,” Nature, Scientific Reports 7:8142 (2017)). It
is doubtful that human beings could long survive if completely removed electrically from Earth, for
example in a colony on Mars such as Elon Musk is also contemplating.
Power Line Harmonic Radiation
Another piece of the puzzle is provided by research that has been done at Stanford University and
elsewhere on the properties of the ionosphere and magnetosphere—the regions of space
hundreds to thousands of miles above our heads that contain mostly electrons, protons, and other
electrically charged ions.
It was discovered more than forty years ago that ELF and VLF radiation from all of the power lines
on earth is reaching the ionosphere, and the magnetosphere above it, where it is being amplified
up to one hundred thousand-fold by interaction with electrons. As a result, the earth’s
electromagnetic environment has been changed. The behavior of the magnetosphere, the
structure of the Van Allen belts, the values of the Schumann resonances, and even the weather
here on earth, have been altered. This phenomenon is called “power line harmonic radiation.”
It was further discovered that the radiation from VLF radio stations is also amplified tremendously
in the magnetosphere—so much so that a radio signal of 0.5 watts sent from an antenna in
Antarctica can be detected by a receiver in northern Quebec.
Dirty Electricity on the Global Circuit
What does this have to do with SpaceX and OneWeb? Or, to rephrase the question, if a single
half-watt radio station broadcasting from the earth has a measurable effect on the magnetosphere,
what effect will 20,000 satellites, some located directly in the ionosphere and some directly in the
magnetosphere, each blasting out up to five million watts—what effect will that have on life below?
The answer has to do with the fact that the satellite signals—like all wireless signals today—will be
pulsed at ELF and VLF frequencies. That is how the data will be sent. Like an AM radio, the
ionosphere and magnetosphere will demodulate, or extract, the ELF and VLF components, and
then amplify them tremendously. Until now nobody has looked for these effects from satellites. But
a Stanford physicist with whom I have been corresponding explained why this could happen and
showed me how to estimate the minimum power level that would be necessary. Iridium had
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enough power, and the new satellites will have more than enough power: as a rough estimate, the
five-million-watt SpaceX beams will contain enough energy up to a distance of 135 miles from
each satellite for their ELF/VLF components to be demodulated by the ionospheric plasma and
then amplified in the magnetosphere.
The result is similar to how dirty electricity gets onto house wiring. All of the electronic equipment—
dimmer switches, fluorescent lamps, computers, cell phone chargers, etc.—that are plugged into
our walls, produce electronic noise that travels on the wiring, radiates into our homes, and makes
us sick.
Except that now the dirty electricity will get onto our bodies’ wiring. The noise from 20,000 satellites
that are plugged into the ionosphere will pollute the global electrical circuit that we are all plugged
into. It will kill us and it must be stopped.
It is not only the number of satellites but the number of customers they will serve that is the
problem. A cell tower is more harmful than a radio station because instead of emitting just one
signal it emits hundreds. Iridium is so impactful not only because it has 66 satellites but because it
serves more than a million customers. Because of Iridium and Globalstar, standing barefoot on the
earth is no longer as healthful and invigorating as it once was, anywhere on the planet. Grounding
yourself increases the flow of qi through your body, but the qi now has electronic noise on it.
SpaceX’s initial goal is to sign up 40 million subscribers. If OneWeb signs up another 40 million,
and one-tenth of the subscribers are online at any given time, electronic noise from an additional
8,000,000 signals, to start with, will pollute the global circuit.
There are other serious environmental impacts from the intensive use of space, some of which I
outlined in my first book. For example, the rockets of both SpaceX and OneWeb will burn
kerosene. Burning kerosene in space produces prodigious amounts of black soot, which
accumulates in the stratosphere. Black carbon absorbs so much solar energy that its contribution
to global warming is two million times greater per unit mass than carbon dioxide. Just 35 launches
of SpaceX’s Falcon Heavy rocket per year would produce an amount of warming roughly equal to
the amount of warming produced in a year by the world’s one billion cars. I am extrapolating from
the estimates of Martin Ross of the Aerospace Corporation, which were made in 2012 when there
were 25 launches per year of much smaller kerosene-burning rockets. (M. N. Ross and P. M.
Sheaffer, “Radiative forcing caused by rocket engine emissions,” Earth’s Future 2: 177-196
(2014)).
As Ross points out, the problem of black soot could be solved, or at least reduced, by using a
different type of fuel. The radiation problem, however, by definition cannot be solved, because the
radiation is the product. The decision-makers and investors in these companies must be made to
understand that they are playing with fire, and that what they are planning to do within the next two
years will have fatal consequences.
1.2.99 - No Place to Hide, Vol. 2, No. 1, Feb. 1999, pp. 3-4. - Satellites Begin Worldwide
Service: Health problems coincide by Arthur Firstenberg:
http://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Satellites-Begin-WorldwideService.pdf
Motorola's 66 Iridium satellites began full-time service, as scheduled, on September 23, 1998. On
that date digital cellular phone service was made available on a trial basis to 2,000 users
throughout the world who had been provided with Iridium telephones. On November l, after this
trial period, commercial worldwide service began.
On about October 1, the Taskforce contacted 57 electrically sensitive people in 6 countries. Two
support groups were also surveyed, and two nurses and one physician were interviewed. This
survey found that approximately 86% of electrically sensitive people interviewed, and a majority of
patients and support group members, became ill on Wednesday, September 23 exactly, with
typical symptoms of electrical illness such as headaches, dizziness, nausea, insomnia,
nosebleeds, heart palpitations, asthma attacks, ringing in the ears, etc. One person said it felt like
a knife went through the back of her head early Wednesday morning. Another had stabbing pains
in the chest. More than one person, including this writer, were so sick they weren't sure they were
going to pull through. Followups revealed that some of these people were acutely ill for up to three
weeks. This writer suddenly lost his sense of smell on September 23, and it still has not returned to
normal. (Russian researchers Y.A. Lobanova and Z.V. Gordon wrote in 1960 that loss of olfactory
sens1t1v1ty was one of the earliest signs of microwave influence.)
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U.S. total mortality statistics for 122 cities, obtained from the Centers for Disease control, reveal
the following numbers for 1998:
Week 39
11,351
Week 40
11,601
Week 41
11,223
Week 42
11,939
Week 43
11,921
Week 44
11,497
Week 45
11,387
For certain cities, numbers are missing for some weeks; the above table has been adjusted for the
missing numbers. CDC personnel estimate an average 3-week delay between time of death and
filing of the death certificate, upon which the tables are based. That puts weeks 42 and 43 to about
Sept. 27 to Oct. 10, which are the same weeks that most electrically sensitive people were sickest.
A 4% to 5% rise in the national death rate occurred during those two weeks. This is also the time
period that thousands of homing pigeons got lost in races throughout much of the eastern 2/3 of
the United States.
[continued – next article]
Thousands of Homing Pigeons Lose Their Way
"More Than 3,000 Birds Vanish in One Week, leaving Owners Baffled". So ran the headline of a
Washington Post story of Thursday, October 8.
"Out of 1,800 birds competing in a 200-mile race from New Market, Virginia to Allentown,
Pennsylvania, about 1,500 have vanished," wrote reporter Eric Wee. "And in a 150-mile race from
western Pennsylvania to suburban Philadelphia, 700 out of 900 pigeons are missing.
"In a 350-mile race Saturday, from Pittsburgh to Brooklyn, 1,000 out of 1,200 birds never showed
up. Peter Viola, an organizer of that race, said he'd also heard reports of large losses in races
from Buffalo to New Jersey in the past few days.
"Most of the pigeons should have been back in their lofts within a few hours. Although it's not
unusual to lose a few birds during a race-a hungry hawk, for example, might snag a few racersthe recent losses are extraordinary, organizers say.
"'There is something in the air,' said Gary Moore, who was the 'liberator' for the 150-mile race,
deciding when and where the birds were released. 'To lose this many is just unbelievable."'
Contacted by the Taskforce, Moore said that during the racing season he flies his birds regularly a
distance of 20 miles, several times a week, and that in early October it took them double the
normal time to come home. He also observed that very few wild birds were out flying, not even
sparrows, and that he saw geese flying scattered all over the sky, instead of in a normal "V"
formation.
Robert Costagliola, of Fogelsville, Pennsylvania, added that hawks weren't out hunting during
about a two-week period, and that his pigeons acted strangely even when they were in their
roosts.
Phone calls to pigeon racers throughout the country have revealed that huge losses in early
October races were not confined to the northeast, but occurred throughout more than half of the
United States, from the Great Plains to the East Coast.
Larry Lucero, a New Mexico pigeon owner, told the Taskforce that 1997 was the worst in his 35
years of racing pigeons. After 8 weeks of racing young birds that fall, he had just 12 birds left out
of the 65 he started with. This year, said Lucero, his losses have not been so large, but his birds
have also not been as healthy. With respiratory conditions and digestive problems, they have
needed medicines that he hasn't had to use for years.
Similar problems have been noted during the past few years in other "Countries. For example, the
Irish Times of July 21, 1997 carried a story entitled "Mobile Phones Blamed for Poor Pigeon
Performance." Reporter Nuala Haughey wrote:
"The Secretary of the New Ross and District Pigeon Club, Mr. Jim Power, said he has noticed that
the problem of lost birds has worsened as satellite television and the mobile telecommunications
network in the State have developed.
"Mr. Power says membership of his club has fallen drastically over the past three years due to
heavy losses of birds."
The article continued:
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"UCG's Professor of Applied Sciences, Philip Walton, is, however, fast to clip the wings of the
mobile phone theory.
"He said: 'I would regard it as very unlikely because the power of the radio waves from these
transmitters is very small compared to television or radio transmitters, which have been arotmd
since the 1930s and 1940s. I would think that putting phone masts on a hill would be much more
upsetting to the birds from a visual point of view."'
Contrary to the notions of Dr. Walton, however, it is well-known within pigeon-racing circles that in
the 1930s and 1940s, when lots of radio and TV transmitters were being put up, pigeons got lost
all over the place. They adjusted only after years of breeding in the new electromagnetic
environment. Lucero told the Taskforce he heard this from Charles Heitzman, a father of the sport,
and also from Colonel Otto Meyer, former head of the U.S. Army Signal Corps' Pigeon Corps,
both now deceased.
No Place To Fly (Continued)
According to biologist Jim Cox of the Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission, the
average tower kills 2,500 birds per year (Tallahassee Democrat, Sept. 22, 1997). A rough
estimate of the number of towers in the country can be made based on industry advertising. Sprint
PCS boasted in 1997 that it was going to build 50,000 cell sites in one year. That translates into
125 million birds killed, just from one company's towers built in one year.
Since PCS towers reportedly need to be 4 to 5 miles apart, a single company's network will need
200,000 towers to cover the entire United States. Since there are commonly 6 or more competing
companies in each market, at least some of which are building their own towers, we can guess that
half a million PCS towers will ultimately be built in the U.S. This translates to IX billion birds killed
per year, or fully one quarter of all birds that migrate through the U.S. annually.
Wildlife
Alice Beougher (see "The Wagram Inn, Reynoldsburg, Ohio," No Place To Hide, Dec. 1997)
writes:
"I am enclosing a picture of how this radiation killed a den of
coyotes. This occurred just a few months after they ·erected the
tower within 200 feet of our back yard. "
The tower was erected in April 1993. The coyotes, whose den
was about 200 feet away, began wandering around the
Beoughers' yard weak and dazed, with ragged coats. They all
died or disappeared. The Beoughers' white Maltese dog, Mindy,
10, also became sick at the same time, and was sick for four
years before being put to sleep. It ran fevers and eventually lost
all its hair. The yard was once full of rabbits, and was frequented
by groundhogs, deer, ducks, geese, robins, blue jays, and other
birds. All have left. Bird feeders still attract the occasional flying
visitor, but none stay long, and none nest. Alice tells us that in
Columbus, Ohio, antennas have been mounted on both a water
tank and a tower, right next to the Columbus zoo.
11.01 - No Place to Hide, Vol. 3, No. 2, Nov. 2001, pp. 3-4. - by Arthur Firstenberg:
http://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/NPTH-Nov.-2001.pdf
Contents: On June 5, 2001, Iridium added data and Internet to its satellite phone service. Again
came widespread reports of nausea, flu-like illness and oppression, and this time also hoarseness.
… Deliberately
Huge amounts of microwaves could be coming to a wire near you sometime soon, if a Texas
company called Media Fusion has its way. The company has figured out a way to send high-speed
data over ordinary power lines using the existing magnetic field as a microwave guide. The
purpose: high-speed Internet traffic – at speeds of up to a billion gigabits per second (this is not a
misprint), if its claims are true. The microwave signal will travel along the outside of existing power
lines. The company, which was granted a patent November 9, 1999, plans large scale trials in the
United States this year.
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Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)
Large networks of wireless computers are now being marketed to schools, college campuses, and
businesses. “WLANs allow continuous access to the campus network, from notebook computers
anywhere in the building,” reads one company’s advertisement.
What this means is that every computer in the building is equipped with an antenna continuously
emitting a signal, and that there have to be satellite antennas in ceilings and walls throughout the
building – either hard-wired, or themselves in wireless connection to a base station somewhere
else. Any person in such a building (or on such a campus) is going to be swimming in radiation
from the surrounding computers. These systems already exist, or are being installed right now, at
Disneyland, in Walmart stores, in some college campuses (such as Nova Law School in Davie,
Florida), and in some public schools around the country. These systems are being marketed
aggressively to school systems with portable classrooms, which up to now have been (horrors!)
not connected to the Internet.
This is cellular taken one level higher. Unlike cell phones, computers are on all the time. The
numbers of transmitting antennas in close proximity will be vastly greater. The amount of data (and
therefore radiation) sent by each transmitter is vastly greater for a computer than for a telephone.
What this will do to our schools and our children is easy to predict. We foresee a huge increase in
asthma, learning disorders, behavioral problems, depression, suicides, and violence in the
schools.
Of particular concern are laptop computers sporting ¼-inch radiating antennas just inches away
from the user’s gonads.
This technology is unlicensed, and presently operates at microwave frequencies of 2.4 GHz or
5.7 GHz, or at infrared frequencies of 902 GHz.
The eventual goal of these companies is to have all of the computers in a whole city connected to
one another by wireless means. Who will be able to live in such a city?
Actually, the real eventual goal is to have all computers on the whole planet connected to one
another by wireless means. Read the latest satellite update:
Satellites: An Urgent Situation
The number of low orbit satellites providing digital wireless services to penguins is now up to 155.
Since the last issue, Orbcomm has launched another seven, brining its total to 35; Iridium’s 72,
despite bankruptcy, are still up and running. And Globalstar, with 48, just launched full commercial
service in the United States and Canada on Monday, February 28, 2000. ICO Global, despite
bankruptcy, plans to begin launching satellites in March, due to financial guarantees by Craig
McCaw’s investment company to the tune of $1.2 billion. Teledesic, the 300-satellite “Internet-inthe-Sky” brainchild of McCaw and Bill Gates (see No Place to Hide, October 1997) is still in the
planning stages. Based in Bellevue, Washington, it already has an FCC license and has signed a
launch contract with Lockheed Martin.
The launch of full service by Globalstar last Monday has alarmingly been accompanied by reports
of sudden illness all over North America from electrically sensitive people, and non-electrically
sensitive people, to an extent which is greater than the Taskforce has seen since it began
monitoring such reports 3½ years ago. Nausea, headaches, leg pain, and respiratory problems are
widespread. So is lack of energy and depression. This appears to have begun on Friday, February
25, the previous business day. It is too soon to know whether this will pass, or whether mortality
has increased. We also do not know the situation in the rest of the world, because Globalstar is
rolling out its service at different times in different countries. Please let us hear from you if you live
overseas.
About Satellite Dishes
In spite of the fact that (so far as we know) not a single scientific paper has ever been published on
the hazards of radiation from satellite receiving dishes, they have become such an enormous
hazard to electrically sensitive people that we have decided to raise the issue in these pages.
Like any other metal object, a dish of resonant dimensions that focuses the energy from a satellite
on a collecting arm, will (passively) re-radiate that same energy out into its immediate environment.
Because the collecting arm of a satellite dish is a device that also amplifies the received …
[END OF PAGE]
6.5.17 - Leuren Moret on wireless weapons used on people:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5Xr_C1o70s
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Leuren Moret: The slaughter of the Tutsis by the Hutus in Rwanda in 1994 (about 800,000 people
were killed; https://www.thoughtco.com/location-of-conflict-tutsis-and-hutus-3554918) – conducted
by antennas [microwave mind manipulation] in order to cover up the dispossession of the rich
white colonials
Minute 3:
« iridium (satellite system in the 90s) the governmental put a fortune into it developing it and they
said oh we can't use it they gave it to Bill Gates and Microsoft well guess what it's really for it's
really for attacking people from space with infrared, and infrared is the message flow through our
bodies telling right organs when to do what killing cells when to do what whatever so our bodies
are completely controlled managed everything through frequencies »
 It means pre-6G is working in orbit. Can it simulate corona symptoms?
 We need to know more about the Iridium satellite system.
For Iridium satellite system, see Arthur Firstenberg below and at: www.cellphonetaskforce.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/04/NPTH-Nov.-2001.pdf who talks about red skies, nausea, flu-like illness
and feelings of oppression, plus hoarseness, and aborted race-horse foals coinciding with the
operationalization of the Iridium satellites. (See also The Guardian - Why the rare 'blood aurora'
inspires awe – and foreboding: https://www.theguardian.com/science/blog/2017/feb/02/why-therare-blood-aurora-inspires-awe-and-foreboding)/.
No Place to Hide, Vol. 3, No. 2, Nov. 2001, p. 15: Update on Satellites by Arthur Firstenberg
http://www.cellphonetaskforce.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/NPTH-Nov.-2001.pdf
The Cellular Phone Taskforce continues to track low-orbit satellite activities in relation to human
health. Episodes of nausea, flu-like symptoms, and feelings of oppression, occurring throughout
the world, have occurred periodically since the first low-orbit satellite constellation went into
operation on September 23, 1998. Typically, these episodes last for about three weeks and
coincide with new or increased levels of service.
This year there have been two more such episodes, beginning March 30 and June 5.
On March 30, 2001 Iridium, which has 66 operating satellites, resumed full commercial cell phone
service worldwide. After a year and a half in bankruptcy, Iridium was resurrected December 5,
2000 when it signed a contract to serve the United States military. At that time it re-opened its
Gateway in Hawaii. A “Gateway” is a receiving and sending station on the earth which routes
satellite telephone calls to their destination, and vice versa. On March 30 all the other Gateways all
over the world became operational as commercial service was resumed.
On June 5, Iridium added mobile satellite data services, including connections to the Internet.
Hoarseness was a prominent complaint of many who contacted the Taskforce during the next few
weeks.
The March 30 event was unusual in certain respects. First, it was the night of a rare red aurora
which was visible in the northern hemisphere as far south as Mexico, as well as in the southern
hemisphere. It was a time of intense solar activity, so I am tempted to attribute this to pure
coincidence, except that I am reminded of the reddish sky that some reported the night of
September 23, 1998, when Iridium was turned on the first time. All-red auroras, which have been
seen only once every decade or two, are associated with events unusually high in altitude, not far
below where these satellites are orbiting. I am sure we do not understand all the interactions of
these satellite operations with the earth’s magnetic field and atmosphere.
The second event that approximately coincided with this period of time was a catastrophic loss of
Kentucky race horse foals in late April and early May. Since mares, according to the Merck
Veterinary Manual, abort several weeks to a month after, for example, a viral infection, this would
put the triggering event at about the end of March. Except that no such virus has been found.
Kentucky veterinarians are so focused on finding a local cause that they are treating similar reports
from far-away places very skeptically. In the U.S., unusual foaling problems were reported this
spring not only from nearby states such as Ohio, Tennessee, Pennsylvania and Illinois, but also
Maryland, Texas, and northern Michigan. In addition to spontaneous abortions and dead foals,
breeders were reporting both newborn and older horses with unusual eye problems, and adult
horses with pericarditis, or fluid around the heart.
Nobody’s buying, but full steam ahead
Not a single low-orbit satellite enterprise has avoided insolvency, but they are all still up and
running, with billions of dollars being poured into new schemes.
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Iridium, which went bankrupt and closed down in 1999, was rescued by the U.S. military.
Orbcomm, which went bankrupt in September 2000, sold cheaply to new investors in April and has
remained operating throughout. And Globalstar, which stopped paying its debts in January, has
now laid off half its workforce while continuing to expand global access to its services.
Despite the dismal performance of all these other enterprises, Teledesic LLC is still plowing billions
into its effort to launch broadband “Internet-in-the-Sky” in the year 2003. Investors include Bill
Gates, Craig McGaw, Saudi Prince Alwaleed Bin Talal, the Abu Dhabi Investment Company, the
Boeing Company, and Motorola.
Stay tuned.
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

SOLUTIONS / INSPIRATION (ongoing)
6.4.20 - How Beautiful Do You Want Your Future After 'COVID-19' Coronavirus Ole
Dammegard Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yc1ok0bAIhQ
Documentary: The connected Universe:
https://www.documentarymania.com/player.php?title=The+Connected+Universe
For those of us who may not have had a chance yet to see this documentary it is well worth the
watch as a reminder how mentally, spiritually, physically, emotionally and scientifically connected
in the greater macro and micro quantum universe. It’s one of the best one’s I’ve seen explaining a
larger, more wholistic view of unified sciences, theories and research.
The Resonance Foundation has also opened all their online courses and programs for FREE given
the current circumstances mankind is facing...
The Connected Universe
This fascinating journey of exploration of the connection of all things in the Universe is narrated by
the legendary Sir Patrick Stewart. With the lens of science, the film reveals the mechanism linking
everything in the cosmos.
Related Searches: Science, Physics, Culture, Ideas and Movements, Quantum, Einstein, Nassim
Haramein, Max Planck,
https://www.documentarymania.com/player.php?title=The+Connected+Universe
If you’re interested in learning more about the “Connected Universe” & “Quantum Unified
Sciences” and the profound quantum sciences discovered behind it, that unfortunately today’s
present text books in our industrialized society just cant keep up with, well then take a step forward
today and brush up on your cosmic connection here through a series of collective minds sharing
their collective insights together!
This is truly a precious gift to the people of the world - “Thank You Nassim and Team at The
Resonance Foundation”
https://www.resonancescience.org/
30.1.09 - Courage is infectious: I'm Spartacus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8h_v_our_Q
2.5.06 – Article: Beyond Hope By Derrick Jensen: https://orionmagazine.org/article/beyondhope/
… When we realize the degree of agency we actually do have, we no longer have to “hope” at all.
We simply do the work. We make sure salmon survive. We make sure prairie dogs survive. We
make sure grizzlies survive. We do whatever it takes.
When we stop hoping for external assistance, when we stop hoping that the awful situation we’re
in will somehow resolve itself, when we stop hoping the situation will somehow not get worse, then
we are finally free — truly free — to honestly start working to resolve it. I would say that when hope
dies, action begins.
PEOPLE SOMETIMES ASK ME, “If things are so bad, why don’t you just kill yourself?” The
answer is that life is really, really good. I am a complex enough being that I can hold in my heart
the understanding that we are really, really fucked, and at the same time that life is really, really
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good. I am full of rage, sorrow, joy, love, hate, despair, happiness, satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and
a thousand other feelings. We are really fucked. Life is still really good.
Many people are afraid to feel despair. They fear that if they allow themselves to perceive how
desperate our situation really is, they must then be perpetually miserable. They forget that it is
possible to feel many things at once. They also forget that despair is an entirely appropriate
response to a desperate situation. Many people probably also fear that if they allow themselves to
perceive how desperate things are, they may be forced to do something about it. …
9.4.20 - Robert Steele: Holistic Appraisal of Health Solution for Virus:
https://phibetaiota.net/2020/04/robert-steele-holistic-appraisal-of-health-solution-for-virus/
Argyrol has been in clinical use for over 118 years and was in hospitals and pharmacies. first aid
kits and most home medicine cabinets until about 25 years ago.
Argyrol is immediate to manufacture and market in all jurisdictions [according to Pat Smith who
was the Glaxo-Smith Klein Technical Director for South Africa].
In it’s heyday Argyrol had multiple headquarters in the United States, Great Britain, Australia and
South Africa; to all appearance Argyrol was ubiquitous. Argyrol ships through customs globally
without impediments.
Argyrol is recognized as not new nor alternative and for that reason, can be used off-label [being
tested now in Kenya against HIV by doctors and public health personnel at their request].
Christine the owner has used this drug personally to nebulization four years. The dosage was over
2.5mLs daily. The same dosage amount after four years was administered rectally for an additional
year.
Daily administration of Argyrol resulted in no heavy metal toxicity, no staining of my mucosa of my
throat and absolutely no other reactions of discomfort or irritation to rectal tissue from daily
administration of Argyrol at all. She was monitored by her physicians with blood tests and PET
scans with no irregularites observed.
The only first reaction was the Jarisch Herxheimer (Healing crisis) which subsided within a few
days.
Were there to be bottles of OTC Argyrol Anti-Infective in the hospital pharmacies for respiratory
wards, in the pharmacies and everywhere else as there was less than 25 years ago, there would
be no global fear gripping individuals without ANYTHING to militate against pandemic pathogens
engaging with their bodies on their mucous membranes, for God’s sake and definitely no reason to
shut down the entire global economy for ‘the pestilence that stalks in darkness’ noted in Psalm
91:6. How do we look after 25 years without OTC Argyrol? I rest my case.
27.3.20 – Plague of corruption and we must know there are real solutions w/ Dr Judy
Mikovits (1of2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmErnWTYU0E AND
28.3.20 - Plague of corruption and we must know there are real solutions w/ Dr Judy
Mikovits (2of2): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxMrP_WLDns
30.11.03 – Robert David Steele - Review: The Tao of Democracy–Using Co-Intelligence to
Create a World That Works for All: https://phibetaiota.net/2003/11/the-tao-of-democracy-usingco-intelligence-to-create-a-world-that-works-for-all/
Tom Atlee, the author of this book, gets credit for defining a “bottom up” approach that is sensible
and implementable. This book focuses on what comes next, after everyone gets tired of just
“meeting up” or “just blogging.” This book is about collective intelligence for the common good, and
it is a very fine book.
From: The Handbook for the New Paradigm:
"Remember that we are not to consider the actions or the reactions of the other side. We are going
to be dreaming within little known possibilities; therefore all things are possible. The contingent
plans of the other side can only work in their known reality. You are going to be setting up a reality
that is far outside anything that they have even considered. It is this level of creativity that we are
striving to encourage you to reach...Remember your imagination is the entry point to the "mind of
God" which is infinite potentiality. The invocation of His Presence when "two or more are present,"
is true to a degree you limited ones have not yet perceived."
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Say NO to the Lockdown!!: https://60ghz.wordpress.com/#jp-carousel-77
Explanation of the background to this campaign: https://youtu.be/M6zFMwOX0uU?t=12040
The “NO” campaign is a peaceful world-wide grass roots movement. All you need to do to
participate is click the picture below to print it out and hang it in your window where it can easily be
seen from the outside.
If you wish to participate further, take a photograph of this poster hanging in your window or better
still, one you’ve seen in somebody else’s window and post it onto your social media and simply ask
if anyone else has seen one. You’ll be surprised at how many will soon begin popping up….
That’s all you need to do to make a difference.
(scroll down to the bottom of the page to print out the poster….but we strongly suggest and highly
recommend you keep reading before you do)
This lock-down, pandemic scare, war on oil, economic collapse, martial law, forced
vaccinations, flight cancellations and travel restrictions are all ONE orchestrated event to
usher in the United Nations Agenda 21 and Agenda 2030, also known as the New World
Order.
The desired outcome of these Agendas is the complete re-structuring of society as we know it. The
following list is the UN’s published stated goals. Which of these will directly affect you, your family,
your friends and community?
Mark Passio – The “Lost” Principle Of Care:
https://lovetruthsite.wordpress.com/2016/09/25/mark-passio-the-lost-principle-of-care-2/
Birth of a New Earth - A Vision for the Future: https://www.birthofanewearth.com/1/a-vision-forthe-future/

Coronoavirus free breathing exercises by Patrick McKeown:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiwrtgWQeDc
Wim Hof's tips for Covid-19 quarantine: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFPjKxiXORU
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

SURVEILLANCE / PRIVACY
10.4.20 - Google Now Has Access To Millions of Patients’ Medical Records by Roger Mallett:
https://www.davidicke.com/article/567687/google-now-access-millions-patients-medical-records-2
A controversial deal between tech giant Google and the National Health Service (NHS) will allow
artificial intelligence units access to 1.6 million confidential medical records. Since 2014, Google
has partnered with several scientists in an attempt to understand human health, but a new report
reveals the data gathering goes far beyond what was originally anticipated.
According to documents obtained by the New Scientist, the data sharing agreement between
Google-owned artificial intelligence company DeepMind and the Royal Free NHS Trust gives
access to the sensitive healthcare data of millions of NHS patients. The chilling and wide-reaching
deal allows DeepMind access to the medical records of the 1.6 million people passing annually
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through the three London hospitals owned by the Trust — Barnet, Chase Farm, and the Royal
Free.
The Google-owned A.I. firm announced in February it
was working with the NHS to build an app called
Streams — intended to help hospitals monitor patients
with kidney disease. However, the new information
has revealed that the extent of the data being shared
goes much further and includes logs of day-to-day
hospital activity, records of the location and status of
patients, and even logs of who visits them and when.
Results of pathology and radiology tests are also
shared, as is information from critical care and
accident and emergency departments. In addition, DeepMind’s access to the centralised records of
all NHS hospital treatments in the U.K. means the tech company can access historical data from
the last five years, all while receiving a continuous stream of new data.
At the same time, DeepMind is developing a platform called Patient Rescue, which uses hospital
data streams to build tools to carry out analysis and support diagnostic decisions. The New
Scientist explained how it works:
Comparing a new patient’s information with millions of other cases, Patient Rescue might be able
to predict that they are in the early stages of a disease that has not yet become symptomatic, for
example. Doctors could then run tests to see if the prediction is correct.
http://www.dailyalternative.co.uk/google-now-has-access-to-millions-of-patients-medical-records/
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

VACCINATIONS
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

WEAPON
FROM A CORRESPONDENT
This article is old, but that also shows how long ago this was conceived. In 1993, the term 5G was
not yet born.
High Power Microwave (HPM) has had its name changed to 5G.
If you had all of their documents before you, "5G" and/or "Mind Control" would have about a dozen
names, apiece.
The old articles prove that they viewed HPM as maiming weaponry.
Background on the Aviary
In a joint project with the Los Alamos National Laboratories and with technical support from the
Army’s Harry Diamond Laboratories, ARDEC are developing High Power Microwave (HPM)
Projectiles. According to ARDEC, the Diamond lab has already "completed a radio frequency
effects analysis on a representative target set" for HPM.
bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_aviary08.htm
Background on the Aviary - XS4ALL
Background on the Aviary ( Article in 1995, Nexus Magazine, Australia ) ... ARDEC are developing
High Power Microwave (HPM) Projectiles. ... The CIA had a similar programme in 1978 called
Operation Pique, which included bouncing radio or microwave signals off the ionosphere to affect
mental functions of people in selected areas, including ...
sm4csi.home.xs4all.nl/nwo/MindControl/background_on_the_aviary.htm
___________________ BACK TO CONTENTS ___________________

Appendix: discussion on Coronavirus symptoms
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FROM TOXICOM BLOG: http://toxi.com/blogs/5e8a3609789e5238617fd0d3
"I witnessed these type of presentations when treating methemoglobinemia years ago as the hem
rings are altered from Fe2+ to Fe3+ and not able to facilitate the CO2-O2 transfer. Toxic gases
such as phosgene caused this & is what I treated back then with methyl blue in a kit to reverse
what is essentially the patient suffocating at the cellular level or from inside of the body out. Well,
the 5G millimeter frequency essentially causes the exact same pathology by hyper O2 molecule
electron rotation blocking O2 transfer to the cells. Suffocating the patient from the cellular level or
inside out. This Dr. is spot on with his observations. He simply is not aware of the effects of 5G."
NYC physician Cameron Kyle-Sidell
COVID-19 is a condition of oxygen deprivation, not pneumonia… VENTILATORS may be causing
the lung damage, not the virus:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9GYTc53r2o&feature=emb_logo AND
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-economics-education/bombshell-plea-nyc-icudoctor-covid-19-condition-oxygen-deprivation-not-pneumonia-ventilatorsmay?fbclid=IwAR2eN51oPdv5ns7232FKVg64n7_C2G179G8jtMiC014lJd8jsr6GaNNU2nk
A NYC physician named Cameron Kyle-Sidell has posted two videos on YouTube, pleading for
health practitioners to recognize that COVID-19 is not a pneumonia-like disease at all. It’s an
oxygen deprivation condition, and the use of ventilators may be doing more harm than good with
some patients. The ventilators themselves, due to the high-pressure methods they are running,
may be damaging the lungs and leading to widespread harm of patients.
Dr. Cameron Kyle-Sidell describes himself as an “ER and critical care doctor” for NYC. “In these
nine days I have seen things I have never seen before,” he says. Before publishing his video, we
confirmed that Dr. Kyle-Sidell is an emergency medicine physician in Brooklyn and is affiliated with
the Maimonides Medical Center located in Brooklyn.
In his video (see below), he goes on to warn the world that the entire approach to treating COVID19 may be incorrect, and that the disease is something completely different from what the
dogmatic medical establishment is claiming.
“In treating these patients, I have witnessed medical phenomena that just don’t make sense in the
context of treating a disease that is supposed to be a viral pneumonia,” he explains.
He talks about how he opened a critical care using expecting to be treating patients with a viral
pneumonia infection that would progress into Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS). But
that the disease acted nothing like ARDS. “This is the paradigm that every hospital in the
country is working under,” he warns. “And yet, everything I’ve seen in the last nine days, all the
things that just don’t make sense, the patients I’m seeing in front of me, the lungs I’m trying to
improve, have led me to believe that COVID-19 is not this disease, and that we are operating
under a medical paradigm that is untrue.”
More from Dr. Kyle-Sidell: (emphasis added)
In short, I believe we are treating the wrong disease, and I fear that this misguided treatment will
lead to a tremendous amount of harm to a great number of people in a very short time… I feel
compelled to give this information out.
COVID-19 lung disease, as far as I can see, is not a pneumonia and should not be treated as one.
Rather, it appears as if some kind of viral-induced disease most resembling high altitude
sickness. Is it as if tens of thousands of my fellow New Yorkers are on a plane at 30,000 feet at
the cabin pressure is slowly being let out. These patients are slowly being starved of oxygen.
[See below Joe Imbriano on 60 GHz]
And while [patients] absolutely look like patients on the brink of death, they do not look like patients
dying from pneumonia… I suspect that the patients I’m seeing in front of me, look as if a person
was dropped off on the top of Mt. Everest without time to acclimate.
He goes on to explain that ventilators, in some cases, may be doing far more harm than good.
When we treat people with ARDS, we typically use ventilators to treat respiratory failure. But these
patients’ muscles work fine. I fear that if we are using a false paradigm to treat a new disease, then
the method that we program [into] the ventilator, one based on respiratory failure as opposed to
oxygen failure, that this method being widely adopted … aims to increase pressure on the lungs in
order to open them up, is actually doing more harm than good, and that the pressure we are
providing to lungs, we may be providing to lungs that cannot take it. And that the ARDS that we are
seeing, may be nothing more than lung injury caused by the ventilator.
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There are hundreds of thousands of lungs in this country at risk.
In other words, the real disease appears to cause oxygen deprivation in victims, not
pneumonia. This is critically important for all the obvious reasons, and it raises huge questions
about the origins of the coronavirus and whether there is some additional external factor beyond
the virus that may be causing a combined effect that results in severe oxygen deprivation.
Early April - UK: From the Head of ICU at the Royal Free. Please feel free to disseminate
further.
“Dear All,
I have just finished a very useful ICU / NHS Nightingale teleconference, the aim of which was to
consolidate experiences about CV19 and how best to manage the disease. I have provided a
summary below. Please understand that the information is experience, not evidence. I think it
highlights a number of areas that we need to discuss URGENTLY as a group. The take home
message is that advice given at the beginning of this journey needs to be adapted as we learn
more about CV19. The other important thing to begin to understand is that this disease has distinct
phases and treatment will differ as patients move through these phases.
The call had about 80 people on it, most listening. There were about ten “experts” invited to speak,
from high volume centres. I represented our site. Others included Georges, GSST & Brompton.
Ventilation
- Early high PEEP is probably not the right strategy and may be harmful. This is not ARDS in the
early phase of the illness.
- Avoid spontaneous ventilation early in ICU admission as also may be harmful.
- There is clear microvascular thrombosis happening in the pulmonary circulation, which leads to
an increased dead space.
- Also some evidence of early pulmonary fibrosis reported from Italy, possibly oxygen related,
possibly inflammation related.
- Not many patients have reached extubation yet in London, re-intubation seems to be common. I
highlighted our experiences of airway swelling / stridor / reintubation.
- Brompton are seeing wedge infarcts in the lungs on imaging, along with pulmonary thrombosis
without DVT.
- Proning is essential and should be done early. Don’t just do it once. Threshold for many centres
is a PF ratio of 13, but all agreed, do it even earlier.
- Early on in the disease, the benefit of proning lasts < 4 hours when turned back to supine, as the
disease progresses into a more ARDS type picture, the effect is more long lasting.
- Many centres using inhaled nitric oxide and prostacyclin with good effect. Tachyphylaxis with NO
after 4-5 days.
- Generally people are using humidified circuits with HMEs.
- A very interesting thing they are doing at Georges is cohorting by phase of disease i.e. early,
late, extubation / trachy. It involves more moving of patients but helps each team to focus on things
more easily.
- Leak test before extubation is crucial, others are also seeing airway swelling.
- Wait longer than usual before extubating, high reintubation rates reported. Do not extubatne if
inflam markers still high.
My conclusions from this are:
- Less aggressive PEEP strategy at the beginning of the disease and go straight for proning.
- Thromboembolic disease is prevalent, look for it. No one is sure about whether we should anticoagulate everyone, this is probably too risky.
- An extubation protocol is needed immediately.
- We should consider using inhaled prostacyclin again (like we previously did) as it seems to be
working early in the disease.
Fluid balance
- All centres agreed that we are getting this wrong.
- Most patients come to ICU after a few days of illness where their temp was 38-40 and they were
hyperventilating i.e. severely dehydrated.
- High rates of AKI being caused by over zealous driving with frusemide, leading to unnecessary
CVVHF.
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- Hypovolaemia leads to poor pulmonary perfusion and increased dead space.
- Centres echo’ing their patients are seeing a lot of RV dysfunction without raised PA pressure.
- Many have improved oliguria by dropping the PEEP i.e. these patients are really hypovolaemic.
[On nights I have observed many of our patients with a zero fluid balance and temperature of 39
i.e. they will be 2-3 litres negative in reality.]
- Most centres are therefore now backing off of strict zero balance, particularly in hyperpyrexia.
They are moving more towards avoidance of large positive fluid balance.
- Lung ‘leak’ not as prominent in this disease as classic ARDS
 My conclusions from this are:
- Avoid hypovolaemia as it will impede gas exchange and cause AKI. Progression to CVVHF
increases mortality.
- Avoid hypervolaemia
- How we achieve this is difficult, but the frusemide and noradrenaline cocktail needs to be
carefully tailored, especially in pyrexial patients.
- Echo patients to understand their volume status.
Renal
- Higher than predicted need for CVVHF - ? Due to excess hypovolaemia.
- Microthrombi in kidneys probably also contributing to AKI.
- CVVHF circuits clot frequently. Georges and Kings now fully anticoagulant the patient (rather
than the circuit) as it is the only way they can prevent this. One centre using full dose LMWH as
they have run out of pumps.
- Kings now beginning acute peritoneal dialysis as running out of CVVHF machines.
 My conclusions from this are:
- Aggressive anticoagulant strategy required for CVVHF, potentially systemic.
- If we run out of machines, PD may / may not help (our previous experiences with it are not great,
but I have no alternative other than using CVVHF like intermittent dialysis and sharing machines)
Workforce
- A ’tactical commander’ is essential on every shift, who is not directly responsible the care of ICU
patients.
- Most centres now getting towards 1:6 nursing ratio with high level of support workers on ICU.
- Training has largely fallen by the wayside as it is too large a task. People are being trained on the
job.
 My conclusions from this are:
- On call consultant to coordinate but not be responsible for patients (as is the model we have now
adopted).
- We need one support worker per patient. Other centres are using everyone they have. From med
students to dental hygienists. We are behind the curve ++ with this. Last time I was on a night shift,
theatres were full of non-medical staff refusing to help ICU - this is unacceptable.
There were some brief discussion about CPAP:
- Proning patients on CPAP on the ward is very effective, I tried it the other day - worked wonders.
- Prolonged use of CPAP may (I stress the word may) lead to patients being more systemically
unwell when they get to ICU.
- Considerable oxygen supply issues with old school CPAP systems.
 My conclusions from this are:
- As per local guidelines, assess the effectiveness of CPAP after an hour, if it isn’t effective then
bail out and consider intubation.
- If effective, regular review is required. If at any point it is failing, bail out and consider ventilation.
- Whilst we may have a shortage of ventilators, holding people indefinitely on CPAP may be shortsighted as it may be converting single organ failure into multiple organ failure.
OK, that’s all I have.
I will stress again that this is simply a summary of discussions, none of which are backed up by
large, robust multi-centre RCTs.
My conclusions after each section are nothing more than suggestions to be discussed.
We need to adapt fast to what we learn about this disease and learn from our colleagues at other
centre. We are all in this together and joined up thinking is required.
Lastly, we desperately need to look at our own data to understand whether we are getting this right
or not.
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Good luck, stay stay safe and be kind to one another.
Dan
Daniel Martin OBE
Macintosh Professor of Anaesthesia
Intensive Care Lead for High Consequence Infectious Diseases
Royal Free Hospital
London
4 connected emails
Email 1:
I watched your video on Covid-19 where you said the biomarker ferritin increased upon infection of
the more lethal viral strain. The increase in ferritin puzzled me. But then I found a publication that
is quite relevant.
This paper says that Covid-19 attacks the hemoglobin, releasing the iron:
https://chemrxiv.org/articles/COVID19_Disease_ORF8_and_Surface_Glycoprotein_Inhibit_Heme_Metabolism_by_Binding_to_Porphy
rin/11938173/5?fbclid=IwAR1K50u0wRWhOCv0_rxS2_bYk7p3mTOWX08GXaa0Tm13bzT8Wl8MYfTAI8
The serum ferritin increase is a coping mechanism to bind the free iron which would otherwise be
quite toxic.
With hemoglobin destroyed, the patients are starved for oxygen, and their lungs get damaged from
being unable to do their job exchanging CO2 and O2.
Ventilators may not be making much of a difference in patient outcome, because patients'
hemoglobin is dysfunctional!
This paper also explains why the anti-malarial drugs might work, at least in part, to protect
hemoglobin in erythrocytes.
The link provided will get you to the abstract, and then you can click on the PDF to get the entire
paper.
Email 2: "Because the novel coronavirus is dependent on porphyrins, it may originate from an
ancient virus."
Email 3:
This is what Arthur Firstenberg says about porphyrins, from the summary of his book, The Invisible
Rainbow:
A
History
of
Electricity
and
Life
(https://www.5gexposed.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/04/English-Summary-of-The-Invisible-Rainbow-A-History-of-Electricity-andLife-3.pdf):
10. Porphyrins and the Basis of Life
Any transformation of energy in the biological domain involves porphyrins [pigments made up of
four pyrrole molecules]. The fact that our nerves are able to function properly is thanks in part to
porphyrins, which play a role in our cell processes. These are special molecules that function as
the interface between oxygen and life. These molecules are highly reactive and interact with toxic
metals or synthetic elements derived from oil, and with electromagnetic fields – which, in excess,
cause porphyria, which is more an environmental sensitivity than a disease.
Dr. William E. Morton's research showed that 90% of people with multiple chemical sensitivity
(MCS) are deficient in one form of porphyrin enzyme or another, as are electrohypersensitive
individuals – which means that the two forms of sensitivity are only different manifestations, with
one and the same cause. Porphyria, which was discovered in 1891, afflicts about 10% of today’s
population and first appeared at the same time as the general electrification of the western world
from 1889 onwards. Porphyrins are central to the effects of electronic smog, because they not only
cause EHS, MCS or porphyria, but also cardiovascular diseases, cancer and diabetes, as they are
involved in a multitude of energetic biological processes.
In the 1960s, the biologists Allan Frey and Wlodzimierz Sedlak showed that our organisms
definitely have a bioelectronic component, and that some of our cells sometimes behave like
conductors or capacitors or semi-conductors (transistors), like the components that we find in our
electronic devices. This is the case with myelin – the sheath that covers our nerves – which
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contains porphyrin bonded to zinc. Should environmental poisons such as chemical products or
toxic metals affect this equilibrium, the myelin sheath will be damaged, which alters the excitability
of the nerves it surrounds. The entire nervous system then becomes hyperresponsive to stimuli of
all kinds, such as electromagnetic fields. The system enters a state of divergent instability, the
effect becoming the cause.
Contrary to the view that mitochondria are the elements of our cells that produce energy, the
concept of the myelin sheath as being one giant mitochondrion is beginning to gain credence.
The connection between porphyria and zinc was discovered in the 1950s by Henry Peters, at
Wisconsin Medical School. Patients suffering from porphyria and neurological symptoms were
excreting a great deal of zinc in their urine, which led him to the idea that zinc chelation might
improve their condition. He did indeed see an improvement, despite the widespread belief that zinc
deficiency is related to those specific disorders. Similarly, certain experiments have shown that
zinc chelation improves Alzheimer's disease. An Australian medical team demonstrated in
autopsies that the brains of patients with Alzheimer's disease contained twice as much zinc as
those of healthy patients.
The
whole
book
is
available
in
paperback
from
Chelseas
Green:
https://www.chelseagreen.com/product/the-invisible-rainbow/. The 16-page summary is available
from https://www.5gexposed.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/English-Summary-of-The-InvisibleRainbow-A-History-of-Electricity-and-Life-3.pdf.
Email 4:
I was intuiting that something was going on in the blood cells, in the iron, because the typical virus
would not do all job. I was remembering the work of Clifford E Carnicom (Morgellons Research
Project) about the altered blood, from Fe II to Fe III, maybe porphyrins are involved. If this is going
on it can be found with spectrometry, as shown here.
https://www.carnicominstitute.org/research_papers/
This link is not available anymore but (http://www.princeton.edu/~cebic/ironIIvsIII.html) it says:
 Like many elements, iron (chemical symbol Fe) can exist in more than one chemical form,
or "oxidation state." The two most common forms for iron are Fe(II), in which the iron ion
shares two of its electrons, and Fe(III), in which it shares three electrons.
 The oxidation state of iron is interesting and important, because it dramatically affects the
solubility of iron in seawater. Very long ago, in the earliest days of life on earth, there was
little or no oxygen (O2).
 As a result, iron was most often found in the Fe(II) state. Fe(II) is quite soluble in water, so
in those days iron was probably readily available. In those days cyanobacteria,
photosynthetic microorganisms responsible for fixing much of the carbon in those early
days and, concurrently, manufacturing the earth's oxygen-rich atmosphere, probably had
no need for special machinery for harvesting the iron it needed to grow, reproduce, and do
this important work. But as atmospheric oxygen increased, iron began to prefer the Fe(III)
state, which is quite insoluble in sea water. Acquiring iron then became difficult, and
microorganisms began to develop specialized machinery for iron acquisition.
 This difference in solubility between Fe(II) and Fe(III) also means that iron acquisition tends
to be much more of a problem for aerobic organisms than for anaerobic organisms, since
anaerobic environments favor the more soluble Fe(II).
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